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Carter Says Proposal Will
Make Popularity Rating Plummet
WASHINGTON ( AP - President
diplomats. He returned to the White
so far, but when we come out with an
Carter says his proposal for a national
House late Thursday.
energy policy on April 20 we will
energy policy-will make his popularity
Referring to his Clinton and
probably lose about 10 or 16-per cent of
1;rating
plummet because his plan "will
Charleston appearances, Carter told
that."
substantially change the lifestyle of the
reporters: "That's the kind of thing I
That was a reference to the most
American people."
like to do. It makes me feel sure of
recent Gallup Polbfwhich showed 70 per
Chatting with reporters Thursday
myself when I go back to the mu
cent of those questioned saying they
night as he neared the end of his firit
House."
approve of earter's performance as
meet-thepeople trip, Carter said his
In Charleston, he seemed sure of his
President, while 9 per cent clisapenergy plari means"some very difficult ______E:oyed_The restliad po
movesjo eta the budget by scrapnipg_
liaite-ttrlie-rnade- by'
decisions
federal water projects. He declared:
Carter sisia-he was Willing to sacrifice
Congress."
"This will be a major struggle between
some of his popularity among the
Ttw President said,' -I'm going to
me and the Congress .... I hate, as a
people "to require them to face the
l take as much of the disapproval and
brand new Democratic president, -to
brutal facts that we all are going
disappointment of the American people
have an argument with Congress, but
have to work together to deal with
nn meg/4f RR president
ircrisis77.-asvnet gy tuts ant" -rm determined to tat the- American
easier for Congress to move forward."
peqple know about this."
in the years ahead.
Carter planned today to sign
The President gave few details of
At the United Nations, Carter vowed
legislation that will halt the importation
what he has in mind beyond emto end the arms race and to continue his
of chrome from Rhodesia. Carter had
phasizing conservation programs and
emphasis on human rights. Human
supported the measure,saying it would
rights, he said;will be the "backbone of
greater utilization of coal.
underline U.S. commitment to black
our foreign policy."
He did say he wants to4prcivide "an
Majority rule in the African nation, now
The President rejected arguments
easy way for homeowners to-beat their
controlled by a white minority.
homes" and urged investments in
that a country's handling of its citizens
On his whiliwind two-day trip, the
insulation.
is an internal matter out of the realm of
President participated in an energy
foreign affairs, noting that all U.N.
The trip that began Wednesday afroundtable in Charleston, W. Va.,
ternoon took him to Clinton, Mass., for
members have pledged to observe
where he said:
basic human rights:
a town hall meeting, to Charleston and
"We now have above a 70 per cent
then to United Nations headquarters in
favorable rating in the polls for our job
New York where he addressed world
1VC11

Stephens Pulls Out Of
Investigation Of Charges

The Murray Senior CitizensiVive volunteered to make the costumes for the Children's Theatre production,."Androcles
and the Lion." The drama will be presented seven times during the latter part of March. Above, left to right-seated, Nellie
Bell, Alma Cooper, Lalla Boyd, standing, Madie Vaughn, and Treva Washer. BeloW, left to right, seated, Lora Arnold,.
lovalla Page, and Helen Peebles. Not pictured are Sharon Wells, Oberr Stagner, Rose Outland, Odelle Alton, and Hazel
Alton.
Stan Plumes by Gene nicCutclieon'

newspapers."
congressman for names, dates and
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Atty.
Hubbard could not be reached implaces.
Gen. Robert Stephens has pulled out of
Carroll and Hubbard are factional
mediately for comment.
an investigation of charges about
This was not the first criticism of
enemies.
political fund raising among strinimine
Hubbard has indicated he may -run
Stephens in the investigation.
owners, charging that Congre*ian
Mayoral candidates Joe Graves, a
for governor in 1979. The current
Carroll Hubbard has accused him of
favorite of the governor as successor is
Republican state representative, and
bias.
Scotty. Baesler asserted earlier that
Commerce Commissioner Terry
The attorney general said Thursday
McBrayer.
Stephens was too close to the political
he is turning over the probe to Pat
Molloy said he has agreed to handle
implications to conduct an impartial
Molloy, commonwealth attorney for
the probe, but added he has not yet
investigation.
Fayette County, to "take whatever
-navel/Or,they along withlhtee other
action that he deems appropriate.and --received the - complete--file from
Stephens.
mayoral candidates, cooperated with
necessary."
"I have no idea what I'm going to do
the attorney genrari investigators. In The abrupt halt to the inquiry
addition, Graves and Baesler said
stemmed from a letter Stephens- because I haven't seen any materials,"
The coramonwealth attorney said at
Thursday .night that they have no obreceived from the 1st District
Lexington. "I have no idea what is
jections to Molloy's continuance of the
congressman Wednesday.
probe:
involved eicept what I read in 'the
The letter implied prejudice on.the
party of the attorney'general's Office,"
Stephens said.
"(Although) I -feel that the charges
are untrue, it would be in the best interest of the public and this office if the
Investigation were completed by
Molloy," he said.
Hubbard alleged during a news
conference at Lexington Feb. 14 that.
If prices continued to increase Tor the
the Democratic party was carrying out
WASHINGTON (AP) - Consumer
year at the February rate, it would
full
questionable fund-raising activities on
prices leaped one per cent in February,
translate
into a 12 per cent jump in
in
2u2
behalf of certain un-named mayoral
the biggest inflationary surge
However, the Carter
prices.
candidates at Lexington.
years, largely as the result of the
administration believes the underlying
impact
on
food
Stephens said Hubbard's letter this
weather's
severe winter
inflation rate probably is still between 5
week was in response to his first inquiry
supplies,the government said today.
per cent and 6 per cent and that prices
for further information about the
The Labor Department said about
will begin moderating once the impact
charges.
half the increase stemmed from higher
of
the winter weather runs its course.
The attorney general was ordered to
FRANKFORT, Ky. tAP) - A new
food prices as killing frost in the South
rely more on trends in
Economists
curtailed
investigate by Gov. Julian Carroll after
state law went on the books today that
and drought in the West
nonfood prices as a more sensitive
the governor got word of the allegations
supplies.
allows many motorists to speed without
measure of inflation than food costs,
cent
in
while on a 10-day trip to California.
rose
2
per
prices
alone
Food
being assessed penalty points against
which are highly volatile and often
However, when he returned to FrankFebruary, the sharpest rise in three
their drivers' licenses.
month.
from
month
to
fluctuate
fort, Carroll said that had he known
years, with fresh vegetabie prices_
"how ridiculous" the charges were he
jumping a record 20.9 per cent.
probably would not have taken them as
Most other food prices also were up
seriously.
sharply, including fresh fruits and
Hubbard had said the Democratic
coffee which jumped another 9.9 per
party was pressing mine owners for
cent last month for a total increase of
campaign contributions, but gave no
82.9 since February 1976.
specifics.
Higher prices for gasoline and other
seriously doubt that he has any
fuels also reflected winter's impact.
New York, Floyd Haskell of Colorado
WASHINGTON(AP)-Thanks to the
information,-the governor said.
The February price increase,
and , Lloyd M. Bentsen Jr. of Texas
"honeymoon"
that
Congress
He also commented at the time he
following January's eight-tenths of a
conceded they voted against the GOP
traditionally grants to a new chief
returned thaf instead hof ordering a
' per cent rise in consumer prices, was
plan mainly because they think Carexecutive, President Carter apparently
probe Ile probably should have told
ter's program should be given a chance
Hubbard to give the data to proper certain to add to fears that inflation _,. has the vines to win Senate Finance
may be worse this year than in 1976,
to boost the economy.
Committee approval 'of his $50-perauthorities such as the Fayette County
., when prices rose only a moderate 4.8
That didn't sit well with Sen. William
person tax rebate.
commonwealth attorney.
Per melt*
Roth, R-Del., who had proposed an
But Carter can expect a stiff fight
Stephens, said he wrote
when the measure reaches the Senate
floor.
A final committee vote on the tax bill
Football received-a shot in the arm at the local level at a
could come today.
---recent meeting on the Calloway County School Board.
Demoeratic members of the cornThat action,as well as sports in general, is commended in
'rnittee stuck together when the panel
an editorial on today's Opinion Page, page 4.
refused on separate 10-8 votes Thursday to substitute a permanent tax cut
The style of dress of Southern women does not always
for the rebate. 'Four Democrats
agree with the New York or Paris trends. The Southern
admitted afterwards they had
woman's manner of dress is examined in a story in
The Calloway County Spelling Bee
misgivings about the rebate, but voted
today's Local Scene section, page 2.
.wili
be held Saturday. March 19, at 9:00
from party loyalty.
a. m. Charlie Lassiter, Director of
Independent Harry Byrd of Virginia
Louisville Ballard proved its strength in the state high
Pupil Personnel of the Calloway County
joined the seven Republicans in voting
school basketball tourney last night while the UK Wildcats
Schools, announced today. The contest
against Carter. Li,
were downing VMI. For details see today's Sports Section,
will be held at the North Elementary
The President's program did not fare
pages 6 and 7.
School.
so well in the Senate Appropriations
Students from all of the Calloway
today
'
s index
Committee. By a 10-7 margin,the panel
Elementary Schools and
County
cloudy
stripped from a House-passed bill $3.2
2,3
Local Scene
representatives from the Murray City
billion
that
had
been
earmarked
to
pay
2
Horoscope
Decreasing cloudiness this
Schools will participate in the contest.
for a portion of the rebate program.
4
Opinmi
ioni Page
afternoon with temperatures
The winner of the event will enter the
That
decision
is
by
the
review
subject
to
5
Page
falling into the mid and upper 50s.
Mid-South spelling bee- at Memphis,
full
Senate.
6,7
Sports
$
Partly cloudy and cooler tonight.
on April 30.
.
It ' took a last-minute pitch by
8
Dear Abby
Lows in the mid 30s. Mostly
The winner of the Calloway County
President
Carter's
economic
chief
9
TV Page
sunny Saturday,ifighs in the mid
Spelling Bee for 1976 was Laura Lee
adviser and all the persuasiveness Of
11
Crossword ,.1
and _upper 50s. Precipitation
Fones, who was the Kentucky winner M.
\
Chairman
Russell
the
B.
Long
for
11
C3MiCS
,
chances decreasing to less than
the
Mid South Spelling Bee.
finance committee to rej t QOP
11, 12, 13
C1 ifieds ,.
20 p/m-eent this afternoon.
. The public is invited to the contest at
alternatives
tOthe
rebate.
'
•
Dedths&FuneralS
i
14 _
the 'North Elementary School, SaturDemocratic Ss. Abraham ibieoff
day, March 19, Lassiter said.
of.Connecticut, Ianiel P. Moynihan'pt

Consumer Prices Leap
During Last Month

New Law In Effect To Eliminate
Points For Some Speeding Tickets
However, tlic new taw is effective
only for certain roads, only at speeds
below 70 miles per hour - and doesn't
protect a driver from being fined for
exceeding the screed limit:

The law was one of 35 enacted by the
General Assembly in a brief special
session last December.
Several laws were implemented
almost immediately, such as the new
death penalty' and legislation
establishing a miner training and
certification prograni and setting up a
corps of mine safety analysts to improve conditions in Kentucky's underground mines.
Many other bills do not become law
until next year. They deal mainly with
the implementation -of Kentucky's new
across-the-board tax cut in place of the
.
district court system.'
•
rebate.
District courts in thk. state's 56
•*Several Democrats said they agreed
judicial districts will replace more than
with what I was trying to do but they
1,000 existing police, Magisterial,
didn't vote with me," Roth said.
county and quarterly...cow ts.• "Unfortunately, were in a honeymoon
- The groundwork for the changeover
period, so Congress again is reacting to
-is being ld'id this spring and summer.
what a president does instead oftaking
Of the handful of bills taking effect
the initiativc an its own.".. today, the one prohibiting penalty
Republican aides concede there is no
points against drivers speeding up to 70
chance of killing the rebate in cornw.p.m. on interstates, toll roads and
-mittee and virtually noneof stopping it
four-lane limited access highways has
on the floor. All 38 Republican senators 'generated the most public interest.
oppOse the rebate.
under the old_ law, motorists were.
Some admit privately there is noWay • fined and got three points for gulag up
to convince the neces.wy 13 Democrats
to 15 m.p.h. over the sigtd•Airnit.
to join them in fighting the rebate
Drivers collecting 12 points in a twobecause the Democrats don't want a
year period could lose their licenses.
role in handing Carter what would be a
As amended during the special
crushing defeat.
session, drivers willcontinue to be fined...The rthatealso had a narrow escape
and penalized six points for driving
in the House on March 8, when a
more than 70 in.ph.. but they would not
Republican floor arriendment to subreceive any points for speeds under 70
stitute tax rate cuts for the rebate lost,
on certain roads. They still would be
if I fined.
219 to 194.
• .
GOE'..senators were sukessful in one
The measure sparked a lively floor
fight in the committee On.. Thursday. I. debate during Ow legislative session,
Over 1.ong's objections, the committee " wilt) opponents charging it would .envoted 10 to 7 to grant "heads of
courage motorists to speed. result in
household," who mainly are divorced
more highway deaths and raise auto
or widowed women With minor
insurance rates
children, the Same standard deduction
State police safety officials have said
allowe4 married couples.
obserVance of the 55 ni,p.h..speed iniit
PreOnt-law gives heads of houseld
has been ttii! single 6iost inipokjant
the $400 lower standard deduction used
factor in reducing traffic deaths on
-by single persons
:
even though heads of \ Kentucky's highways.
household usually have job-related and \ State • Polii.e
Ken
o
rn.
ce 1,Atoiiiissiner
h(aisehold . expenses similar fo those .
Se
incurred by 6uples.
Page 14, CoIimn 6
4i

Carter Appears To Have Votes
To Win Approval Of Rebate

inside today
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Southern Women Now Wear
Clothes That Mirror Life

•••,-

-Future Of Church"
Discussed At Meet
The North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Women met Monday, March 7,
at seven p. m. in the home of
Kathryn Glover with Virgina
Jones, vice-president,
presiding.
Sonja Speight presented an
interesting program on "Why
The Small Church Can't
Grow." She brought out some
advantages and
disadvantages of a small church
and asked a qoestion, "What
can be done at North Pleasant
Grove now to see that the
church will survive in the
future?"
This question by Mrs.
,._Speight
brought
much
discussion
among
the
members and action was
taken and committees were
appointed to ''do something
and notjust talk about it."
-Miideed tow-7e give •-fhe
devotion on the "Beginning of
the Lenten Season" and closed
with prayer. The opening
prayer was led by Mary
Katherine Cain, and the
minutes were read by the
secretary, Emma Dean

••••• •

Dr. Alice Koenecke, chairman of the Department of
Home-Economics at Murray
State University, has been installed as president of the
National Council of Administrators of Home
Economics. Dr. Koenecke, a
native of West Salem, Ill.,
and who has been at Murray
State since 1%9, assumed
the office for a one-year
term at a recent meeting of
the-'
200
member
organization in Chicago. The
NCAHE is made up of chairmen of home,
, economics
units in the smaller universilirmand colleges across the
country.

aP
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Don't
Make a Move!!
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947e-1thinAfr,
Our Hostess'
Gifts ano Information are
the Key to Your
New Community
Mns. Kathryn Outland
Phone 7S3-311171
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Lawson.
Katticyn Glover and Mary
ICalfierine Cain were elected
as delegates to attend
Presbytery which will meet at
Union Church near Fulton on
April 21. Alternates elected
were Virginia Jones and
Marketia Cain.
Mrs. Glover and her
husband, the Rev. Ed Glover,
served refreshments at the
close of the meeting. Also
present were Margaret Nell
Boyd, Linda Thornton,
Marg,ery
Crawford,
Josephine Robinson, and
Neelie Wells.
The next meeting will be
held Monday.. April 11.
seven p. m. at the home of
Emma Dean Lawson.

HOSPITAL NEWS

March 15, 1977
Adults 134
Nursery 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Warren (mother
Patsy), 108 Riviera Cts.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Bonnie J. Gossum,6993
Lodden Cove, Memphis, Tn.,
Mrs. V. Christine Melton, Box
63, Dexter, Miss Martha M.
Owen, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.,
Robert E. Jones, Jr., 1312
Kirkwood, Murray, Tommy
Melvin, Rt. 2, Parkway Tr.
Ct., Mayfield, Mrs. Barbara
M. Bourland, Rt. 2, Murray,
Mrs. Hilda Jackson, 301 Pine,
Murray, James G. Call, Rt. 2,
Paris, In., Mrs. Elizabeth E.
Thurmond, Murray Manor
Apts., Murray, Jesse D.
Garland, P.O. Box 55,Sedalia,
Mrs. Bonnie D. Kerr, Alma,
William H. KiMbro, Rt. 7,
Murray, Brandon Dill, 413
Sycamore, Murray, Porter
Charlton, Rt. 2, Hazel, Ernest
E. Paschall, Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs. Debris D.
Roberts, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Otis
H. Wilson (expired), Rt. 1,
Murray.

March 16, 1977
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Regina S. Edwards
and Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Box 340A, Murray, Mrs. Vickie A.
Tatum and Baby Girl, Rt. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Elizabeth E.
Rogers, 627 Broad, Murray,
Mrs. Karen J. Albright, 229 N.
Fifth St., Mayfield, Mrs. Ruth
Ann Hill, 700 Sycamore,
Murray, Michael J. Bucy, Rt.
8, Murray, Joe F. Dalton, Rt.
1, Murray, Z. B. Crouse, Rt. 2,
Box 275, Murray, Albert
Cassity Jr., Rt. 3, Box 213,
Murray, Michael P. Kelly, Rt.
6, Murray, Charles A. Dugger,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
M. Crouch, Rt. 1, Murray,
Mrs. Linda Lou Dunn, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Lucille Hargis,
Rt. 3, Murray, Fred T. Lee,
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Birdie
Anderson, 709 Riley Court,
Murray, Lon Edwards, Rt.
Box 106, Murray, William
Kincheloe, Rt. 2, Hazel„ Mrs,
Inez Waggener, 209 S. 16th St.,
Murray, Mrs.-Irene V. Green,
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Auda M.Thweatt, Rt. 1, Almo,
Mrs. Gusta Linda Leach,
Alm, Jesse T. Huddleston,
Rt. 1, Cerulean.
PATIENT AT MAYFIELD
John Wayne Stubblefield of
Murray was dismissed March
9 from the Community
Hospital, Mayfiefd.

"Models-For-A-Day" tvaslhe theme of the field-trip-when Mrs. Sally C-rass-brought her Murray High School freshman girls to Artcraft Studios for pointers in modeling;
poise and charm. The first group to visit, shown at top, included, left to right, standing
Susan Crass, Stacy Fulton, Martha Pitman, Kay Adams, Mary Ann Roberts, Belinda Bumphis, Jennie Smith, Mary Lindsey, Mrs. Crass and Tina Todd, Artcraft instructor. Seated
are 14'Rill4 Underhill, cifliall10111as...13honda Windser,_ChezidivicKetuty, Linda bailey Apperson, Robyn Ray, Sandra Gibson and Glenda Manners. In the bottom photo, left
to right, standing, are Sheila Sullavan, Gerilan Garland, Valerie King, Beth Taylor, Karen
Glen Brandon, Lynne Beatty and Mrs. Crass. Seated, left to right, are Diana Myes,
Catherine Dick, Lee Bryan,Mary Lynn Morris, Dana English and Julie Billington.
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Your Individual Horoscope

•

SNEAK
PREVIEW

Frances Drake

pm.

What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
4
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)'
Excellent prospects for
general interests and your
special desires - if they are
within the realm of possibility.
TAURUS
(Apt. 21 to May 21) b€ti7 .
Venus continues favorable.
Romance and artistic pursuits
stimulated. A good period for
reevaluating your long-range
projects and putting them on a
more solid basis.
GEMINI
furMay 22 to June 21)
Day may not be exciting but,
if you look in the right places,
you will find more than
adequate reason for rejoicing.
Get an early start!
CANCER'
(June 22 to July 23) 0
0
A poised, unruffled manner
and concise planning, together
with a sound investment of time
and energies are day's
requirements. Scientific
matters especially favored.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Mighty splendid aspects
should encourage an enthusiastic you- with your skills
sharpened and activities
properly directed. A day for
action!
VIRGO
1L
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 rip.
Sidestep any activity that

4124-4?,

14
lots

SOW

1
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By Karen Masse!
worn over pants or skirts and popular madras and men's
Fashion Director
bloused with a rope belt. handkerchief edgings.
Is the mystique of the Menswear stripings and small
The key_ to this activist look
Southern woman fact or fic- neat patterns make maiir
fiFir Spring''77 could easily be
tion?
blouses for spring perfect for fabric. The casual sportswear
If her manner of dressing is wearing under lapeled vests.
feeling goes easily from dayany indication, the answer is
T-shirts are anything but to-night with a simple change
fact. She has her own style, basic. They have been
up- in fabrics. There is the
which may not always agree dated, easier and more
workhorse basics: fabrics that
with New York or Paris blouson. The tank top is barer
get the job done. For tough
fashion trends.
and resembles camisoles in sturdy jobs, canvas and duck
The Southern woman may many cases.
comes up a winner. Then there
come across as all sweet
All active women are in- are the tight twills, denims
magnolias at first glance, but terested in where pants are
and oxford cloths, all durable
at 'closer scrutinity, one going and this spring
pants yet pleasing and the new
realizes that she is a strong- are in the play clothes
shiners - parachute cloth,
willed, independent, self- department. They-are in many
cire and coated cottons will
confident individual. Her shapes and lengths
- alsg be popular because of
clothes reflect this attitude. gauchos, city shorts, short
their functionaXsm.
This attitude is responsible shorts;- joggtng panttrand
for her sense of involvement. jumpsuits.
For the neat and clean,
Today's Southern woman is a
Skirts are full as well as seersucker will .be a popular
participant, not just a spec- narrow - but both designed, fabric in the active woman's
tator. In planning her war- for movement. Dirndles Are_closet. Her daytime wardrobe
- drohe, She- nitkes the
fficlu -tiiiverings,.
softened with gathers, while Will aher active approach to the narrower cuts have slits
terry
clolh
and tablecloth
or
traditional sophistication that 'pleats.
looks. All natural, serviceable
is all her own.
Colors for the participating and made for performance.
Women wear clothes that woman are white and bright!
The same shapes she wears
mirrorthe way they live. They White combines- wittr---rett- taring
her Waive My
-foltaive
are not spectators of life, they navy or black. White sides
at night. Sheers in voiles,
actually take part in what is with primitive darks and
lawns and chiffons will give
going on - from electing a flatters the exotic, the
the activist a clean, moving
Georgian to the Presidency, to tropical, the natural. Colors
look that is in keeping with her
being actively involved in both are alive and compliment the
on-the-go attitude.
amateur and professional lightness and airiness of
the
It is easy to see that the
sports.
fabrics, which move subtly
Designers have captured over the body. Gold is used Southern woman's energetic
approach to living is reflected
this adventurous spirit in innovatively in accessories
for
functional shapes, practical day, adding depth and in the way she will be dressing
fabrics and bright colors - dimension to the brights. It is for Spring '77 ... and, as
giving spring ready-to-wear a everywhere ... at the neck, the always, it is easy to see what
special regional appeal.
waist, the foot, in belts, bags, her favorite accessory will be:
that great Southern smile.
This winter has been an jewelry and footwear.
unusual one for the Southern
(Karen Massel is Fashion
The vividness of color
region - long, cold and continues in the popular Director for The Atlanta Mart.
dreary. The spring look patterns that are important She coordinates and produces
reflects the excitement of a this year.
fashion shows for each of the
new, warm season. Clean,
Stripes are bold and bright, apparel markets sponsored by
fresh air, bright flowers and horizontal, vertical and the Mart each year. Her
veils of newly budding trees diagonal.
The
narrow MARTRENDS Report, a new
give a feeling of "get out and engineer's 'stripes service for the press, gives
do" - participate. imaginatively expand to new consumOrs an idea of what
The look is inspired by work -stripped patterns will be appearing in local
.
sports, sporting goods and Classic stripes in classic retail stores six inonths in
workwear
which
come patterns will be seen this advance-fashions wholesale
together for the Southern spring - color plus white buyers are shopping for at The
super-activists. There are graphpaper 'checks - and Atlanta Mart now. Though the
functional jackets with a stripes, tiny glen plaids, public cannot shop at the
plethora of pockets, hoods, tattersalls, ginghams, win- Mart, this report will serve
drawstrings at the waist or dowpanes.
'them as the eyes and ears of
hips. A new look is the shortBright and bold plaids are in "things to come" in women's
stop jackets that end at the too - including the ever ready-to-wear.)
waist. Rain shedders, another
popular look, include camper's, hunter's and hiker's foul
See "Network" 9:30 Show
weather gear. Also from the
Tomorrow L See This Free
rainwear market is the poncho
shape, now in both knit and
woven fabrics.
Tops are outstanding for
Spring '77 -from sweaters to
T's.
• TOMORROW
Sweaters include dishrags,
fishnets and nautical looks
11:30
with contrasting color trims in
piping, fringe and braids.
a •
Tabards, vests and tunics will
It.
have boat, scoop and deep
CD
"V" necklines.
ND!!!
R
The shirt has a new shape

EGG ON FACE
Two homemade cosmetic
recipes from actress and
beauty maven Dina Merrill in
the current issue of Family
('ircle that should give any
woman true "star appeal": If
you find that facials make
your skin blotchy, try applying the well-whipped white
of an egg to your face. It really
tightens pores. For a good
deep-pore cleanser, on the
other hand, mix a cake of
yeast with tepid water until it
has a creamy consistency,
then apply all over your face
and let it., bar
"You can
really feel it lawing out
=Wales," says Miss
Merrill.

FOR SATURDAY,MARCH 19, 1977
could hamper your forward
movement. You may encounter
unexpected situations; much
good, too.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) la
Plan your schedule so as to
allow for handling not only
essentials, but some unexpected
new activities. Be realistic, too.
Do not confuse wishful thinking
with "inspiration."
SCORPIO
et•
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
An auspicious period. If you
cooperate smartly, you can
make up for lost time or break
through any barriers to new.
attainment.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 ta Dec. 21) 9i#44;
Discretion and secrecy may
be your most important tools if
you are aiming at some unusual
financial objective. Let past
experience guide you.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Avoid a tendency toward
lethargy. Rewards will be
commensurate with the efforts
you expend. Keep your own
counsel in personal affairs.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Good Uranus influences, but a
few "tricky" spots will bear
watching. Properly alert,
ever, you can eradicate
thef and go on to bigger and
bett r things.
PISCES
X
•(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Hunches sometimes warn
when not to speak or act but are
often ignored. Better pay attention to them, and to the
suggestions of the experienced
pow. Avoid excitability.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely ambitious individual
and have been endowed with the
talents needed to achieve highly
satisfying goals. in life. Your
personality is an outgoing one
and you would make an outstanding speaker, entertainer
or politician. This trait is
bestowed by the oncoming Aries
of which you are a cuspal ( one
born at or aear the change of
Signs). You nevertheless
ppssess the typical Piscean love
of beauty, art and sensitivity to
the needs of others, and could
succeed in any one of those
areas. You are attracted to
"causes" and, should you
become active in any Onel, of
these, would make a prefot4nd
and inspiring leader. Juit otte
admortion: Be careful not to ko

to extremes in such activities.
Birthdate of: William Jennings
Bryan, Amer. Statesman,
"silver-tongued orator");
Ursula Andress, film actress.

Ch'tff

See Free Sneak Prevue Sat.
See Separate Ad On This Page
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Mr.& ilrs. Henri Present Lesson, Homemakers Meet

COMMUNITY
tx's••• CALENDAR
4.

Friday, March 18
Deadline for reservations
for Murray Woman's Club
R
C h.
departrit*-nt
ctrairman
or
telephone
committee for
Monday
brunch.

Sunday, March 2O
Household shower for
Jimmy and Karen Kelso who
lost their home- and contents
by fire will be held at the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
from two to four p.m.

Tuesday, March 22
Tuesday, March 22
Esther Sunday School
Murray TOPS Club will
Class, First Baptist Church,
Mrs. Donna ' Jackson,
will meet at Fellowship Hall of meet at the Health Center at president, presifled at the
seven p. m.
the church at 6:30 p. m.
meeting of the South Pleasant
Grove Homemakers Club held
Murray Quota Club will on Wednesday, March 9,
Dexter Senior Citizens will
at
meet at the Dexter Center at meet at the Triangle Inn at 1:30 p. in. at her home.
twelve noon.
9:30 a. m.
.SPg.C.litl guests at the

Hardin Senior Citizens will
Aglow Fellowship will meet
have a social breakfast from
7:30 to ten a. m. with shopping at Kenbar Inn at 10:30 a. m.
from ten a. m.to four p. m.
Twin takers Good Sam Club
Sing and Tell will present a
Murray State baseball game
will hold its first campout of
concert at the First Baptist
Ellis Center will be open with University of Chicago
the year at the Kenlake KOA
Church at seven p. m.
from ten a. m. to three p. m. will be at one p. m. at Reagan
Kampground at Aurora with
for Senior Citizens with Field,
Monday,March 21
J. B. and Jo Burkeen as
devotion at 10:05 a. m., work
Calloway
wagonmasters. A chili supper
County
on costumes, etC., at 10:30
.1
will be served Saturday night. Association for Retarded a.m., sack lunch at noon, and
Wednesday, Mardi 23
Citizens will meet on the band practice at one
p. m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Saturday, March 19
second floor auditorium,
meet
at the City Hall at one p.
Shopping Day for senior Special Education Building,
Senior recital by Gale m.
citizens will be held. Call 753- MSU,at 7:30 p. m.
Ordway, Paducah, clarinet,
9725 by 4:30 p. m. Friday for
will be at 8:15 p. m. in Farrell
Hardin Senior Citizens will
Hardin
Senior
Citizens
will
transportation.
Recital Hall, Prite Doyle Fine have a work day from 9:30 a.
have a work day at the center
Arts Center, MSU.
m.to three p.m.
Chapter M of PEO will have from 9:30 a. m. to three p.m.
a luncheon at the home of Mrs.
;Tight crafts _group_
_
Paul Stiu-m at twelve noon
with Bernice Lutes as Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club will meet at the home of
cohostess.
Nancy Weber, Lynnwood
Kentucky's
Fishing Estates, at 7:30 p. m.
Bonanza, a slide program and
discussion
of
fishing 'Day craffs group
techniques for catching Welcome Wagon Newcomers
crappie and white bass, will be Club will meet at the home of
shown at Center Station, Land Ellen Bowen, Route Two, at
Between the Lakes, at 2:30 p. 9:30 a.m.
m.
Rho Chapter cif Alpha Delta
Horse-pulling contest will be Kappa will meet at the home
at West Kentucky Livestock of Betty Riley.
and Exposition Center, MSU,
Willing Workers Class,
at seven p. m.
Sinking' Spring
Baptist
Saturday, March 19
Church, will meet at the home
Laker SpeecliTeam will of Jane Stallons at seven
p. m.
hold its annual grave Day
from eight a. m. to five p. m.
LaLeche League will meet
Persons having jobs for the at the home of Debbie Shapla,
students call 753-5179 or 753- 1002 Fairlane, at 7:30 p.
m.
8141 on Saturday or before
Saturday call 753-9459 after
Recovery,.Inc,, will meet at
five p. m.
the
First
Presbyterian

ELDRIDGE BOY _
Mr. and Mrs. David
Eldridge,
Route
Two,
Puryear, Tn., announce the
birth of a baby boy, Corey
Scott, weighing seven pounds,
born on Monday, March 14, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The mother is the former
Bonnie Priddy. Grandparents
are. Mr: and Mrs. James
Priddy, Route Six, Paris, Tn.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Obie
Eldridge,
Route
Two,
Puryear, Tn.

meeting were Mr. and Mrs. M.
C. Henry of Murray who
demonstrated the rooting of
plants and the different types
of soil in which to grow young
plants.
The lesson on "Understanding Ourselves" was
presented by Mrs. Imogene
Paschall.
Mrs. Martha Butterworth
presented the craft lesson on
"Wired Pot Hangers." A
report on landscaping was
Viola
Mrs.
given
by

McReynolds.

A work day was planned for
Wednesday, March 23, at ten
a. m. at the home of Mrs.
Martha Butterworth. Each
member is asked to bring a
covered dish for the luncheon
and the members will work on
macrame.
Announcement was made of
the tasting luncheon by the
County Clubs on April 22 at the
First United
Methodist
Church, Murray.
Fifteen members answered
the roll call by giving their
favorite flowers for spring
Guests were Mrs. Jean Mar,
GUESTS HERE
county extension agent in
Miss Dawn Jackson and Lome economics, Mrs.. Joan
Miss Denise McDowal of Cooper and Mrs. Carolyn
Anniston, Ala., are the Parks,- with --the- -latter---twohouseguests this week of Miss becoming new members
of the
Jackson's sister, Mrs. William club.
R. Rouse and Mr. Rouse,
Mrs. Hilda Orr directed the
Plainview Drive, Murray.
recreational period, and Mrs.

Jackson served refreshments.
Other members present
were Mesdames Ellen Orr,
Justine Story, Nina Craig,
Clovis Jones, Sherry Paschall,
.
", Cecelia
Clara Jean Paschall
Cooper, Beverly Foutch, and
Delpha Taylor.
The next meeting will, be
held April 13 at 1:30 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Imogene
Paschall.
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Sale Starts Saturday

or

THROUGH SATURDAY. MARCH 26th - A WEEK OF UNBELIEVABLE FABRIC BUYS!

Square and round dancing
will be at WOW Hall at 7:30 p.
m.
Murray State-Iowa State
baseball game will be at
Reagan Field, Murray, at one
p. m.
Murray Shrine Club will
have a dinner meeting at
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p. m.
Sunday, March 20
Potluck supper will be at
Goshen United Methodist
Church at 5:30 p. m. with the
Rev. Laurence Russ of
Reelfoot Rural Ministry as
guest speaker at 6:30 j;) m.
Tours of The Homeplace in
the Land Between The Lakes
will be at 2:30 p. m.
Endangered Species, a slide
program and discussion about
extinct and threatened plants
and wildlife and what man can
do to protect the environment
will be shown at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes, at two p. m.
Murray State will play
Notre Dame at one p. m. and
Iowa State at three p. m. in
baseball games at Reagan
Field, Murray.

Color
For Original Print Only
*No limit
*Groups Okay
*All Ages

Artcraft Studios
The Professionals
118 5. 12th 753-0035
Free Parking In Rear

Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at seven p. m.
at the lodge hall.

POLYESTER DOUBLE
•
•
•
•

SOLID & PRINTED
SEERSUCKER
. Mu° t(mon, 19" to 45" wide
. solids. he,k's, stripes, prints
• 2 to 10 sard I ashion Lengths
. 'hors ()wilt its Limited

100% Polyester, 60" wide
F I R ST
Solids, Fancies, Spring Colors QLAIIT1
1 to 5 yard Fashion Lengths
Flurry, only 1,000 yards at each store

Jack Anderson, Pulitzer
prize winning newspaperman,
will speak at Beshear Gym,
Murray State, at eight p. m.
Exhibitions of graphic
design by a number -of-artists
of photography and of
metalsmithing and jewelry by
several artists will open at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, MSU,
and continue through Apti113.
Meals for Senior Citizens
will be served at North Second
Street Center at twelve noon.
Monday, March 21
Humane Society will meet
promptly from seven to eight
p.m. at the United Campus
Ministry Building, North 15th
Street.
Dorcas Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church' will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Homer Miller, 1505 Dudley, at
seven p.m.

Penny Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. Brent
Butterworth at two p.m. Note
change in time.
—

Per Pose In Living

Bluegrass State CB club
will meet at the Murray`Csity
Hall, South 5th and Poplar
Stroets, at seven p. m.

REGULAR $1.99 YARD, MACHINE WASHABLE

REGULAR S2.99 TO S3.99 YD. HEAVY PANT WEIGHT

Main

Murray Woman's Club
general meeting will be a
brunch at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs.
Don Keller, state safety
chairman for the federation,
as speaker.

YOUR
PHOTO

49c

Church, 16th and
Streets, at 7:30 p. m.

Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with the program by the
Calloway County High School
Chorus.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon on Wednesday at the
Murray Country Club should
be made by today with Mrs.
Dan Boaz or Mrs. Edward
Carroll. Bridge hostesses are
Mrs. Bob Billington and Mrs.'
Bettye Hunter.

REG. 79013.010N WOVEN

FUSIBLE
INTERFACING
• Ma,him. Washable
• 14" to IS wide
• 3 sds to package

:1,
• Heas
• Ni,,tt.
[mit 11),,irj
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•

I

10 88
D

GAUZE
CLOTH

PRINTED
COTTONS

• 45" wide, Full bolts
• Stripes, Checks, Solids
• Hurry for this

• 45- wide, Perma-Press
• All new Spring Prints
• 2 to 10 yard Lengths.

REGULAR $1.99 YD. — SOLID & FANCY

I

• I I I:nits, tar In h
• l'ItIs.C,IC/ ,111(1 ( 1.1111111

• Checks, Plaids, Stripes, Solids
• 45" wide, Polyester & Cotton
•• All new Spring '77 Shirtingt
• 2 to 10 yard Fashion Lengths

•
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DRAPERY
UPHOLSTERY
StIGHT1MPERFEGTS OF REG SI 99

YD

It

100% POLYESTER

8

65" DRAPERY SHEERS
• f ull bolts, Machine I,Vishahi,
• 100' P01), ester Hatt(' ,/14. NI-rol

10%OFF
•.

REGULAR $1.99 TO $2.99 YD. PRINTED & SOLID

You must be Completely Satisfied

with Every Purchase or your

Money Sack "WE ARE NEVER UNDERSOLD!
If after purchase you find
identical Fabrics priced
lower elsewhere, Well
refund the
difference!

Everything
in
The Store
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A Giant Stride
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The Editor's
Notebook

,Sundm-.School LesNon
By Dr. H. C.CHILES
on ItOrikhletivtallines produced M rie I'ornmittee on
oftormScries and used bu permission

THE WAY OF FORGIVING LOVE
Luke 15:1742
With his inheritance in portable form,
this young man went forth from home
to be independent, to do as he pleased,
to make a name for himself, and to
accumulate a fortune. Bad associates
and indulgence in sinful living brought
about his pathetic condition of being
without funds and friends. In
desperation he accepted employment
as.a swineherd, wLwas.l.lia_most.
obnoxious task at which a Jew could
work.
Heartsick, homesick, friendless, and
penniless, he sat down to think. Ere
long he came to his senses. Realizing
iiis plight...and.desiring a rlifferent and
better tine of life, he soon decided to go
back home and to confess his sin to his
father and to cast himself on his mercy.
This young man had enough courage,
when he saw that he had wrecked his
career and ruined his life, to go back
home exactly as he was, with the
specific purpose of speaking the hardest words in the human language, "I
have sinned," and apply for the position
of a hired servant of his father.
Meatimoie, the father was waiting
and watching for the prodigal to return.
In fact, he wis far more anxious for
him to come back than the son was to
return. With a love which the prodigal
could not understand, when the father
saw the son in the distance, he
recognized him, had compassion on
Monday, March 21, 1977
A poll hereford sale will be held at the
him, ran to him, threw his arms around
The second half-semester classes
West Kentucky Livestock and
his neck, and kissed him. Then he led
begin as classes are resumed at 7:30 a.
Exposition Center beginning at 1 p. m.
him into his house, called his servants
m.following the spring vacation.
Murriy State's trackmen will be in
and bade them place a robe upon his
Monday, March 21
Gainsville, Fla., to participate in the
back, a ring upon his finger, and shoes.
and
Florida Relays.
on his feet. He also commanded them to
Tuesday, March 22
Saturday, March 26
kill a fat calf and prepare a great feast
A papermaking workshop led by
annual Reserve Officers
The
for the celebration of the return of his
Kathryn and Howard Clark of
Training Corps Open House will be field
son.
Twinrocker Handmade Paper, Inc.,
Stewart Stadium from 9 a. m. until 3
at
From every standpoint the young
Brookston, Ind., and Henry Morris of
p. m. Open to the public will be a
man received a royal welcome. After
the Bird and Bull Press, Philadelphia,
display to include a helicopter, tank-. his repentance, return, reconciliation,
Pa. will be conducted in room 150 of the
armored personnel carrier, 4.2 mortAr,
restoration, and reinstatement, there
Fine Arts Annex. The lecture will be
a "redeye" guided missle, an Ordwas great rejoicing on the part of those
held in Room 423 of the Fine Arts
nance shop van and two 15-ton tank
who were present in the household who
Center. Although there is a limit of 25 transports.
had been concerned and anxious about
persons, spectators may observe the
An American Quarter Horse .his welfare.
activities. There will also be a lecture
Association Show will be held at the
Upon returning-to the house,the elder
on Monday night which will be open to
West Kentucky Livestock and
brother heard the sounds of the'
the public. For additional information, .
Exposition Center all day, beginning at
merriment. One can detect the tones of
call Melody Weiler,762-4418.
9
a. m. Charles Crawley from
displeasure and suspicibit --in his
Monday,March 21
Cherryville, North Carolina will be the
inquiry, "What does this mean?" When
through
judge. Admission charges are $1.00 and
he was told that his brother had
Wednesday, April 13
the public is invited to attend.
returned home, he was angry and
On exhibit in the Clara M. Eagle
Murray State Racers baseball team
refused to participate in the
Gallery of the Fine Arts Center will be
will play an OVC game with Middle
celebration. He very strongly resented
an exhibit of graphic design by a
Tennessee in a doubleheader to begin at
the attitude and action of his father
number of artists, a Kentucky Arts
1 p.m. at Reagan Field.
because he was possessed of the
CoMmission Show of photography
Musicale presented by members of
hideous demon of envy. The elder
made in Kentucky, and an exhibition of
Sigma Alpha Iota will begin at 3 p. m. at
brother did not see the condition of his
metalsmithing and jewelry by a
the Farrell Recital Hall of
Fine Arts
brother, the bigness of his father's
number of artists. The public is
Center.
heart, the compassion of his father's
welcome to view the exhibits.
The eighth annual Miss Murray
love, or the good fortune of his own
Tuesday,March 22
State Scholarship Pageant will be held
position.
A baseball doubleheader will be
in Lovett Auditorium beginning at 7:30
This elder brother was sullen.
played at Reagan Field beginning at I
p. m. This is a preliminary for the Miss
Possessed with a spirit of jealousy, his'
p. m. Murray State Racers will host the
Kentucky and Miss America Pageants.
attitude was, "I'm not going to have
University of Chicago team.
For advance ticket and other inanything to do with this affair." He was
A senior clarinet recital by Gale
formation, contact Betty Veatsulky and acted like a pouting child.
Ottway, Paducah, will be held at 8:15 p.
ch, Student Government Association,
Verse 29 indicates that he was slavish,
m. in Farrell Recital Hall of the Fine
762-6951.
and therefore was irritated and grieved
Arts .Center. The public is invited to
..Sunday, March 27
because his service had not received
attend.
A doublellekder baseball game will
what he considered due recompense.
Wednesday, March 23
be played at Reagan Field beginning at
-Neither transgressed I at any time thy
The Murray State Racers Baseball
1 p. m. Murray State's Racers will host
commandment" reveals his selfteam will play a doubleheader at
Western Michigan.
righteousness, which was of the
Reagan Field. They will host University of Iowa at 1 p.' m. and the
University of Chicago at 3 p. m.
Thursday, March.24
Today is the final day to eriroll in
second half-semester classes for credit,
and classes must be attended on this
date.
A baseball dottkileheader will be
played at Reagan Field today. The
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
that my 16-year-old grandson has
Murray State Racers will play
started to smoke cigarettes. His
University of Iowa beginning at 1 p. m., citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
parents also smoke and obviously
and the University of Chicago at 3 p. m.
fast. If you have a question ,or a
approve. He is a sensible young man
A philosophy colloquium with
problem not answered in these
and I want to talk to him, but first I
students participating will be held at
columns,
write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
want some facts. Can you give me some,
3:30 p. m. in room 500 of Faculty Hall.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
facts on the harmful effects of
The colloquium is sponsored by th
45381. Senior citizens will receive
smoking? C. A: J.
Department of Philosophy.
prompt replies, but you must include a
ANSWER: There are numerous facts
A concert by the Speers ancil the
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
available which pertain to the nonKingsmen will. begin this evening at
most useful replies will be printed in
smoker as well as the smoker. For
7:00 at the Exposition Center on
this column.
instance, lengthy studies indicate that
College Farm Road. For additional
HEARTLINE: I am 66 years old and I
lung disease is more common in
. information,call 753-8890.
receive my Social Security benefits and
children with smoking parents than
A senior recital by Marshaltudolph,
also
my
company's
pension.
I
had
those
with non-smoking parents.
.Paducah, clarinet will be presented
heard about Supplemental Security
For Heartline's free information on
beginning at 8:15 p. m. in the Recital
Income (SSI) so I went to the Social
the effects of smoking, write: Heartrine
Hall Annex of the Fine Arts Center. The
&Security office to inquire about it. The
— Smoke, 114 E. Dayton St., West
public is invited to attend.
person there told me that my income
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please enclose
Friday, March 25
was too high. This made me upset
a self-addressed, stamped envelope.
A baseball doubleheader will be
because I feel that some people ,are
HEARTLINE: lam 64 years old and I
played at Reagan Field beginning at 1
receiving
benefits
from
the
money
that
have
a wife and a daughter / 14 years
p. m. with a game between the Murray
I paid into Social Security. Can you tell
old). Can you explain to me how
State Racers and the University of
me anything about this? C. B.
childryirs. benefits under the Social
Iowa. At 3 p. m. the Racers will host the
ANSWER: Your assumption about
Security program. work? I plan to take
baseball team from University of
someone else receiving money that you
Social Security at age 65. I. P.
Chicago.
paid into the Social Security .fund is
ANSWER: Your child will be eligible
Denise Green, a painter from New
wrong. Even though the Social Security
for Social Security benefits until she is
York City, will present a lecture on
administration runs this program, SSI
18. At that time, the benefits would end,
painting in Room 423 of the Fine Arts
benefits are not taken out of the Social
unless she is a full-time student. In that
Center at 7:30 p. m. Sponsored by the
Security
fund.
The
money
to
make
SSI
case,
benefits would continue until the
University and the Kentucky Arts
payments cores from the general
end of the term in which she turns 22.
Commission, the public is invited to
funds. of the U. S. Treasury -personal
Your wife is eligible for mother's
attend.
income taxes, corporation taxes, and
benefits only until you!' daukhter is 18.
Friday, March 25
,
other taxes.
Then, she would have trdraw wife's
and
HEARTLINE Ligr-Ort•ak'
I learned
benefits.
Saturday. March 26 ,

Even though it has been overshadowed somewhat by basketball activity in recent days,
football took a giant stride in
our community a few days ago
when the Calloway County
School Board approved a football progfam for the county
school system.
(
)
laud this move by the
We ape
ard anoriaute the
school
board, the Calloway County
Booster Club and everyone else
that has worked toward the
realizatiortof_this program.
Football, like other team
sports for our youth, is much
more than "just a game."
Many lessons about living
that will stick with a player for
the rest of his life are learned
on the football field. This is also
true of other team, as well as
individual sports, such as
basketball, track, golf, swimming,etc.
And we think it's grand that

f-fItt
,
(1.1,0,

more and more girls are participating in athletic programs
at our local schools each year.
The challenge of sports competition, while sometimes it is
physically grueling, can be extremely gratifying to a participant. And, especially at the
local levet-it makes little difference if the _ulavezis a multitalented superstar or just art
average human being — each
can make a definite contribution to the team and gain
mach personal satisfaction
doing so.
In the often misquoted words
of Grantland Rice:
When the One Great Scorer
comes to write against your
name—
"He marks — not that you
won or lost — but how you
played the game."
That statement is applicable
not only to sports competition
but to our day-to-day life. -

This Week At MS,

111EARTLIN

negative .variety. Dwelling upon his
model behavior, he interpreted the
attention shown to his brother as a
slight upon himself. He was selfish and
self-centered. He indulged in self-pity,
thinking that. he did not get his fair
share. Self-pity always destroys one's
sense' of values, happiness, and
usefulness. He questioned the wisdom,
ways, and will of his father in giving his
younger brother such a wonderful
_1,_ycortitjaskad_al.rilerring_to
brother as - -my brother," he sarcastically called him "thy son."
Because his own pride was wounded,
the elder brother hurt his father,
wounded his brother, but failed to
realize that his heaviest blow fell, apon
himself. Instead of going inside the
house, he remained outside, nursed his
feeling that he had been wronged,
justified his own attitude, and grew
more angry as he thought of how badly,
unkindly, and unjustly he had been
treated.
To him the father said,"Son,thou art
ever with me, and all that I have is
thine." Thus he suggested to him that
he think of his privilege as his son, that
he think of his position, -Thou art ever
with me," and that he think of his
possessions,"All that I have is thine."
As children of God, this passage
reminds us that our heavenly Father
can be trusted to give us all the grace
that we need, all the opportunities for
service that we use, and all of the
blessings with which we can be entrusted.

10 Years Ago
A grant totalling $16,845.65 has been
awarded to the Industrial Arts
Department .of Murray State University for a research project in the area of
vocational and technical education.
Deaths reported include Hamp Ellis,
Charles V. Farmer, Prentis W. Hart,
age 76, and Danny Paschall,age 18.
Larrie Clark_ will be soloist for the
Chancel Choir of the First Methodist
Church as they 'Present "The
Ressurrection
According
to
Nicodemus" in song on March 19. Paul
Shahan is director, Mrs. Richard
Farrell is organist, and the Rev. Loyd
Ranieri* narrator.
Murray students pledging fraternities. at Murray State University include Marcus Hayes to Tau Kappa
Epsilon; Steve Douglas, David Fitts,
Ronnie Hutson, Carl Roberts, and Max
Russell, Pi Kappa Alpha.
Guy Lovins spoke on "Jobs, Careers
and You" at the meeting of the
Calloway County High School Chapter
of the Future Homemakers of America.

20 Years Ago
James Hall of Murray High School
was the winner of the Teen Age Road-E0 held March 16 by the Murray
Jaycees. Glen Grogan of Murray
Training School was second and Bobby
Bazzell of Kirksey was third. Twentytwo persons entered the competition.
Sue Scarborough, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. H. M. Scarborough, and
Gwynn Blalock, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Blalock, from Murray
Training School are participating in the
State Drama Festival being held at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
They were accompanied by their coach
and teacher, Mrs. Lillian Lowry.
Deaths reported include W. D. (Bill)
Hamrick,Sr., age 64.
Prof. L. R. Putnam spoke on "The
Church and Mental Health" at the
meeting of the First Methodist Church
WSCS. Miss Mattie Trousdale is
president.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The King and Four Queens" starring
Clark Gable, Eleanor Parker, and Jo
Van Fleet.

By GENE McCUTC.HEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor.
Even though we, like everyone else
who has had to pay a hospital bill
recently, are concerned about 'the
rising costs of hospital care, we tend to
agree with the tongue-in-cheek editorial
by the Wall Street Journal the other
-- -day.
The editortarsitdi...._
"The most telling detail in President
Carter's budget revisions is his plan for
dealing with steadily increasing
hospital costs.
"He proposes to solve the problem by
outlawing it. No longer will hospital
costsincrease 133;15 per cent a year.
"By edict of the 'Department of
Health Educattan anti Welfare, they
shall not increase more than 9 per cent
"After noticing what natural gas
a year
controls have done for energy, and
what New York City rent controls have
done for housing, the President
naturally wants to do the same thing.for
medical care."
0+0
By the time this is read, the outcome
of the Murray High-Louisville Valley
game in the state basketball tournament will have been decided.
Regardless of the final score, the
Murray High team and coaching staff
are real winners, in our book.
-0+0
The following poem,author unknown,
was sent in by a reader. From appearance, we think it was printed in a
local church bulletin and we feel it
merits being passed along as we ap-

proach the May primary.
The poem, entitled "Lord, When We
Cast Our Ballots," reads:
Lord, when we cast our ballots
On each election day,
Grant us enlightened wisdom
To vote the rightful way;
= _
Aware of what must be—
That in the act of voting
Our choice may honor Thee.
Spare us from undue pressure,
Save us from friend and foe;
'1 haf,IfireirOlirc"onvidions,
We may vote 'Yes' or 'No';
In all of our endeavors
To exercise this right,
Remind us that our franchise
Is precious in Thy sight.
Forgive us the corruption
That hovers round the polls,
Where candidates are tempted
To bargain for their souls!
Forgive us all those vices
That mock fair virtue's name
And make of some elections
A selfish, greedy game.
Grant Thou to each elector
A conscience clear and good,
That ev'ry generation
May grow in brotherhood;
Andlicant to those elected
Such wisdom from on high
That they may use each office
Thy name to glorify.
Amen.

Uniform Traffic
Citations Signal
Shifting Of Power
whomorBERGER

by Sen. Richard Weisenberger

Most people -involved in state
government will tell you that far too
much control is being centralized into
the federal government. But these
same people often are the first to take
the lead when they see a chance to
absorb some of the powers of the county
and city governments into the state
system.
It most assuredly is not a two-way
street. A prime example occurred
during the recent special session when,
House Bill 21 established a uniform
system of fines and traffic citations.
The logic was easy — with all fines and
forfeitures coming into the state
treasury under the new district court
system beginning next January, the
state is the logical unit of government
to print, number, regulate and dispense
citation books. A copy of each ticket
will be sent to Frankfort, followed by a
report of its ciiirosition.
Historically, each unit of government
— county or city — printed its own
tickets and was accountable only to
itself. Since all fines went to the
governmental unit which issued the
citation under the old judicial system,
the state really had no business interfering.
The new court system represents a
subtle but distinct change. The district
judge and prosecutor both are paid' by
and under the direct supervision of the
state. In other words, the state now will
operate the court and the state will
receive all fines and forfeitures. The
counties and cities will be only id:,
directly involved, leasing courtroom I

*pace to the state, providing bailiffs,
etc.
What all this means is that for the
first time the state will have the means
and the muscle to dictate to the traffic
courts, perhaps setting up a -quota"
system based on the statewide conviction rate.
For example, if a particular district
court is below the state average in
traffic convictions, the judge of that
court (an employee of the state) could
be ordered by the state to justify his
record under penalty of removal from
office.
Now this change may ultimately
prove beneficial to the state as a whole
and we may see an end to the practice
of judges filing away traffic,tickets for
persons in favor. But many communities, especially those whose
economy depends largely on tourism,
have approved the practice as a
courtesy to out-of-state visitors.
Regardless of how you feel about the
question, it cannot be denied that the
new law represents yet another shifting
of power from local to state government.

Bible Thought
If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins.
1 John 1:9.
The Good Noss, of God s iose is
it ,rgrveness„ But we must t!:st he
,yrrv for what we have done

I Let's Stay Well

What Is A 'High-Protein' Diet?
Q: Mrs, F.N. writes that she
hears so many people talk about
a "high-protein diet She ways
that she understands the need
for proteins and is genet-ally
familiar with foods that contain
them; however, she is confused
about what is "high."
In addition,she wants to know
if a high-protein diet can be
harmful to some people.
A: The daily Recommended
Dietary Allowance(RDA( of protein for adults is about 65 grams
for the male and 55 grains for
the female /approximately 33
grams make an ounce). The protein requirement is higher for a
womap who is pregnant or who
is nuring her baby.
A high -protqin diet usually
contains twice dr three times the

By FJ L Blasingame, M D
RDA" for example, up to 100 to out for hamburgers and the like
150 grams of protein
She thinks that he is letting his
Protein is generally well toler- friends impose on him and they
ated and safe. However, if they consider him a "soft touch."
kidney disease is presert, the She wants to know how to hannitrogen in protein may not be dle this problem. Should she cut
properly eliminated. In addition. his allowance or give him more'
persons with liver disease may
A: The amount of your son's
have an impairment in proper allowance is not the problem,
breakdown (metabolism) of pro- and changing its size will not
tein. In fact,such conditions may solve it.
When a child is given ,an
reqwre a restriction of protein
intake and a diet managed by a / allowance, he or she should have
the right to spend it as he or she
physician.
wishes, as long as it isn't breakBuying Friendship ‘. ing any laws. It is a good Way to
•
Q: Mi1s. E.V. is alarmed develop maturity and a sense of
because her teen-age son, who responsiblity.
Your descnption of your son's
gets modest weekly allowance.
let,, infrequently squanders much of his behavior sounds
money in picking up the tab for secure and inadequate among
all of his friends when they are his pals and is attenipting to buy
•

Blasingame
their respect and friendship.
Therefore, helping him should
be through measures to build up
his self-respect and to improve
the image that he has of himself.
Without knowing more about the
family history and background,
only general suggestions can be
made. Reassure him and support him with love and affection.
Acknowledge his accomplishments. Reward his better efforts.
You might suggest that he
give a party so that he can entertain his friends at home. Spoils,
church activities, summer camp
and travel are the kinds of activities that could help.
Professional counseling may
be needed to help your son overcome his problems.
owlet. Mr UMW Flenlue %reknit bc
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UBRIARRlit IlliSSIONART --'----- Morning Worship
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FIRST SAPTIST
Morning Worship
la.m.
,
Worship
r ;',41r1rOOP. al.'
WEST FORK . Maiming Worship
11:00a m
Sunday Evening
^
6:00p m.
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Wednesday Evening
MOM SPRING
Morning Worship
11,00 a m.
Evening Worship
6.45p m
NORTNSIDI • '
Morning Worship
11 ',..°° a' ra:
Evening Worship
7 ":"O• m •
HAZEL BAPTIST
.MaIt
m
Morning Worship
7:30p. in
Evening Worship
POPLAR SPRINGS
11:00a m
Morning Worship
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Beauty

Central

Salon

Shopping

Murrey's Most Complete Department Store

fried Chats'

COMPLIMENTS

Rt. 4

Rudy Lovett

66_,

Railroad Ave. 753-3404

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

Corvette Lanes

So_ 1 2th & Story

753-2752 or 753-3571

753-3231

753-6655

605 Maple St.

,..
-4tD-

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Industrial Road

753-4424

Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
Sth & Chestnut
753-4832 .

Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Creative Printers, Inc.
808 Chestnut, Murray

.

401 Olive - 753-5312

753-2285

"Go

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Let us Entertain You

I.

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control

Murray
Theatres

Air Conditioning Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Phone 753-8181

802 Chestnut

Ward-Elkins

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG

Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654

403 Maple

Grecian Steak House
Tom Andrews - Your Host
Wow-,nun* specials Daily, Men. thee Thurs.
Fri.,Fri., Sat., Sea.- T-Isisis Stook Spacial
No. 12th Ext. 641 -Cal in OrIers 8. 753-4419

**sr .
F7D

Oisieleed Cent., . 7g3.9444
I

44

Shop For The
Entire Family

Mon.-Sat..

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.

1-6 Sun.

"For All Tour Fertilizer Needs"
103 Maple • 753-1933

753-8777

Vaughn & Humphrey, Inc.
Plumbing - Heating
& Air Conditioning

• •••••.„--,_
Thy Shalt Not Steal

•Csamerciel *Residential
-

Repairs t Installation

753-6158

-a
The

Big John's

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

Flowers for All occasions
House Plants Landscaping .
500 N. 4th 753-3251 • 753-8944

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices kir Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
Holmes Ellis, Mgr. E. W. Outland, Sept.
Phone 753-1'270

Little

• ••• •

•f•

"Home of Geolity, Economy
••'elections"
Open 7 Days

0111%

Gifts
for Everyone
Toy s 8

IIP

Dixieland Center

7 a.m. to 12 Midnight

7.53-90;96

Lynhurst Resort

God Is Love

Col and Mrs Thomas Brown owners
Phone 436 7345 and 436 5376
1

1111111111.
'"
--...„ Bat- Aw Skeeming Centerl‘k

Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center.

Muriay Warehouse Corp., Inc.

1.1. • ilia

Your Plant Si WickerHeadquarters
,

753-3037

Phone 753-1713

‘

-,

-.

.

Jerry D. Lents, Donald A. Jones and Larry Suitor, owners

753-3914

753-8807

Fancy Plants

-

Quasar

Murray Memorial Gardens

We use plastic &
wood treatment for

Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger-Truck S. Form Tires
753-3164
808 Coldwater Rd.

A C.

Open 9-9

Acres of
Free Parking

501 II 4th
'

gt;iii;

Worship With Your Children
*Children Are Gods Gift

.70,

Bel-Air Center

To Church Sunday'
.

DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House

6.

--

I,

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
ilk

Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.

Murray Electric System

Sales & Service

Phone 753-1319

Bel-Air Shopping Center

South 12th St. - Murray

Quality Commercial Printing •

Whiri1n")1

Storey's
Food Giant

Murray Cablevision
.4

A.B.C. Play School
Haas 645 •... to 5 p.m. • 5 Days

Ph. 753-2202

Dunn Furniture
T.V. & Appliance

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

i

Ewing Tire Service

At Its Best-

753.1215 1415 Main St.

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.

Rebuilt Engines-Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

/
2 Block (of S. 12th
11
Phone 753.1489

mold fungus

-Bowling

chestnut St.

l-i

1606 Ryan Ave. Murray

Murray Auto Parts

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer

100 So. 13th St.

_.... .

Member FDIC
500 Main

402 N. 12th
753-4845

Dan Boaz-Owner

Murray, Ky.

South 2nd

753- rrt,

Wells Electric

..---

Carroll Tire Service

it

753-7992

•••

753-1717

Distributing Co. Inc.

Plornotifilirrador-Grendin-Jeep-Pacer Wagon
Top °Wily Used Cars
Phone 753-6443
106 Cohlrator Rd.

Drive-In
J.C. 11, C.O.
Chiclien - Pizza - Spaghetti
Lunches -Steaks - Sandwiches
"Jesus Saves"
1206 Chestnut St.
Under New Management

Farmers Grain
& Seed Co. .

-

Paschall Truck Lines

Try Our Doficious Bost and Hass Sandwichos
Sycamore at 12th
Coll in Orders 753.7101

____

753.7175

_.

Trenholm's

Palace
Cafe

Fire Points

753-7598

PHILLIPS

TOSES

Center

"It's Finger lickin' Good"

Cain-AMC
Jeep

,..

----...

•

ou 1)one

Kentilekil

Radiator & Auto Glass Service

mina
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Beads
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..

---- Pre-sbyterian

Dixieland Center
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Worship Services
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Bible School
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6-00 p.'m
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•
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asos...
"
..1
.0
1RCH
Sunday Mass 8 a
, 11 a rn., 4:30 p. m.
Saturday NI • .30p. m.
CHRISTIAN Ionia
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Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray, Ky.. Sundays 11:00 a m. Testimony meeting second
Wednesday 8 p. m
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watchtower
10.30a. m.
. Bible Lecture
WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.f.
--- '
Worship Services
11 M a in .700p.m.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour
.
Church School
-'
11:Ma. m
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School
.
9:15a. m.
Morning.WOF4111)-- -10:30a. m.SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat. 10:30-a.m.
worship Secc/ce ___

Gorrald Boyd-Owner
-Complete Automatic Transmission Service
-Front bid Alignment
- Coasplet• Tonto-Up i Repair Unice-

1105 Pogue

, --0. . -.. 4..i,0.,

Christian

Boyd's Auto Repair

i

.

...,
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Motors
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11 a
Vorship Sennces
,,,I
complacent. for if a illogic child goes to bed hungry, it
should neve
6 00 p m
Evening
,_ii
us all.
uld eon
... - -4
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
'
Sunday School
10 Main
MOUNT PLEASANT
47IK ,, 11
The Bible--states John Donne'.. %Ord. in another way - "Bear ye one
Monung
Worship
Worship
11.00 a. in
Morning
11:00a.
in
..... r.r....••
another's burdens and so fulfil the law of Christ." (Galatians 62). Cltri..1
TIM ORAC... FCA/
Evenum Worship
Evening
'700p. m
700p. m.
asks this of tiA -.. love one another and bear one another.* burdens. No man
NRST PRESS YUMAN
STOW."cum MUTED- s .
ie an island.
Church School
945. m
Morning Worship
9:30a. m.
a
Worship
1,0.45a m.
Service
Sunday
School
1045a.
m.
'
•n
,
_____
---.- - --- -- „
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CALVARY TIMM
Sunday School
10:00a. m.
Worship Services
11 00 a.m.,"7:30p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY
.
OF GOD
10 Ma m.
Sunda,
'Se&°°1
Morning Worship
11:00a. m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p. m.
Iluirs.nite
.7:00p. in.
UNITED, 310 !RYAN AVE.
Sunday School
1000 a. m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m.
DIEWARDS CHAPEL
Sunday.School10:M a. m
Worship Service
11:M a. rn.
Evening Worship
7.30 p. m.
FIRST UNITED
Sunday' Worship
10.00
a.m.
&
7 00 p.m.
_
. . ..,.000in
Toes. &Thurs

Bags &

. _HUD _
PALESTINI INIMD
Worship Service 11 a.m.. 1st Sunday , 10 00a
m 3rd Sunday , Sunday• School 10 00 a m ,
Trid & Ith
MARTIN'S
CHAPELvenig
- -'
UNITED
Wornup Service
9 30. in
Sunday School
10 NA m

i

ALMO HEIGHTS
Morning Worstup
11.00a. m.
Evening Worship
7: 30 p. m.
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
suoday school
10:00 a. m.

E. Main A Industrial Rd.

r

•

Pentecostal

Your Complete Tire Service Center
"We Service Them All-Large or Small"

Warship:wy.

Church of Christ "N'a•Sunday'''''
School

9:45a. m.
10:45.. m.
5:15 p m.
6:00 p. m.
7:00p. m.

LOCUST GROVE CHUROI ...
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
10:00 am
Sunday School
Evening Worship
5,30 p m.
5.00 p.m.
N.Y.P.S. Worship
6.30 p m
Wei4...410 Evening

Purchase Tire Mart ,

11.00
MASON'S CHAPEL

•

__., k
-

MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
Morning Worstup
N. Y. P.S Worship
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship

HAZEL MITNODIST
Worship

.

•-,

,

Nazarene

GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
945a'al.
10:45a.m.
Morning Worship
5:30,600p.m.
Singing, Evening Wors.
- - -11111•01311115,1
Morning Worship
11:00a. m.
Evening Worship - R:30p in"-.7
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a. in.
7,30 p. m.
Evening Wors.hip
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10.5,0 a. m.
Evening Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a. in
Evening Worship
700 p. ni.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00a. m.
Evening Worship
6:45 ii. m
CHERRY CORNER
Morning Worship
II •00.• m•
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m
ELM GROVE
Morning Worship
1100a. m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11.M a m.
-Lys p. m.
Evening Worship
SUGAR CREEK
11:3111a_m_
,MorningWorst110
Evening Worship
7:15 p.m
OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship
11:00 a in
Evening Worship
5,30 p. m
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday. School
9'30 a. tn.
Worship
11:M a. m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
200p. tn.
3rd Sunday
10:30 a. m.
OLD SALEM BAPTIST
10:00a m.
Sunday School
11,00a m.
• Worship Service
Vesper Service
5:00p m.
COLDWATER
Morning Services
11:00a. m.
Evening Services
6:009. m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p. nt
LOCUST GROVE
II,00 a, in
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:00 p m.
CHESTNUT SMUT GENERAL
Sunday School
10.00 a. m.
Morning Worship
II M a. m.
-MUTTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST--i...-Sunday School
10.00 li: in•
Preaching
11:00a.m.& 6,00p.m.
Wednesday night
7:00 P• rn •
SPRING CREEK
BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
. 11 : 00 a m.
. . q .00 p in.
Evening Worship
ST. JOHN BAPTISTICHURCH
Morning Worship
10 45 a. m .
9.30a. m.
Sunday School
..

n
•
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•
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AN INVESTMENT IN YOURTUTURE

0

West Ky. Rural Telephone

OTASCO

9•6 Weekdays
in. t Set
753-113/1
We install sheas,
Orailies, Means
etc.

Kenlake Marina

Glen B Sears, Gen. Manoger
Serving Graves, Callondy Marshall, Carlisle Ceiornei in Ky and
Henry Co., Tenn.
753-4351 or 247,4350

EY-

J.W. WILHAM.MGR.

Jack & Jill Day Core Center

A.1

June.MeAhster-Owner
2 yr. to 5 yrs. - Hrs. 6,30 sin. le 5 p.m.
107 So. 4th Morro, 7S3-9922

Calloway County Soil
•
•
Improvement Association

HOUSE BOAT RENTALS
Ky. take State Pork

Ph 474-2245

hum families Since 1936
Industrial Rd

75 3 7974
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Claytor Comes Off Bench To
ead Wildcats To 93-78 Win

(MU RR AY LEDGER IP TIMES
)

Coach Charles ,Sciirnaus of Maryland's Cole Field House. yet to move past the first
after that."
SIDDONS
—ihe turnovers came at round of the regionals in four
said he was pleased with
VMI
Ford said he was unPress Writer
handled the crucial times," said Tar Heel years under Phelps.
PARK, Md. perturbed by two con- the way his team
tournament guard John Kuester, "and
A sign hoisted by a Notre
took an All- secutive times-out called by pressure of the
A
Dame rooter said:"The luck
close to Kentucky they always give you a lift."
American to get North Fighting Irish Coach Digger and stuck
Phelps agreed that the is with the Irish." For a while,
way.
Carolina, there. Kentucky, on Phelps just before he made most bf the
"The kids showed they can turnovers were costly, but Smith admitted, he though the
the other hand, relied on a the decisive points.
"I didn't think about it," tr‘ play with the best," Schmaus said his team also hurt itself placard might be right.
substitute.
"There were a couple of
said."But to beat the best, you by missing easy chances.
But both players came said.
"You can't turn the ball times when we had the ball
lit Ford admitted that the have to play your best. We
through when it counted most
By HOWARD ULMAN
over," he said. "We didn't and it bounced into their
Thursday night as their teams lelbow injury, later diagnosed didn't."
AP Sports Writer
26-4,
shots
now
we
the
hands,"
Smith
said.
had."
turned
make
Carolina,
North
advanced to the finals of the as a hyperextension, was
CHICAGO (AP) — A
Dame
The loss on St. Patrick's to my assistant and said, 'I
Notre
on
capitalized
!
painful.
Regional
East
NCAA
Fighting don't believe ig that stuff.' But strikeout pitch from a federal
"It hurts now," he said, turnovers late in the game, Day extended the
basketball tournament.
in the now, I kind of believe that judge hasn't taken the starch
streak
frustration
14,500;
sellout
Irish
a
but it'll be ready for played before
Phil Ford, an All-American
out of Charlie Finley. The
They have about Irish luck."
tournament.
NCAA
of
University
the
at
fans
Saturday."
Luard, sank two free throws
Oakland A's owner is
feisty
Claytor, a sophomore from
Nith two secondg left to play to
,snaking ,fighting _noises again
the
into
put
•
ftan•
•.*“.
was
"•
Ohio,
Toledo,
give fifth-ranked North
as be warms up roFthe nee
-game
Carolina a 79-77,, victory over Kentucity4VM1
inning.
10th-ranked Notre Dame and primarily for defensive
"We've lost the battle, but
to
gain a spot in Saturday's purposes, according
haven't lost the war,"
we
nationally televised. regional Wildcat Coach Joe Hall.
Finley said Thursday night in
put
to
him
wanted
We
title contest.
declaring he would appeal
--gartior-,--Truroan_Claytor,_a_...pressure_...on....the._
Withitrtirb Weeks the -tOsi of
having
up
wound
he
"but
said,
averaged
reserve who had
his lawsuit against Baseball
.Claytor
just 5.8 points per game a fine shooting game..
take them out earlier," tough basketball.
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn.
By KEN RAPPOPORT
during the season, came off is a great shooter. He's
said. "I should have "We were able to keep them
Satalin
"I'll never forget this St.
Writer
Sports
AP
year."
this
along
come
the bench and scored a game- really
sat them down when they got off the boards," said Satalin, Patrick's Day. It's been the
Jim
—
AP
)(
YORK4
NEW
The Wildcats, co-champions
high 29 points to lift thirdSatalin had "Gardenitis" — their second fouls. If we had -and we also forced them to most miserable of my life.
ranked Kentucky past No. 20 of the Southeastern Conthat nervous affliction that lost the game, I would have take a lot of outside shots. But, as the old saying goes,
opened
ference and now 26-3,
,VMI 93178.
has fogged the minds of many blamed myself."
That was the key to the there'll be another day," he
-North Carolina, the Atlantic quickly against the Keydets,
Glenn Hagan came to game."
said.
Madison
at
coaches
basketball
the
in
lead
14-4
a
Coast Conference champion building
_Satalin's rescue. Usually the
"It makes me think of the
Garden.
first
the
Square
became
Houston
and winner of 13 in a &iv, early minutes.
Bonnies' playmaker, he team from the Southwest old adage: 'If you want to see
VMI,
I
out,
because
time
it
blew
a
almost
after
But
"I
trailed .Notre Dame by as
turned into their top scorer conference to gain the final in the sun shine, you have to
much as 14 points before the Southern Conference wasn't smart," said the St. with 26 points, including 22 in
the 40th year of the NIT. The weather the storm.' But you
rallying to win. Ford scored champ, came back strong and Bona venture coach.
the second half.
Cougars did it with the help Of have to hang in there."
Keydets,
The
lead.
eight of the Tar Heels' final 10 took the
Luckily, he had some clever
"For some reason, he just Otis Birdsong, who scored 18
The latest cfoudburst
points, including the clinching who finished the season 26-4, players to make up for his plays well against Villanova,"
and hit the go-ahead soaked Finley Thursday when
points
midway
until
close
stayed
free throws.
coaching mistakes Thursday said Satalin, whose team beat basket with 1:45 left.
U.S. District Court Judge
Those foul shots, and two through the second half when night, and the Bonnies moved
the
J. McGarr ruled Kuhn
in
Frank
earlier
Wildcats
at
40-39
the
trailed
Houston
others just seconds earlier, Kentucky went on a 14-3 tear into Sunday's final of the season. "Certain guys always halftime before putting things had great powers, including
advantage.
came after Ford, a junior to build a 63-52
National. Invitation Toura certain club together behind Birdsong and the authority to void Finley's
"We hope we can play better nament with an 86-82 victory do well against
from Rocky Mount, N.C.,
and he just killS the Wild- Charles Thompson, who sales last June 15 of three
—
"We
said.
Hall
that,"
than
injured his right elbow while
over Villanova. They will cats."
scored 14 of his team-leading stars.
going for a loose ball under the were very lethargic early,and meet Houston, an 82-76 winner
The colorful boss of the newWhen Hollis and Sanders did 20 points after the first half.
hurt
14-4
the
think
honestly
I
Notre Dame basket.
over Alabama in Thursday's get back into the game, the
look A'sii said he was disaplost
Tide
Crimson
The
the
controlling
"We almost took him out us. We weren't
night's other semifinal game. Bonnies went into a zone leading scorer fteggie King pointed by the decision of
then," Coach Dean Smith boards, we weren't looking
Satalin 'particularly faulted defense "to protect them," for the first half when he in- McGarr, who professed no
said. "He didn't think he could inside. There were so Many
for the foul trouble of Satalin said. They managed to jured his right ankle in a fall love for baseball. But Finley
himself
extend the elbow on foul shots. things."
,
scorers, Essie get plenty of mileage from 37 seconds into the game. He flashed signs of optimism.
leading
two
his
Wildcats'
the
Robey,
Rick
in
him
But we decided to leave
front of every
the
with
"In
forwards
They
Sanders.
brilliant
Greg
thereafter,
and
their
ineffective
Hollis
was
that
and he made four foul shots burley center, also said
pawnshop throughout the
foul this ploy, Sanders Finishing scoring only six points.
the team that beat VMI each collected a third
had to with 20 points and seven
and
half
first
the
before
Kentucky."
real
the
"wasn't
Hollis with 16
"You'll see a different team sit out some crucial moments rebounds and
MISS YOUR PAPER?
before and after intermission. points and 10 rebounds.
Robey said.
Saturday,"
etinot
bavr
wbe
i
%burls:es ,
The Bonnies prayed smart.
"I wasn't smart enough to
Claytor, who hit 13 of 15 field
rsd
goal tries including all five in
elbe Mersey Ledger
the second half, said he had
roams by 5:30 p. m. Mender
never had a game "shooting
rlday or by 3:30 p. a. is Satyrthat, not in college, high
like
t
'days are urged to cad 753-1916
school, junior high or even
bit.... 5:311 p. a. and Op.
practice."
essday-Fridiry, or 3:30 p.
By BOB GREEN
Despite his heroics, Hall
shots in perhaps the finest
end 4 p. a. Saturdays to insure
AP Golf Writer
said, Claytor will be back on
field of the year, McCullough
delivery of the aewspaper. Calls
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. had just fired a six-under-par
the bench when Saturday's
most be placed by Op. a. week.
( AP) — The significance of his
game starts.
66 for the first-round lead —
days or 4 p. a. Serrates te
"He's playing perfect right effort was not lost on Mike the first lead of his life — ir
guarantee delivery.
now and I don't want to McCullough.
the $300,000 Tournamen.
One of the longest of the long
change that," the coach said.
Players Golf Championship.

ORTS

Judge's Strike-Out Pitch
Doesn't De-Starch Finley

Alabanta-Fe4ts-

St Bonaventure Moves Into
NIT Finals With Win Thursday

McCullough Takes Lead
In Tournament Players

AUDI FOX BEATS CHEVY CORVETTE?
ire4NIP
Iwo....-------•m40wilimPoteigiiii
z

AUDI FOX BEATS CHEVY CORVETTE!

It you're a little wide-eyed, we can't blame you We
were a little surprised ourselves when our S5.600"4-door
sedan, the 5-passenger Audi Fox, beat the SEC,600
- Chevy Corvette in a Slalom test conducted by the
American Testing Institute But it's true The Fox won'
Under identinl conditions, with the Institute's test
driver handling both cars, the Audi Fox beat the Chevy.,
Corvette , Over and over, and over again.
• And our fast (0 to 50 in 8 seconds) Audi Fox is also
frugall(36 mpg hwy. 24 mpg city— based on EPA
estimates using standard transmission Actual mileage
may vary depending on how you drive, car's Condition
and optional equipment)
COVE ONE OF OUP LEGENDS
That's how legends are made

Carroll Volkswagen PO-1-SAU
CF-1101
Audi, Inc.
"

800 Chestnut Street

Murray

"This is a very important.
day in my life," said
McCullough,a one-time school
teacher. He paused, obviously
searching for a comparison.
"The day I married my wife
was a very important day in
my life, too.McCullough, a Bowling
Green University graduate,
had to make three tries before
he got through the PGA
qualifying school and gained
his playing rights on the tour
in 1972. His career hasn't
produced a victory, even a
lead.
"Maybe I'm a latebloomer," he grinned. Whatever the reason, he
played a very solid round in
the winds that swept over
tough Sawgrass, 7,174 yards of
reclaimed swamp and marsh
that turned the best of the
game's professionals into
dedicated scramblers.
McCullough missed only
four greens and saved par on
three of them. And he.played
late Thursday afternoon when
the winds off the Atlantic were
at their strongest. „
Masters champ Ray Floyd,
on the other hand, said he
played extremely well, but
had to one-putt 13 times for a
68 and a share of second in this
event that ranks as the annual
championship of the touring
players.
Tom Watson and Don Bies,
shared the No. 2 spot with
Floyd.
"I figured I was lucky to get
in without getting in the really
bad stuff, down there with the
snakes and alligators," said
Wason, a two-time winner
already this season.
One shot back of them at 69
were newcomers Bill Kratzert
and Ed; Sabo, Australian
veteran Bruce Devlin, who
had an eagle three on the final
hole, and J.C. Snead, twice a
runnerup to Jack Nicklaus in
this tournament.
NicklauS shot a 73, but most
Of the game's top attractions
were even further back. Bruce
Lietzke, a two-time winner
this year, and Tom Weiskopf
were at 75, one shot higher
than Gary Player.

country there's three birass
balls hangihg over - the
sidewalk in front of the store.
You know what those- bads
stand for? They mean we buy,
we sell and we trade. And
that's -the way that this
ballclub won three world
"
Yhdi
-e
rvid
con:crtive
e
lPv-gis-i-o'rgilltidt :
we're going to do it again."
Finley said McGarr's ruling
will not affect the way he runs
the A's and if K* tries to
block- another -o -his- -tramsactions he'll take the commissioner back to court.
But next time, Kuhn could
be armed with a copy of
McGarr's decision.
The judge said Finley's $3.5
million suit came down to a
single issue: Did Kuhn have

the power to void deals which
he felt were not in baseball's
best interests. McGarr's
answer was"yes."
Whether Kuhn was right in
deciding that the sales were
not in the best interests of
baseball had no bearing on the
ease;said-MeGaff.
It wai a legal confrontation,
not a hot-stove debate over
what the attempted sales of
Joe Rudi and Rollie Fingers to
Boston for a million dollars
etieltarni Vida Pr4ttete4hel4ew
York Yankees for $L5 million
would mean for the national
pasttime.
McGarr said baseball's
owners themselves gave Kuhn
the power to block actions
which he considers to be not in
the best interests of the game.

HALLMARK POOLS of PADUCAH
•Residential *Commercial *Industrial

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN!!
as. •••••......
,

AO Types of
Construction

11,
‘
7111

*STEEL
•FIBERGLASS
*CONCRETE
'VINYL LINER

•

.5...,.. Arson

1 00% FINANCING — ORDER NOW 4 SAVE!
Coil or Write for Free Literature IL Estimates

HALLMARK POOLS of PADUCAH
42001
P.O. BOX 3075, Lane Rood, Paducah,
Phone 442-9756
Residential 898-2868

Prices Good Sun.-Mon.-Tue.
Central Shopping Cntr.
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DOG WOOD
TREES
MAPLE TREES

387
Pink Dogwood

ASST'D TREES
In Burlap Bags
Ready For Planting

327

399

Red Maple—

387

Sugar Maple

White Dogwood
Red Dogwood

327

Red Maple

-299
Silver Maple

Weeping Willow
Purple Leaf
Flowering Plum

711
640
640

Flowering Crab

FRUIT
TREES

AZALEA
PLANTS
387
Reg 1.79

Flowering Peach

4"

Cherry Trees

799

Pecan Trees
Fredonia Grape Vines

SOIL
CONDITIONER

SHRUBS

2"

2/3"

3 cu. ft. Bags

99

°
ROSES LOW PRICE 84

EARLY-BIRD SPECIAL
GARDEN
TILLERS

GARDEN
HOSE
50 Ft

966
As Low As gm

GRASS
SEED
199
31 b Bag

3 H.P.
Hurry! 4 Only
To Sell
Reg
237.00

15000
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The State Tournamentr.

taw

Top-Ranked Ballard Justifies
Position By Muling Taylor Co.
By MIKE CLARK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Top-ranked Louisville Ballard
proved, at least to Taylor
County, that its ranking is
justified.
:For seven other 'guartarfinalists in the 60th Kentucky High School Basketball
Tournament, Ballard's 94-57
mauling of Taylor County
means that the awesome
Bruins have their sights set on
a state championship.
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TIGERS PLAY TODAY—The Murray Nigh Tigers nwet LouisvMe Valley Nigh School this afternoon in quarter-final action of the Kentucky Boys Nigh School Basketball Tournament at
Freedom Nall in Louisville. In this photo, the Tigers' Raymond Sims eyes the basket as he
releases the ball in Murray's 100-93 victory over Covington Nahaas in first round action Wednesday.
Shift Photo by Mao Broodoo

Lamp scoring 23 points in just
18 minutes of action and AllStater Lee Raker adding 21,
Ballard easily ran its record to
32-2. And, believe it or not, the
-final- -score- doesndicatehow easily Ballard won.
After spotting Taylor
County a pair of one-point
leads in the early going,
Ballard outscored the losers
16-4 for a 21-10 first period
lead.
It was 46-20 at halftime, 5624 when Lamp retired early in
the third period and 77-36
when Raker left with 7:50 left
in the game.
Ballard's rout capped the
second day of opening round
competition. In other games
ThUrsday, Union County used
Fred Cowan's 34 points and 11
overcome
to
rebounds
Lexington
outmanned
Catholic 77-63; lethargic
Owensboro needed Clarence
James' four pressure free
throws to hold off M.C. Napier
66-63; and Pete Scott's free

throws provided the margin as about Cowan, 6-foot-7 Bunkie
Bath County nipped Glasgow Lewis contributed 16 points
and a dozen rebounds as Union
51-50.
In today's quarterfinals, County ran its record to 28-3.
fourth-ranked Ashland meets Lexington Catholic. finished at
second-rated Shelby County. 20-12.
"They have the ingredients
Louisville Valley takes on
Murray. Union Cpunty meets to win the whole thing,"said
sixth-ranked --Owensboro and Catholic Coach - Tomm
Ballard opposes Bath County. Starns. "They have a good big
"They've got a super man, good outside shooters.
bunch." said Taylor County They have good ingredients."
-We were lucky to win,"
Coach Fred Waddle. •lamp's
as fine a player as you'd want admitted Owensboro Coach
to see anywhere. He's a more Bobby Watson. "I'd say we
c_oropieiP player thtsyear,and were . just holding on at the
77e—Iffiai—fially -have
the others complement him
anyone play up to par today."
well."
Owensboro, 24-4, led 58-47
"We played about as well as
we are capable of playing," with 3:43 left in the game after
said Ballard Coach Richard a layup by James, who led the
Stirrnidt
gaiire ttke -Red Des441-w4tit-aa-peinto-4344
tonight's can be an advantage M.C. Napier rode the shooting
of the appropriately named
and a disadvantage.
"It's an advantage that your Glenn Napier to close within
kids can give some rest to the 60-59 with 35 seconds left.
Napier, who finished with 29
starters, or they can start
reading the newspaper and points, hit two bjskets and
their heads get blown out of four free throws'Tn that 12-2
proportion." "Cowan has burst.
James took control in the
played better than he did
today, but he played well waning seconds by hitting a
today" said Union County pair of free throws with-29
Coach Ernon Simpson shortly seconds left and adding two
after his 6-foot-9 center had more just 14 seconds later.
"We waited until it was over
connected on 13 of 18 shots
before we got any spirit,"
from the field.
Catholic stayed close most lamented M.C. Napier Coach
Of the first half before falling Albert Combs. "Ttns game
behind 32-26 at the half. But was not one of our better efCowan pitehed in 22 points in forts. We thought if we got in
the second half, 'including our running game we would
eight early in the fourth period relax, but we never did."
_Bath Countit Coach Gary
that staked Union COUI74.10 an
unbeatable 65-50 advantage. —-Taylor also termed his team's
omewhat disapWhile Catholic worried effort
pointing, although the final
score left him with a big grin.
"This is great!" Taylor
Said. "We weren't supposed to
go anywhere.
"We played a terrible first
half ( Bath trailed 23-14 at the
break ) . . . I have to apologize
to the people of Louisville for
the way we played."
But Glasgow was left feeling
sorry, when the Wildcats
rallied behind guards Bruce
Jones and Pete Scott. Jones
scored 24 points and Scott 18,

North Carolina-Charlotte
Deflates Favored Syracuse
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
Unheralded North CarolinaCharlotte has an opportunity
to end its college basketball
identity problem.
The 17th-ranked 49ers meet
No. 1 Michigan Saturday in
the final of the NCAA Mideast
Regional tournament, seeking
a berth in the national
semifinals at Altanta on
March 26.
The poised 49ers, led by
Cedric Maxwell, destroyed

No.6 Syraucse 81-59 Thursday
night and Michigan advanced
with an emotion-packed 86-81
triumph over No. 17 Detroit.
Coach Lee Rose . of UNCCharlotte said the 'Vietory over
favored Syracuse "will give us
a lot more national exposure,"
but it came too late to help the
49ers in the national poll.
"It wasn't that easy, believe
me," said Rose. "Perhaps
Syracuse was looking ahead to
Michigan."

VOTE FOR

Billy M. Erwin
Magistrate, District 3
On May 24, the voters in #3 Magistorial
District of Calloway County will be chooSing a
Magistrate to-serve them for four years.
I filed for this office and will be on the ballot
on primary election day.
I am forty-five years of age, married and live
on Green Plains Church Road and am a partner and manager and operator of 641
Slaughter House near Midway.
My parents are "Hub" and Eva Erwin and I
have five brothers and sisters, be Tom Erwin,
Rob Erwin, Judy Parker, Diane Gallimore and
Mary Frank Paschall.
I attend ,d Hazel High School and have
three children, Bucky, age 19; Mrs. Fticky
Paschall, age 21,-and Terry,age 17.
I would appreciate your support, your vote
and your help. I will do my best to represent
you and work for a better life for all Calloway
County people.
%)
Paid For.
ar is Nix. Trersurer
..

11 -

The title game against
Michigan set up a battle of
disciplined teams.
"I've seen Michigan and
they are an outstanding
team," said Rose. "They are
lightening fast and very
physical."
"It's going to be tough
coming back Saturday against
North Carolina because they
are very good," said John Orr,
the Wolverines coach. "We
are not going to have much
time to get ready for them,so
we will have an excuse."
The opener in Rupp Arena
Thursday night was settled}
early. UNC-Charlotte, 27-3,
erupted with a 22-4 spree that
broke a 10-10 deadlock and
Syracuse never got back in
contention.
"We didn't play good
defense in the first 10
minutes," said Coach Jim
Boehein of Syracuse, 26-4,
last of seven Eastern teams
that started tournament action last weekend. "We just
couldn't get anything going.
They just outfought us. They
beat us clean."
Maxwell led the balanced
49ers' attack with 19 points,
but it was Kevin King, Lew
Massey and Melvin Watkins
who sparked the gamebreaking first-half surge.
"It was just a pictureperfect game from our
standpoint," said Rose,
returning to his hometown to
record what he called "our
best" victory of the year.
Michigan; 26-3, trailed only
in the opening moments
against the fired-up Titans,
who closed at 25-4.

Despite taking numerous
low percentage shots and
folding under the relentless
Wei-verines
zone press.
Detroit gave the nation's topranked power a second-half
scare.
After trailing by eight points
for most of the half, the Titans
managed ties at 66-66 and
again at 68-68 on Terry
Derod's 18-footer with less
than nine minutes remaining
Olympian Phil Hubbard.
who had 22 points and 26
rebounds, then put Michigan
ahead to stay with a free
throw with 8:24 left.
All-American Ricky Green
followed with two free throw s
and a layup off a stea:.
Hubbard came back with tv,(-)
more free throws and the
Wolverines were in contr,1
again.
"I was proud of our team
when they came on us and (.4e
pulled away from them
again." Orr said. "That's been
a trademark of our team. We
hope we'can play as well, or
maybe even better, Saturday."
It was a bitter defeat for the
Titans, who had not faced
their neighbors since a 1973,
victory.
"I'm proud of our effert'' •
said Titan Coach Dick Vitale.
"but we came here to win, not
pTay close. We lost and I'm
very depressed about it. I
thought in my heart we could
win."
John Robinson was the
leading Michigan scorer with
25 points, a figure matched by
John Long, who had 19 in the
first half for Detroit.

Houston Wins Ninth
In Row Thursday Night
By The Associated Press
The Houston Rockets have
won nine games in a row,
stinething no other National
Basketball Association team
has done this season. They
have collected a team record
„12 victories, lost just four of
their last 19 games, and do not
seem interested in having
their fortunes change.
"The way we're playing pow
is no fluke," said the RocIfets'
Calvin Murphy. "We've
worked hard, we have
direction, and we know where
we're going."
They are headed for the
NBA playoffs, since Thursday
night's 8847 triumph over the

Cleveland Cavaliers gave
Houston a three-game lead
over the San Antonio Spurs in
the Central Division.
Moses Malone collected 15
points and 24 rebounds for
Houston, Kevin Kunnert had
18 points, and Rudy Tomjanovich led the Rockets with
23 points.
In other NBA •--gartnes
Thursday night, the Kansas
City Ktngs downed the Buffalo
Braves 125-104, the Milwaukee
Bucks beat the Boston Celtics
100-91, the New York Knicks
downed the Denver NuggPts
115-107, and the Portland Trail
Blazers topped the Golden
State Warriors 115-106.

'

including two free throws with
17 seconds left to seal the
issue. Bath County. 19-8,
seemed out of it when Glasgowforged a 44-41 lead with less
than two minutes to play. But
Jones hit from the corner,
Scott turned a steal into a
layup and Jones added
another layup off a theft and
suipenly Bath was ahead 47-44
with 1:16 to play.
Glasgow twice moved
within a point in the waning
seconds on the scoring of Van
Webb, who led the losers with
zi potrits-,-tUrEMMITratra-gettto
hold on

Tournamen
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
N('AA Division I
Thursday's Results
Regional Semifinals
East Regional
At College Park, Md.
Kentucky 93, VMI,78
North Carolina 79, Notre
Dame 77
West Regional
At Provo, Utah
Nevada-Las Vegas 88, Utah
83
Idaho State 76, UCLA 75
Mideast Regional
At Lexington,Ky.
North Carolina-Charlotte 81,
Syracuse 59
Michigan 86, Detroit 81.
Midwest Regional
At Oklahoma City
Marquette 67, Kansas State
66
Wake Forest 86, Southern
Illinois 81 .
Saturday's Games
Regional Finals
East Regional
Kentucky, 26-3 vs. North
Carolina, 26-4 West Regional
Nevada-Las Vegas, 27-2 vs.
Idaho State, 25-4
Mideast Regional
North Carolina-Charlotte,
27-3 vs. Michigan,26-3
Midwest Regional
Marquette, 21-7 vs Wake
Forest, 22-7

Citrus League'
At A Glance

-Pkilatkolphia +244 12. Toronto A ,
Detroit A, 11. Montreal N'3
Baltimore 'A I 2, Kansas City , A'
Bostr o Al 5, Atlanta t Ni 2
Texas I A 1 7. Minnesota I Al6
New York N 5, Ptttaburgh t Ni S
St louts N o 3,llucago , A t 2
Cincinnati N o 10, Houston tN 1
Los Angeles'N'S. New York Ai 2
San Diego t No S. Chicago , No 4
(leveland , A' 14. Mil waukee o A 7
California t AS.Oaklaild'All
Seattle , A' 13, San Francisco Ni 11.10
innings
Chicago t Al vs Kansas City A. 2. at
Fort Myers. Fla
Detroit A I vs Pittsburgh 'N I at
Bradenton. Fla
Boston o A o vs Philadelphia Ni at
Clearwater. Fla
Houston o No vs Toronto t o at Dunedin,
Fla
Cincuinati 5, vs Minnesota 4A, at
Orlando. Fla
New York . N o vs St Louis Niat St
Petersburg. Fla
Montreal 'N , vs Los Angeles I Ni at
I la
Vero Beach.,
Baltimore A', split squad. vs. Atlanta
No, split squad. it West Palm Beach, Fla
Chicago o t vs Oakland t AI at Mesa.
San Diego : N ; vs San Francisco ti at
Phoenix
Cleveland , At vs Milwaukee A at Sun
City . Ariz
California t A vs Seattle 'Ai at Tempe,
Ariz
Atlanta N o , split squad, vs Baltimore
,
Texas IA o vs. New York 'Al at Fort
I uderdale, Fla , n I
Toronto o A t at
vs
N
Montreal
Ihmedin, Fla.
Pittsburgh IN i vs. New York t A o at Fort
Lauderdale,Fla
Chicago o A 1 vs Detroit t A' at Lakeland,
Fla
Houston o. N o vs. Minnesota t A o at Orlando. Fla
Atlanta 'N , vs Texas t Ai at Pompano
Beach, Fla
Boston'Alvs St IMAA N at Si ,Petersburg. Fla
Kansas City t Ai vs (lramriati N t at
Tampa,Fla
Milwaukee 'A vs. San Franclico iN o at
Phoenix
Chicago o N o vs. Seattle Ai at Tempe.
Ariz
San Diego N vs. Cleveland Ai at Tucson. Ariz
Oakland o Alvs. California o. A at Palm
Springs. Calif
New -York I N I vs Los Angeles -7N-o air
Dominican Republic
vs Baltimore A o at
Philadelphia Ni1
Mianit, 0I
New York I Ni vs Los Angeles (N it
Dominican Republic
Montreal o Ni vs. Houston ,N I at Cocoa,
Fla
Phtladelphia IN I vs New York A' at
Fort I auderdale, Fla
Toronto I A I vs. Kansas City o A o at Fort
Myers, Fla.
Cincinnati 'Ni vs. St LOW Niat St.
Petersburg, Fla
'Detroit , Ai vs Chicago o A o at Sarasota.
Fla
Texas , A ) vs Atlanta 'Ni at West Palm
Beach. Fla
Minnesota r Al vs. Boston t Alat Winter
Haven,Fla
Pittsburgh 'Ni vs. Baltimore ,Aiat
MIAMI

Seattle 'A I vs Chicago N I at Scottsdale. Ara
San Francisco 'Ni vs Milwaukee A o at
Sim City. Arm
University of Arizona vs. Cleveland Ai,
split squad, at Tucson, Ariz,
Cleveland Al,split squad, vs.San Diego
'NI at Yuma. Ariz.
Oakland,' A o vs California 'Aiat Palm
Somas,Calif

All you'd
need in a
jam

when you're out of town and get in a jam, count on our BanClub
CheCash service -to get you out. Just take your BanClub membership card, your personalized check and your drivers license to any
of over 3,000 BanClub bank locations coast-to-coast. In less than a
minute, you can walk out with up to $200 in cash. The $2.50 processing charge is a small price for such convenience. BanClub CheCash is just one of the many services of our BanClub,
which also-offers you unlimited check writing with no minimum balance, personalized checks, $10,000 accidental death insurance,
fpr only $3.00 a month. If you don't
travel savings 'and more .
membership cards, come get yours
BanCIUP
have one of our handy
today.
BanClub
It's the sweetest deal in town

o/BANK
ew P EOPLES
nelf7
ovi
MURRAY

KY.
-
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TVA Board To Consider
Loans For Insulation

PA

Here's a Great
Opportunity . . .

"Deck Abil-

The -TVA board also is
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
1AP -A proposed Tennessee scheduled to award contracts
Valley Authority program to to several firms for equipment
use no-interest loans to -in- for the federal power agency's
sulate half a million homes Bellefonte and Sequoyah
will come up for approval nuclear plants now under
when the agency's board of construction and its proposed
directors - meets next Thur- Hartsville and Phipps Bend
nuclear plants.
sday.
The cost of the insulation
Both Chairman Aubrey
Wagner and Director William program, now plannedfoefive
Jenkins have indicated sup- years, would be about $4.6
port for the project,.which has million annually, TVA ofBy -Abigail Van Buren
been included on the ageida of ficials sayd. But it will save its
,977py Chicago Tribune IV 1, transsyid inc
the next meeting. The consumers $20 million a year
average
when
completed.
The
proposal has been on the
drawing-board in TVA's power—cost of the work for eanh
DEAR ABBY: About ii4ising that an 8-year-old child
utilization division since last homeowner will be about $300.
Though the number of should not be left alone.-for three hours after school: At 8,
fall.
kiloivatt hours, _used would my daughter not only-stayed alone, she started dinner. At
itrolLsharpli,cimsumers whe 10 she could prepftfe any meal as well as I could. At 12 she—
e y 1iay is
her own c o es.
have their homes insulated isfiearninir
plagued with irresponsible youths who are coddled until
would co tinue to be billed the they
are P16, after which someone tries to teach them
same a ounts as before the "responsibility." The result: Many healthy young adults on
insulatibn was installed. Once welfare.
the costf are paid off, the bills
'Of course, there is a risk in leaving child shine. But
W61221-4 IEZt -only the costa?'then again, when we send our children tit scriooi, they can
electricity consumed from be picked up, kidnapped or even murdered in broad
daylight. But we don't quit sending them, do we?
then on,TVA officials said.
If this 8-Lear-old has been properly taught, and if Mom
The work would be done by
local contractors -where they calls regula?ly to check on her, she will be safe and
are available and by TVA responsible. And when the time comes where she has to
handle a situation and Mamma is not there, she will be
crews in -rural areas where prepared.
:mese exhousupipes took
there meth)insulation firms.
Change your mind, Abby.
Wagner has said the success
A RESPONSIBLE MOM
on
will
depend
of -the project
the willingness of TVA's 160
DEAR MOM: I applaud your efforts to teach your child
local distributors to institute responsibility, and wish all parents would follow your fine
example, but unfortunately you are the exceptioa-not the
budget billing procedures.
Twenty-six distributors rule. Most, 8-year-olds without supervision are not as
already have budget billing, "safe" as your lucky youngster.
which spreads out evenly a
DEAR ABBY: My dad takes a bath at least three times a
consumer's yearly power bill
Save
week-but not. alone_ He takes MY TV into the bathroorn
-s-o Mat the monthly charges do with him. I've tried reasoning with him, but it doesn't
.
not vary regardless of the work.(I'd like to cuss him out, but-since I'm only 13 years
pipe bending
amount of electricity con- old, that wouldn't be a good idea.)
to your specs.
sumed in a particular 30-day
Dear old Dad is not a dumb man, but he just won't quit
TAILPIPES
DUALS
taking my TV. And my mom says she won't get involved.
period.
_
EXHAUST PIPES
Officials said the $20 million Can you think of an approach - that woad help?
STEAMED DAUGHTER
savings
represents about one
FORMING
million tens of coal that TVA
EXPANDING
DEAR STEAMED: Askl'op to pop for'a mini-TV and a
now has to burn because half
suggestion on how you can earn it -for him! (P.S.
of the 927,000 electrically- respectfully tell him not to touch the TV while he's itiAnd
the
Discount
heated homes in the ses+n- tub, or he could get the shock of his life.)
Mufflers
state region lack adequate
from
insulation.
DEAR ABBY: Will you please say a few words in
defense of us wives who are constantly being accused of
"murdering" our husbands by feeding them .fattening
BRING BACK PEOPLE
foods?
Off
On Exhaust
NEW YORK ( AP) - Widely
My husband is overweight, and I am sick and tired of
Parts
available -sophisticated calcu- having people tell me it's my fault-and that I should
lators - can make mistakes, "watch him." I serve well-balanced meals and try to keep
*Free
warns Electronics magazine.
the calories down. I never make rich desserts. I give him
Inspection*
Discussing hand-held calcu- fruit instead. But he raids the refrigerator every night.
lators, the publication'quotes
He took up golf, but he rides around in a golf cart, eating
William Kahan, professor of candy bars, so a lot of good "golfing" does him. After
Tit
mathematics and computer sci- dinner he goes out to buy a paper, ME he -stops for a hot
ence at the University of Cali- „Judge sundae'. So, how can I help him,
Authorized Huth Bender Center
fornia, Berkeley, who says
It FOOL'S WIFE
,
these calculators -produce-sur-- prisingly wrong answers surDAR WIFE: I could say a few words in your defense,
prisingly often in the process-or but it won't help your husband. The only one who can help
performing basic calculations." him is the one who does his eating.
These errors, he notes, are
most prevalent in the more
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HURT MOTHER": Don't ask
639 S 4th St
complex mathematical, *engi- your son to make a choice between his wife and you. If
753-9868
neering, scientific, and finan- you've raised him right, you'll lose.
cial functions.
1
•Everyonsaitas a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.

7:(
7::
ml
9::
10
11
12
1:1

an opportunity
to SAVE!

Working Mom:
Teach Your Child
To Stay Alone

41
5:
6
'I
8:1
91
10
to

MEN'S OR BOYS'
FOOTBALL
JERSEYS

II

1:1
31
3.1

4" 3
'
8

WE
BEND
ANY
TAILPIPE,
INSTANTLY

100% nylon Football Jerseys
with short sleeves, contrasting
trim_ oa _rack_ aut. sleaves_8861.
mesh net body. Boys' sizes 8 to
18. Men's sizes S to XL. Many
0
colors.

\ .
LADIES'
SATIN ETTE
PANTIES

6:3
71
7:3
II
8:3
913

11:
12:
12:
1:0

MEN'S
SPORT
SHIRTS

21

3.
4:
S:
6:
7:
8:
11
11

Panties of Eiderlon Tricot.
Select briefs or blkinis in
white or pastels. Available
in sizes 5 to 10

99

3

LADIES'
BEDROOM
SLIPPERS

A sport shirt of comfortable
nylon
and
polyester. Features sporty
3 button placket front and
short sleeves. Available in
many handsome colors.
Men's sizes S to XL

•

Slip-on bedroom slippers
in many colors with embroidered vamp Available
in most sizes.

10% to 20%

QUILTED
GARMENT
BAG

se.

d 44

44

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

St SPECIAL

BARRETT'S
i.,
SERVICE CENTER

QUILTED
SHOE
BAG

SUIT OR
DRESS
BAGS

Quilted vinyl garment bag to protect
clothing dunng storage 54 )(19"x13"
Solid or prints

Vinyl dress or suit
bags expand to hold
3 suits or dresses
52" or 38'' zippers.
Wipes clean easily

Quilted vinyl shoe
holder -WiTfi T2
pockets.
Wipes
clean with a dernp
,
Solh. Solid or print

1

Phone

TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD,Inc.
753-5273
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

re-seasoN
SPeCla
.

Get adcluainted with the four-season versatitity and
big-tractor toughness of our Case Compact Tractors.
And,if you buy now you'll ieceive:

Office To Investigate Charges
Of Contrived Fuel Shortages
State Attorney -General
Robert Stephens announced
recently that his Office would
investigate charges of contrived fuel shortages this
winter.
Stephens told a press conference that explanations of
shortages pf natural, gas,
propane, butane and fuel oil
"have been inconsistent and
inconclusive."
Therefore, he said, the
attorney general's office
would "conduct an investigation of the basic energy
shortages in Kentucky"
during the past two months.
Stephens said his investigation will be "thorough
and objective." "Our office
has no preconceived ideas or
opinions" about possible
findings, he said.
Stephens said the investigations -should not be
taken as criticism of the state
Public Service Commission.
But -it would attempt to
discover whether a shortage
of fuel other than coal truly
existed, and whether the
been
shortage
had
"manipulated or contiived."
'Stephens said the investigation staff would

comprise about 15 volunteers,
and that there would be no
time limit on the length of the
study.
The investigation was
triggered, Stephens said, by
his participation in public
meetings where questions
were raised about the energy
crisis. After talking with
senior citizens who were upset
about climbing fuel costs,
Stephens said, the gtavity of
the situation "really got to
me."
"It may be that everytking..
is legitimate," Stephens said,"
" (but) the questions have
been raised, and I think they
should be answered."

POLYESTER FABRIC WINDOW SHADES
Double knit material
Lite Glo Window
for a beautiful war- ROSES
88 Shades
77
measure ROSES
SPECIAL
drobe 60" wide et SPECIAL
an array of 1511nts or
solids

Namebrand Cooler
Holds 18 cans of
beverage, plus ice
High-impact plastic
with sling down top.
Slightly blimished.

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

When you're in the mood to buy,
we re in the mood to bargain!

ARGENTINE WORLD TRADE
BUENOS AIRES (AP)- Argentine exports during 1975 hit
$3 billion, or.near13/ 12 million
tons of experts.
Argentina trades with 130
countries throughout the world,
but only 10 countries accounted
for two-thirds of,
the total export revenues. Italy, the Soviet
Union, the United States,Spain,
Holland, Japan, Brazil, Mexico,
Cuba and Chile bought $2-billion-worth of Argentine products.

503 Walnut,

Murray, K.

-753-3062

ROSES LOW PRICE4 97

Structo 24"

ROSES LOV PRICE

1077

Peanut Butter Bars
Net wt 8-oz
bags of delicious
crunchy peanut
butter
Perfect
for snacks

oRF

6
7

SOCKET SET
Y:t

5" x 5" Pictures

PRICE

FOLDING GRILL

METRIC — INCH

COMBINATION
SAE AND METRIC
40-Pc. SOCKET SET

' •

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

o.

4? 99
SET

Cypress Spring Restaurant
Overlooking Beautiful Ky Lake
Is

RE-OPENING
Open Friday, Saturdays & Sundays only until April 1,
1977
Sue 8, Louie Williams, Owners
436-5496

9

1
1
3

6
7

40-piece sockcit set with 18 standard
measurement sockets, 18 metric
measurement sockets, 1-8" ratchet handle, 1-3" extension, 1 nut driver, 1 spark
plug socket, and 1-%"x%" adapter.
Chrome plated andfust proof

ATTENTION
Friday, March 18, 1977

McKeel Equipment rail
Co., Inc.
6

7

88

COMBINATION 'A and '1. DRIVE

Dump Cart

new
purchase of any
with the
Tractor Sole 000
Gorden
$275
Cose
$995 00 to
priced from the rnodel that
depending on needs
your
best fits

37'."x8' Available
in white only

PRICE

NEEDLE POINT KITS

21

ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY
Ti.. poacy of Roes's * to have every
advartleert Ilein In OWL a tor sow tra
ovoidal* ntaliCal ha advertised fastNock Rotse's we
Mew a raln check on rewet Ihst cart
be used to pirchne Ihe merchandise
price when his merchandise
C the
Is •nsNIIjSor °Drawable mar
~We I be Oland N r corn
parody r
rod price It a Its honest
intenten o4 Pc,.., to hart UP our
poacy ol
Sabstechon Guaranteed
Nweys
ROSE S STORES NC

cnandame la not in

Central
Shoppinentr.
Hours:
9-9 Mon.-Sat,
1-6 Sunday
Prices Good
Sun.-Mon.-Tue.
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Schedules For The Week Of March 19 - March 25

I

PROGRAM SCHEDULE CHANNEL 11
'March 21 to 25

TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGI-2

WSM-4

WTVF-5

WPSD-6

1 6:30-Swerise Smarter
.25-Agricsiture
7:1110-Sdoester & Tweet, 5:45- Waddler
7:00-T..& Jerry
6:31-Childiars bwaol
6:110-111D-TV
:SS-Farm
Digest
7:30-0ue Club
7:30-Jahlmirlawa
1:00-Tem & Jerre
11:30-Atop the hocepost
7:55-Sebeelhouse Neck 7:00-Weedy Woodpecker 8:00-lags limay
74D-Jsklearbra
7:4111- Weedy Weedpereher
:30-Pfak Panther
4:00- Tenon
8:410- booby Dee
11:110-Ssoeby Dee
7:30-Pink Pantie,
-S11•1a Ofte,
9:30-iota=
9:30-Kroft's Supershew 9:25 -Sebeelbetsas Rah
9:00-Speed leggy
111:00-Shama/Isis
1:30-Brett?, Simarshow 0:31-Meter Snead
10:30-Soul Train
P:30- Monster Sewed
10:110-Spece Ghost
11:00-Fat
Albert
10:30
Seperfeieilds
11:30- Bandstansl
10:00-Spec. GOest
10:30-4 Saha, Little Jam 11:30-Ark II
11:00-Odd
Oa
Commie
12.30-Fishing Nolo
1140-hg John, lit*, John
11:00-4rmeihstimil
12:00Neuf*
Care
1:00-Tourney Players
11,30- Slmesioma Mond
11:011-Greadetsid
leisketliall
12:30-luau in likeesties
12:00-1113A rhea
Champs
11:10-11askinhall
5:00-Perter Wage..
1:08het
Oly
5
3'30-afters
2:30-Pre Bowlers Tour
5:00-Spirit of la/speed.
1:311-Spetfight is Meals
II-N811441114 Mail
1
4 00- Wirld 94 S11101 "
4:1111-Werid of Sports
4:111-11sters
2411-News Conferees. 5:30-News
5 30 -Nevis
5:311-News
6:00-News
lo311-11art's Nada&
2:30-Pony Illmsee
6:00- Mimic Nell Americo 6:00- taprooms Wei
7:011-lenergesay
3:30-Sp.rts Sp.ctscwlor 6:30-Accent
7:00iina
nem
7:00-tibia Ileednik
7:00-leskethdl
Bill-Movie
34011-Candia C.aamira
10:30-News
1:0111-Starsky & Hutch
11P- Movie
10:011-ftews
3:30-News
10:45
-Sweaty
Co.
9:00-Dog & Cat
10:00- News
111141-Sertwilay /fight Live 441-Nee New
10:00-NEws
10:311.1Saturda1 Might
1240-Mere
740- Airy Tyler Moore
10:30- Wrestling
12:00- Dragnet
11:110-All in the family
11:30-Movie
8:30- ASK.
1:00-PT( Club
9:00-Cara Barnett
300- News
10:00-News
3:15—News
10:34-Gicsmoke
11.30 k....ithe
13:30-News
1:00-Swoons. Theatre

TV GUIDE FORSUNDAY

KFV5-12
4:011-Searise Seesester
6:30-News
7:00 -Sylvester Tweety
1:30-Owe Club
1:00- Bugs %nay
9,00- Innen
9:30- Baum
10:00 - Shama/Isis
11:00- Fat Aber,
11:30- Ark II
12:00- Wiry Out Gaines
12:30-Children ,
1:00-Wigs. Train
2:30 -Attains Forum
3:00-Rim
3:30-Snorts Spectecver
5:00-News

7:00- Meru Tyler Meese
7:30-lob Nevehmi
11:00-AN is the fan*
11:30-Ake
,
9:00-.Carol garnet
10:30-Guesmeolie
11:30- Nashville on the Rood
12:00-Buck Owens
A
12:30-Good News
1:00-With This Ring
1.1S - News

T I ME
:24
4:27
4:30
5:00

ffews
6:00
6:30

TUESDAY
March 22
Sign-on I
The Word
Afternoon
Devotional
-quman
Dimension
FOODS
11

MONDAY
March, 21
-Siqn-on
The Word!
Afternoon
Devotional
-A- Better
Way
FO US

rr

Ladies
Day
Si qn-off

1

Sign-off-

WS1L-3

6:30-Bele baptist
7:00-llee Ridge Quartet
7:00-House of Worship 7:30-Day of Discovery
1 7:30- Amazing Grace
8:00-lanes Robison
1:00-Little Rascals
0:30-Old Roberts
0:30-This. Stooges
9:00-Old Time Gospel
9:30-Rex Heelball
10:00-G41Nya
10:30-Woodma1 Baptist 10:30- Aolimids, Asiamals
11:30-News Conference 11:00- ham Answers
12:00-Issues & Answers 11:31-Des Tering
12:30-011 Dance
12:00-k Almost
1:00- Toomey Meyer
Anything Goes
Champs
12:30-Directions
Welk
3:00-Lawrence
1:00-PGA Townsman
4:00-Movie
3:00-Stock Car Rice
5:30-Wild Kin*.
4:00-World of Sports
6:00-Nancy Drew
7:00-Six MiMoisS Man 5:00-BM Deese
5:30-Wild Kingdom
II:00- Movie
6:00-Sia Mies$ Man
10:00-News
8:00-Movie
10:30-Nigirteratch
10:00-News
11:30-New life Hew
10:15-700 Orb
12:00-News

1

WSM-4
6:50-fele Dieted
7:00-Degas the Mame
7:30-Jeff's Collie
8:00-111ashv111e Gospel
8:30-Day of Discovery
9:00-Dioneasions im Faith
9:31- Nereid of Troth
10:00-Coniatimity Worship
10:30-Media
11:00- Ebeey Spectrum
11:30-Med the Press
12.40-N..,Spacial
2:00-Pleavyiraipla Boxing
4:00- Rollgiew Program •
5:00-Fortaby's Antiare
5:30- News
6:00-Disney
7:00-Mystery Marie
1:30-League's Rabbi
1040-News
10:30- Dr...et
11:00-Move
12:30-With This Rag

WTVF-5
6:00 -Searise Semester
7:00-Tony & Sum
7:30-Carl Peen
1:00-Sionmy Swagged
8:30-lames Rebate.
9:00-Old Roberts
9:30-2 livers Ilaptist
Chard
10:30-Hoer of Power
11:00-Tow Church
11:30-Marty Muted
12:00-Fishier*
12:10-Athletes
12:45-Seskethall
3:00- Nations Challenge
Cop
4:00-TVA
540-News
5:30-News
6:00-Wizard of Oz
8:00- tine Croshy
9:30- T1A
10:00-News
10:30-Perry Masai
I 1:30-Face the Nation

WPSD-6
Too— Montage
•

,cieseep
-.
12
Sph
6sse
coo_ cl(hFli

1:30-Gospel Jubilee
6:30-News
0:30- Poducah Devotion
7:00-Human Dimas:sea
9:15- Hamilton Brothers
7:30-Herald of Truth
9:30-Children' Gospel
0:00-laid. Dazzle Show
10:00- Changed Lives
10:30-Spec. Nine
10:30-Herold of Truth
9:00- 1 et Bad. Church
11:00-Accent
10:00-Canters Three
the
Press
11:30-Meet
10:30-Puce the Natioe
I 2:00-Basketball
11:00-This is tbe tife
2:00 -Greallstsaid Specie-I 11:30- look Up and live
4:00-ftnerteninent Specal 12:00- Challenge of Sexes •
5:00-News
12:43- leskethall
5:30-News
3:00-Sports Special
6.00-Walt Disney
4:00-,lively Arts
7,00- Mirstpry Movie
5:00-4merice
0:30-Mystery Movie
5: -News
10:00-News
6:00-Wizard*, Os
10:30-66111ea Age
1:00- Bing Crosby
9:30- loves Me, levee hie Net
10:00-News
10:15- News
10,30-Gensmoke
11:30-Public Affairs
1 2:00-News

THURSDAY
March 24
Sign-op
The Word
Afternoon &
Devotional'
Milestones of
Pro ress

FOCUS
News 11
NOW
Travel ure,i:rr ray
Outdoors
Sign-off
gn-off

FRIDAY
March 25
Sign-on
The Ward
Afternoon
Dtvotional
Quest for
Adventure
FOCUS
News 11
Knock-Knock
S qn-afr
-

GUESTS ON FOCUS
Monday_
March 21

1..
2.

Representatives from Speech and Theatre
Craft Corner

Tuesday
March 22

.
2.

Book Review with Richard Steiger
KET
_
—

Wednesday
March 23_

1.
2.

MSU Economist
History in Perspective with Burton Fol sum

Thursday
March 24

1.

Culture through Foreign Language with Milton Grims

Friday
March 25

1.

—
Margaret Trevathan with Library Corner

swam

WNGE-2

M

WEDNESDAY
March 23
Sign-on
The Word
ATternoon
Devotional
Knock-Knock

60-Minute
Comedies
May Become
Next Tv Rage

LOS ANGELES (AP) Novels as miniseries were the
A deadly precedent was
Despite the high price of the rock sounding cuts that are
rage in TV this season. Next started in January by the rock
Queen's latest entitled fair such as "Drowse,"
album,
season, -it may be situation
group, Queen and their latest "A Day At The Races" is !:,White Min" and "Tie Your
comedy in 60-minute form, album. That precedent is the
great, even beating the Mother Down." Overall, it is a
augmenting the usual half- inflationary $7.96 album as
famous previous release, "A great album, but not for the
hour economy size, with ABC compared to the $6.98 of our
Night At The Opera."-Queen is price.
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
leading the charge.
Kinsas
cheap past. Elektra records a British group that bases a
ABC currently has four oneused this as an experiment to great deal of their music on
A group that has tried for
WNGE-2
KFVS-12
I WTVF-5
WS1L-3
WSM-4
WPSD-6
hour comedy pilots in the
see if they could raise prices. the classical- side mixed with four albums over several
5:45- Weather
6:0)
Som.
'IS:JO-Cie/Wry Jewel
6:00-Good Morn. Am. 7:00- America
6:23-Arthur Smith
works. -It would've had five, The experiment worked and
5:53Merl*,
Devetioa 5:43-Carl Tiptoe
6:30-Breekfast Show
hard rock. The only other rock_ yearshas atlast made it to the
9:00-100 Cite
7:00- Bozo
6:54-Paster Spooks
but "Malibu Beach," a tube
5:53-Job-Market
- 6:15- Monello News
7:00- News
as a result other labels such as groups that I am familiar with top with "Leftoverture."
10:30-Nippy Days
1:00-Popsy,
7:00-Today Show
version of those beach flicks of Warner Brothers, United
6:00-Ralph bniry
$:00-Captain Kangargo
6:25-/Awnings On 5
1,30-Green Acres
11:00-Des No Show
Basically the album is not so
9:00-Sanford 8. Son
that are in this rock-classical
7:00- Today
early 1960s, went down as Artists and Columbia have
the
9:00-Price
Is
Night
1
`
7:00-Moral., News
9:00-Andy Griffith
11:30-Ryon Nape
Rosin
-Itslasper
9:30
Light Or- swift except for the fantastit
Electric
vein
are
7:25-S.ne Tee*
10:00-Double Our.
8:00-Captain
the surf came up.
12:00-AN My Chilaren
9:55-Glenda
9,30-Year Own Time
followed suit in raising their chestra and Kansas.
cut,"Carry On Wayward Son"
7:30- Teary
10130-lave of Uhl
10:Q0-Dos No Show
12:30-family Feud
We got all this from Stephen _prices. In fact, Columfika
.111-*
10:00-Wheel of Fortune
91°-PrIel =
at-she-present lime--Ia-which
8:25
Sae.
Today
hashad-great-success
10A33-Nows
Queen
.
l0:30-Hippy Days
1:00-620,000 Pyramid
1040-Shoot far the Stars
10:00--D
"
"
I Dare •
Gentry: atalI;-lanky ex-Navy' eventually raise prices on all
1:30up the charts.
tearing
11
MSI
:00-TeesgA
lushes,
10:30-hove
single
hit
latest
with _their
11:00- News Center?
1:30-One Life
11:00-Noose that Tune
--1
drives a desk for
9:00-Diesels'
11:30-Search for Tomorrow flier who now
11:00- Teens Anil Restless 11,30_ Lovers & Friends
The group is like Queen
their catalogue albums.
11:30-All My Child.
2:15-Gen. Hospital
Love."
To
"Somebody
ABC as its vice president,
10:00-Wheel of Fortune 11:30-Parch For Tomerren
12:00-farm Picture
12:00-Ivan, Hope
because they base their sound
3:00-Edge of light
12:00-News
True,that coats have risen programs, West Coast. He such as paper for the labels Freddie Mercury's vocals on classical music. However,
10:30-51101/T TIN Stun 12:0011-Siegal Co...
1240-Family hod
3:30- Lassie
12:30-Days of our lives 12:05-News
are
backup
group
as
a
with
the
11:00-Num
That
TIP110
12:
30
World
Turns
one
12:20111Neon
possible
News
says the four
1:00-520,000 Pyramid 4:00 IA-lb MGM Them.
1:30-The Doctors
and album covers, and so has superb on the cut and there is they have a name for this kind
11:30-The Noon Show
1:30-Guiding light
12:30-World Turns
hour comedy series are:
4:00 F- Waive Workshop
1:30-One life to live
2:00-Another World
petroleum used in the
the
12:31-Day,of Our lives 1:20-Genie', Light
range of hard rock and that is called
All
in
the
Family
2,00
2:00 -Gen'l Hoop.
4:30 f-Chiertet
3:00-Gong Show
- -San Pedro Bums," about actual production of the disc, a great high to low vocal
1:30-Doctors
Progressive Rock. This sound
2:30- Match Genie '71
2:00- AI In The Featly
beginning
the
like
voices.
I
in
2:1.5-General Hospital 5:00 F -Seel Train
3:30- Gilligaes Wend
a group of guys who grew up but that does not mean the sky
2:00- Amnia World
3:00- Tattleteles
2:30-Match Game
uses a blend of European
portions
capelln
ending
a
3:00-Edge qf Night
4:00-heady lunch
and
.
--r
together, attended high school is the limit! We can not afferd
3:00-:Geog She.
3:30- le verly Hillbillies
340-6.ener Pyle
3:30-Brody Beech
music • with
classical
4:30- Irani&
3:30 -Samford
together and still hang out these high prices! The of the song.
4:00- Bewitched
For Delors
4:00-hg Valley
5:30-News
American rhythm and blues.
4:00- Ireritdiesi
4:30-Andy Griffith
5:23-Weather
together.
There are a few lute cuts on
5:00-ABC News
6:00-News
Kansas was formed in 1973
recording industry is writing
4:30-Imergeacy Ono
3:O0-T.$ to. Truth
5:30-News
-"Love Boat," romance their own death warrant and if the album such as "The and many members of the
5:31-Adam 12
5:25- Weather
PM-News
5:30-News
6:00-*wretch
and heaving ho-hos on the high this spiraling inflation con- Millionaire Waltz" and "Good group are from Topeka,
5:30-News
6:00-News
Fashioned Lover Boy." Kansas. A feature of the group
seas
6 00 SconeW.6
tinues in the recording in- Old
Petticoat,''
would make a great is a violinist and lead vocals
-"Operation
latter
The
able
to
be
dustry no one will
TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
based on Cary Grant's 1959
hit
single.
are done superbly by Robby
buy records.
movie comedy -about World
There is even a beautiful Steinhardt.
There is one consolation and
WPSD-6
WTVF-5
WNGE-2
KFV5-12
WSM-4
WS1L-3
Japanese song entitled "Teo
War two's early days, the
6:31-Daly
The tackiest cut on the
that is that 8 track and
5:30-Codas Pete
7:00-Howse is the Prairie 6:30-Tel the, Teeth
6:30-Pop Goes Country 6:00-News
Navy submarine he ran and cassette tapes have not gone Torriatte (Let Us Cling album is a classical piece
7:00-leffersee,
7:00-Eight le bomb
6:15-Mews
8: -Wiwi*
7:00- House on Prairie
Show
Moppet
6:30the
chorus
in
Together)." The
the group of pretty nurses he
7:30-Bastin Lasso
0:00-Most Waded
6:30-News
10:00-Mews
called "Magnus Opus" which
up. As a result, records and
11:00- Movie
7,00-Jeffersons
0:00- Maude
rescued with it.
940-feather & fella
song really makes this song has six movements with wild
7:00-Brody lynch
10:30-Tonight Show
10:00-News
price.
7:30
-lusting
Loose
same
the
for
list
tapes
0:30-Salute to tete
10:00-News
8:00-Most Wanted
12:00-Tomorrow
-"MacNamara's Band,"
great.
11:30 —Tonsght Show
0:00- Maude
titles as "Howling At The
Therefore, buy the tape.
Davis
10:30-Mary Nodose
9:00- Feather t father
There are a few of the hard Moon" and "Gnat Attack." It
another World War II comedy,
1:O0—Tomorrow
0:31-Saute to Bone Der,:
10:00-News
Queen
11:00-Si..el S. F.
10:00-News
10:00-News
this One set inland, with
10:30- VITIF Reports
1:00-PTL Club
is enough to give me an ear
10:30-Sts. of San Fran.
10:30-Movie
I 1:00- Waited: Deed
hijinks and heroics to occur
3:00-News
12:00-News
attack.
1:31-News
or ad
behind enemy lines.
However, there a few good
CBS says it has one 60cuts such as the hit song,
minute comedy pilot afoot.
TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
and
Son"
"Wayward
"Husbands and Wives." NBC
"Cheyenne Anthem." The
says as of March 30,it's giving
WS1L-3
IVPSD-6
WNGE-2
WSM-4
WTVF-5
KFVS-12
The group sound is emphasized anthem has an Indian flair
NEW YORK (AP)
6:30-Treasure Ned
a five-episode tryout to "3 British rock band Genesis has and instrumental solos are about it. yocals and
6:31—Tel the Trials
5:30-Cactus Pete
7:00-Mock Shoop
6:30-5125,000 Question
6:00-h tat
7:011-Nappy Days
743-1111se's WIND
Girls 3," an hourly drama- combined spacey electronic almost non-existant.
6:15-News
1:00-Poke Weft=
7:00-heck Sheep
6:30-Hums that Tune
keyboards are superb.
7:30-terverne Paley
0:00- WA'S*II'
6:30-News
comedy-variety show about music and traditional English
9:00-Peke Story
SAX -Pete, Women
7:00 -Bill Moyers
Hackett, who as lead
New Releases
1:011-Rich Man, Peer lbw 7:00-Happy Days
I:30-Chse Day at a Thee 9:00-Poke Story
1:00-M•A•S•H•
-,
S
how
biz.
10:00-News
9:01- hotly
folk sound to Move from a guitarist normally would solo' iAmerica has come out with
9:00-1.1.0
7:30- Laverne & Shirley
10:00-News
10:30-Tonight Slum
0:30-Os. Day eta Time
Gentry, a former • radar small cult following to the most, igyS he finds "most. a• beautiful album entitled
1040-News
MN-Nan
COO-Eight is Easiegls
10:31-Tonight Show
9:00- Kojek
12:00- Teenocrwt
officer on a Phantom jet, says superstar status throughout solos are- -boring. I haven't "Harbour" - Oh no, not
10:31-busy Nertman
10:30- Guarateke
9:00- holly
12:00-Tomorrow
10:00- News
11:00- Mystery Movie
no decision has been made on the United States. '
11:30-Ironed.
heard a good solo for ages."
10:00-News
10:30- Movie
another America album that_
12:30-PTL Club
12:30-News
when ABC's comedies will ,
10:30-Mystery Merle
The band today is playing begins in "H." Also, Bactunan
12:30—News
performed
which
group,
The
2:30-News
12:00- News
appear as one-hour blips on recently
18,000-seat • down its English 'folk music - Turner Overdrive has a new
at
our TV screens. But it might Madison Square Garden here, roots and stressins electronic release entitled "Freeways."
happen next fall or next first attracted attention in the _reek. The new . i terial was On the soul side, there are new
TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
midseason. _
early 1970s with its elaborate better received by the releases by Johnnie Taylor
He was asked if the concept staging, highlighted by lead audience here than tunes from
and Minnie Ripperton The
WS1L-3
KFVS-1 2
WTVF-5
WSM-4
of the hourly -comedy series is
WPSD-6
WNGE-2
Peter Gabriel's earlier albums, although country sound has a few new
singer
540
-Cactus
Pete
6:31-Tel the Truth 6:30- Nasiiv:16 Music
part of an effort by ABC to outlandish costuming and a almost half the show was ones by Dolly earton and Glen
6:30- Hollywood Squares
6:00-News
7:00-Grizzly Adams
6:15-News
7:00-Geed Times
7:00 -Biotic Wollitie
6:30-Price is Right
0:00-CPO Sharkey
7:00-Grizzly Adams
mollify those who gripe about light how featuring grotesque devoted to the Older material. Campbell.
6:30-News
7:30- Jackman
8:00- biretta
7:00-Good Times
1:30-McLean Stevan..
11:00-CP0 Sharkey
TV violence.
The group uses its dazzling
7:00- Ureic Mims*
0:00-Me,,,
• . monsters jumping out of backAlso, Atlanta Rhythm
9:00-Cherie's Angels
7:30 --Loses Me, lovr M Not
0:00-Tales of Unespected
0:30- McLean Stevenson
Our desire to have more stage projections.
II:N -burette
in conjunction with Section has released recently
•
laser
.,
,.•
1040-News
10:00-News
10:00-News
I:00—
Movie
9:00-Itiagston Ceafideetiel
_
,9:00-amiss Angels
I comedy and diversity in the
10:30-Gansenekit
10:30-Mary Hortense
10:00-News
10:20-Tenight Show
10:00-News
ifut the emphasis now is on • smoke pouring onto the stage a 2 Lp set of their earlier
10:00-News
schedule is partially an- •them sic. Drummer Phil to lend an eerie, , mystical releases while they were with
11:00-Rookies
_Irma&
1 2:110- Tomorrow
10:30-Tonight Show
10:30- Movie
10:30- ReekMs
12: -Nam
outgrowth of that," , he con- • Collin
1:45 -PTI. Chas -12:00-Tomorrow
12:30- News
overt oenter-stage in atmosphere to its fantasy Decca Records.
12:00-News
3,45 -News
ceded.- He also was asked if December 1974 to replace Tilled lyrics.
this could lead to cop and Gabriel; who left to form his
TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
private eye -.
shows getting the own band. The monsters.have
bum's rush.
been replaced by a dazzling
WNG(-2
W5-11-3
I
KFVS-1 2
WTVF-5
WPSD--6,
WSM-4
.
"Well, I can't answer that laser-display that adds a sense
6:00-News
6:30-Hum,That Tune
6:00-Cactus Pete
6:30-Porter Wegener
6:30-Tel the Truth
on
specifically based on on:
6:30-WorW of Animals
7:00-Boner
6:15-Mew,
of awe to the band's music,
7:00-Fantastic lovritIty
7:00-Walton
comedies," he said. "All I'm which 'is among the • most
7:00-Walton,
7:30-What's Napoli.. 6:31-News
cog_ ',swig nv...0
7:00-Festastic Jeanne
8:00-11W SeIhrs
11:03-11,rweii five 0
0:00- krney Miller
saying is that'it's true, we're sophisticated and daring in
7:00-totter
COO-Best Sobers
9:00-Berea, Jones I 10:00-News
9:00- Barnaby Jones
11:30- Testy Readall
trying to get more comedy on the rock world-today.
7:30-What's IIIPP•aill 10:00-News
10:30- height Show
10:00-Mews
940-Ste. ef Sam free.
10:00- News
0:00-lumpy Miler
To All
10:30-Toesigin Show
12:00- Toseerrow
the schedule.
10:30-Gsetuncilie
•-tVe feel it's still building
10:00-News,
10:30 =- Movie
0:311-7110109.1 01111P0111 12:10-Tersierrew
11:30-Irate&
have for us," 'guitarist Steve
if
you
guess
"And
I
10:31-Mary Hurt..,
1:20-News
9:00-Wostside Mead
Reg. $7.95
12:30-News
hourly comedies .as .well as Hackett said in a group inReg. $6.95
11:00-Special
III 10:00-News
1 2:30-PT'. Clefs
10:30-Special
terview before the show here.
2:30-News
s. shows, you have more
12:00-News
tlackett's statement is
$499
$599
( programming)flexibility:.
supported by sales of the
easier
therefore,
it's
"And
TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
..,.
band's albums, which have
All The Newest Releases First!
to accommodate end ac- increased after each of the
complish our long-term goal of nine releases. The latest
"Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow"
WNGE-2
WTVF-5
WPSD-6
WS1L-3
WSM-4
- KFVS-12
having greater diversity in the release,
by the Spinners
6,00_uchri Poe
"Wind.,
---'
-and
6:30- Nashville on Road
6:30-Tel the Tarth
7:110-Sanford IL See
6,36_caledip CANionli
schedule."
6'00- Newt
7:00 -Dooley I Marie
7:30-IA Mope Colimmly 7:00- Code 1
. Wuthering," becaine the all6:13-News
-Sanford & See
7:00
"The Band"
"The Wheel"
CA-Day
He readily admitted it's time _top Genesis seller in
0:00-Mesh.
8:00- Pere Clerk
1:00- Quisay
6:30-News
7:30-Bob Hope
SpeCial
Movie
7:00by
Asleep at the Wheel
Islands
by
1040-News
be
funny
tough
p
shqw.
tp
9:011- Bill Moyers
a
10:00-New,
,
7:110-Demi,& Mori*
about five weeks.
9:00- Rockford File"
10,00 - News
10:30-Mary Placentae
10,00- Nem
10:30- Teeight Slow
8:110-Mode
fo
alone
an
r-2
11
f-hour,
let
Albums on Mos area
ond
Tope's
iorges*Seection
of
The
10:00-News
The band has a rich, full
10:30-Movie
11:00-S. W. A. T:
:I 2:00- Midnight Special 10:30- Goessuoire
10:00-News
hour.
10:30- Tonight Shoe
t
to
attention
News
paying
12,30
-sound,
Marshall
12:00-Peter
11:30- Ironies
10:30-S. W. A. T.
.
,Iii m op.- Midnight Special
1:10- III Cleb
Subtle musical details \rind
12:30-News
11:31-1400 Serie
The first \ jewelry of pre- tonil coloration. While Tony
3:10- New
.
140-SinfienS• Voir.
1:1111-Neen
7534865
Central Shopping Center
historic man was made from Banks attracts a large amount
e•
1
the teeth, claws and bones of
of attention On keyboards, the
animals.
411=MIMIM\

Genesis Combines Sound
To Gain "Super" Status

Special

Tapes & Albums

Tapes

Albums

TV Service Center

4

1
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Officials Mystified At Reason
For Murder-Suicide Death Pact
ANCHORAGE, Ky. ( AP) -- intended for the couple's two
Jean and Adrian Berry college-age daughters, Lynne
planned to attend a high and Kathy.
Anchorage Police Chief Roy
school basketball banquet this
week, but something made Myers said one note indicated
them change their minds. No "they just did it out of love for
two daughters and that the
one knows what.
Only a.few hours after they reason they took the boy with
missed the banquet, their them, they didn't want him to
bodies were found, along with be a burden to anyone." And
that of their son, Emil,* in another note said to "please
their ranch style brick home bury the dogs and we are all to
in this affluent suburb of be cremated."
The family's four pet dogs
Louis% ille.
Police said the deaths were also were shot. One was found
the result of an apparent beside the body of the boy, in
suicide pact, and that notes his bunk bed.
Bryrou Ford Jr., brother of
left by the couple indicated
they didn't want the boy "to be Mrs. Berry, 47, said he was
stmvketl t ttw'mtident an4
a Durun Lu aTryirrrc.
Police, family members, had no idea why it had hapand friends say they have no pened. There had been no
idea what-led to the shootings indications, he said, that
early Wednesday morning. anything was wrong.
"He was totally _devoted to
-Police—refuse to divulge
contents of the two notes found the home.. . ," Ford said."He
never did anything in the 29
in the house.
Berry, 50, a retired year, that I knew him that
businessman, called police didn't invol.ve Jean and the
. .
early Wednesday, gave them children."
his name and address and said t-The Berrys and their
he and his family would be in a -children were in good health
had no financial
bedroom. He sounded calm, and
but police became suspicious, problems, Ford said. They
went to the house and found seemed content, with the two
daughters in college and Emil
the bodies.
They also found two notes. an excelleift student.
"It's a very sad thing," said
One told of a lengthy second
a personal nature" Peyton Hoge III, mayor of this
note
community of 1,500. "We're
all shocked. I can't think of
For Correct" another event quite that sad
ever happening here."
In 1974, when tornadoes
devastated Kentucky and
caused millions tif dollars of
damage to other Louisville
Day or Night
suburbs, Anchorage was
spared.
"I guess this would be the
Courtesy
most traumatic thing that has
happened to Anchorage,"
EOPLEt/BA./911
Hoge said, adding that in a

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

DIAL 753-6363
MURRAY

WT.

CATCH THESE
BEAUTIFUL SPRING
FASHIONS AT BIG K!

If
hwi
her
a
ahe
Bar
Bre
mo
I-S1
con
wes

community this size there are
no strangers.
"I knew him. My wife
served on .the PTA with his
wife. They were friends.
Nobody knows why. Nobody.
The whole thing is just
bizarre," Hoge said. "She was
a sweet person. Everybody
says that. LThy were well
liked, respedtedi"
Betty Stephens,secretary at
the school which Emil attended, said he was "ve,ry well
liked by his peers" and was"a
real asset to our school, active
in music programs.
--I can't say enough glowing
things about hini.-_sht _mitl_
"It is a complete shock to the
entire community."
Mrs. Stephens said she
talked to Mrs. Berry last
week.
- -Jean was a very warm
person, a very outgoing individual. She was happy.
We're all trying to rationalize
and find a logical explanation,
but there is none," Mrs.
Stephens said.
The boy apparently was shot
while he slept. He and the dogs
were shot with a .25-caliber
pistol. Mrs. Berry was shot
twice in the head with a .38caliber revolver, and Berry
_died of one gunshot wound in
the head, police said.
Berry's neighbors knew him
as a man who, they thought,
-enjoyed his. retirement. He
especially loved his four small
dogs, Cairn Terriers.
_
- On Tiesday night, the night
they were to attend the
Berry
Mrs.
banquet,
a.fi Mrs. Jane Sumsomo
telephond
end in the PTA,and
may,
ne else would have
said
to take notes at the group's
meeting the next day. She
gave no explanation. Less
than 10 hours later, the three
were dead.

CB
cus
rad

LADIES

CAFTANS
20
21
22

Hostess gowns with lovely sleeves and necklines.
Floral printsIn 65/35 acetate-n y I on. Sizes S.M.L.

23
25

USE YOUR BANK CREDIT
CARD AT BIG K!

35
36
37

A vIriety. of sporlt tops
with stylish trims, fancy
stitching and sleeves.
Polyester-cotton blends.
Prints or solids in fashion colors. Sizes S,M,L.

LADIES

----

KNIT
TEE-SHIRTS
388
Niy..?it,, tee-shirts
vyiti enibroldereci
\ irof:ts. 1
fashion col,0,s. S,:res c.-

The All New
Luxury Homes

Look For The
Gold Star
Which Denotes These
Special Quality
Homes

LADIES
NOVELTY
DOUBLE KNIT

PANTS

dresses
One-piece
with cowl collars, Vnecks, long sleeves.
Sublestatic prints or
solids in 100% polyester. Sizes 10-18.

A number of styles and
colors to choose from.
1000/c poly Ponte de RoIna or 100% polyester. in
sizes 8-18.

GREEN ACRES
MOBILE HOMES

Striped, crew neck top. Solid
sleeves with lace trim. Sizes
4 to 6x.

GIRLS SHORTS
Kodel polyester -Cotton mesh
short with elasticized waistSizes 4 to 6x.

UNDERWOOD
ELECTRIC PORTABLE

TYPEWRITER

Model 555
Tabulator
pre-set. 88 1
character keyboard. Separate carrying case. 12"
carriage.
REG.
13.96
New "wove train" sole. Topstitch trim.
Size 7 to 11;

LADIES SUEDE 'N LEATHER
LANDWALK
Delicious food served in a
beautiful dining room with a
beautiful view overlooking
the lake and soft organ
music...that's a perfect dining

experience when you visit
the dining rooms of Kenlake
State Resort Park. A regular
menu is served during the
week.

BUFFET: 5:30-8 PM, SATURDAY•12-3 and 5-8 PM SUNDAY

Kenlake State Resort Park
HWY 94-E, AURORA

29
30
31
33

GREEN ACRES PROUDLY

•
ANTARCTIC GRAB BAG
ReWASHINGTON ( AP)
announces
search in Antarctica, the
earth's "last continent,- has
uncovered possible oil and mineral wealth, causing concern
among scientists, environmen'''talists and-goverrunettt officials
that the frozen continent will
become an international grab
bag,says National Geographic.
For The Most
Ten nations now maintain
ing
Buyer
Discriminat
year-round research stations in
Antarctica and (fur/fig the summer, when dozens of camps are
established, some 2,000 scientists probe the icy continent. Its
5.5 million square miles are
cov ed by 7 million cubic
mIles of ice as much as 14,000
feet deep in places.
GIVE US
• TRY
Scientists have found coal
STFORE
seams up to 16 feet thick,
TOU SOY
manganese ore on the coast of
Wilkes ',end and natural gas
and oil beneath the Ross Sea.
The Antarctic Treaty, signed
by 12 nations in 1959, banned
Sale Lot Open
all military activity or nuclear
8:30 a.m. til 6 p.m.
dumping and suspended territorial claims for 30 years. But
Mon.-Sat.
the treaty neither endorsed nor
1 p.m. til 6 p.m. Sun.
restricted future exploitation,
and le -scientists uncover new
-possible wealth, claims to the
region proliferate. Last summer the 12 treaty nations met
in Paris to discuss rights to Antarctic resources and to prepare for a high-level conference
on the subject in London in
Paris, Tenn.
1977.
410-4•-••••-•

26
27
28

UNDERWOOD
PORT
TYPEWRITER

69"
Model 319
Key set tabulator, carriage lock, automatic paragraph indentation: intergrated carrying case:

00
REG.
11.99
sign. Stitch trim.
Leather wIngtip
Teens and Womens sizes to 10.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Limit Rights Reserved
753-8777

38
40
41
42
43
44
45

•
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Breaker, Breaker Feeds CBers
RIVERSIDE, Calif.(AP) —
If you find yourself a mite
hungrt along the road around
here, it's nice to know there's
a good buddy waitin' up
ahead.
That's the way Citizens'
Band radio buffs feel about
Breaker, Breaker, a 2L-2month-old cafe along highway
I-six-oh in the quiet ranching
community of Rubidoux, just
west of Riverside.
Breaker, Breaker caters to
CBers and even allows
customers to call in orders by
radio and have the meals

waiting when they arrive.
";At least 90 per cent of our
business is CBers, but we want
to cater to everyone — CBers,
truckers and the general
public," says Joyce .Kurtz,
better known as Patthes.
The restaurant's co-owner,
Maureen "Moe" Hemphill,
feels Breaker, Breaker is
catching on largely because of
its fare.
"Its hearty and it's
homemade," she says. "The
food in most other restaurants
all tastes the same. Here
everything is different — and
there's a lot of it."

Adley Not Sure If He'll Ever
Go Back Into A Mine Again

1NANTADS

1 Legal Notice
1 Legal Notice
getfood and water.
I got long underwear, a dry
Right off I told them about shirt and pants, a cap, and
COMIIISSIONEN'llALE
my buddies who were dead gloves. I changed my clothes.
THE COMMONWEALTH 0)" KENTUCKY, Calloway
below me, Ralph Renninger
Circuit Court
and Donald Shoffler. They
They started drilling lots of
WATERFIELD MORTGAGE CO., INC. Successor in
asked me if I heard anybody holes. The plan was to drill
interest to: COLONIAL MORTGAGE CO. OF IND.
else, any other tapping.
enough holes and then -break
INC. Plaintiff, WILLIAM A. VANCE,et al Defendant.
'No. Nothing.'
open a tunnel, about 20 inches
NOTICE OF SALE
And I had no idea where the wide. It would be wide enough
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
five other missing men might for me to squeeze through. I
-Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the February 9
be.
couldn't wait.
Term thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the sum of
They punched a second hole
Id-ask-each shift that came
Fifteen Thousand Eight Hundred Eighty Seven and pretty quick, angling down on what time it
51/100 ($15,887.51) Dollars, PLUS INTEREST ASPR
was, and what
Ctossword Puzzler Answer to Thursday s Puzzle
By RONALD ADLEY
from the other side of the day-it wag,
Verdi
ACROSS
because my watch
COURT ORDER OF SALE, and its cost therein I shall
MOO MOM PICHI
To
LEE
LINDER
Drink
slowly
As
Told
separated
57
pillar
of
coal
that
1 Son of Noah
had stopped7 AncLevery__day
ElE1/30 111;31/C3lIMlI
.proceedAnofferior
sale at the court/louse40001041
4 Declared
Associated Press Writer
-us.
.---A-entrpte-of-rasttr -tubes
DOWN
, that passed the waiting got
City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
8 Male swan
OWOOM
Associated
Copyr4fit
tc)
The
on
Mountain
11
were. -IPushed...through---ang--eotigher:
1 Part orbodY
IWARDORO
public auction on the 28th day of March, 1977, at 1:00
Crete
Press 1977
2 Bother
some orange juice was poured
11F113
12 Weary
It
seems
that
the
doer
they
O'clock
P. M.,or thereabout, upon a credit of six monwhere
Place
3
MO
AMPODOR
Oa
13 Harvest
TOWER CITY, Pa. ( AP) — through. It tasted great
goods are
got the furtker awayttleyfelL
01011 nou 00111210
.
15 Entrance
_
Ahs,the10110matig.descritied
ropert
tvg_Rriit...
sold
_
_
itallsinfrie-AfilevDeposit
wouldn't talklo them very
XII that tract or parcel of Land located in the City of
5 Be ill
a
Adley.'
and- -drilling -and drilling.- much becapse they told Me:
point
VIM DA 00130110
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and more fully
6 Negative
20 Lock opener
I must have yelled it about Trying to get a hole big enough .We can stand and
ern CIIMM
ore
is
blab all
described
as follows:
21 Make lace
OM=
Procrastination
UMW
GI2E1
7
• six times before I heard the to pass'me some food. It was night and it's not going
22 Hindu
8 Sob
to get
Lot No. 14, Block 4, Unit 1 of the Plainview Acres
cymbals
foreman,
Palmer
of
my
into
9 Faroe
voice
longest
time.
I
went
the
you out.'
23 Toward
Subdivision as shown by plat of record in Plat Book No.
41 Overweight
26 Pronoun
Islands
Shelter
the mine Tuesday morning. It
Mervine.
,
43 Prefix. twice
whirlwind
28 Vehicle
But it felt good that I could
2,
Page No. 56,in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
25 Grass
10 Trite
29 Macaw „ 44 City in Italy
'Ronnie,are your all right?'
was now Thursday morning talk to somebody.
mowed and 14 Animal's
31 Wooden pin 46 Shoemaker's
County Court.
cured for
here.'
tootout
of
32NallViantetat
'Get
me
and
the
hole
was
finished.
COAT.
fodder
I knew it was going to take a
47 Finish
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
16 Golf mound 33 Stroke
26
'It's good to hear your voice,
Now I could talk better to while,them cutting just
48 Man's name
34 Mature
18 Near
inches
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
27 Encountered 21 Shreds
49 Knock
35 Chapeau
Ronnie."
them.
28 Household
51 Alcoholics
every hour. They couldn't fire
22 Scottish cap 37 Cleans
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
Anonymous
38 Hurried
Palmer's voice was the first
First they'passed through a any dynamite at all. They
23 wine Cup
29Ctal
53 Three-toed
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
Conducted 39 Rips
24
30 Paid notices 25 Possesses 40 Main artery
human being I heard since the rope, and hooked on a miners couldn't chance shaking
Sloth
comply promptly with these terms.
31 Head of
the
gushed
through
batteries
on
water
lamp
connected
to
I
2 LIM 4
5 6
7 gi
9
10 g
l .
church
anything. They didn't want to
Frank L. Ryan
parish (pl.)
mine and left me trapped in the-other end. It felt good to loose anything that might
33 Parent
fall
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
like
a
(colloq I
darkness.
It
seemed
'See
things
again.
The
rope
Ng
111111M1111111111
"
on me or them.
18
0
1 19
35 Pronoun
15 •16
lifetime but it was only a little became a conveyer, carrying
36 Period of
Cat
!:!•V
I was worried about another
2 Notice
2 Notice
time
2
IN 21
plastic bags of water, of 'collapse as they drilled
more than a day.
ria
37 Move from
•
toward
hours
side
about
three
side to
coffee, of soup.
It took
23 24
me.
38 Antlered
0.1e.ie
after I heard the tapping to cut
After I ate I felt even better.
40 Exist
lit
211
DO YOU believe the Holy
So I just lay back on the
27
41 Doom
29.•
I asked for a chewing blanket thinking of my wife
the first tiny hole through the
Bible is God's inspired
42 Fondle
Special
10%
Off
tobacco, and got it. It tasted and my kids, to keep my
50 feet of coal above me.
43 Genus of
word? Would you like to
mind
cattle
I barely saw a pinpoint of really good, made my mouth away from the mine. It Wasan
44 Dance step
Green
learn more about God's
11
"
ille 36
35
45 Babylonian
ro 41
light and it was even harder to moist.
38 39
plan for you? Call 753experience I hope no one ever-deity
in the
i
41i
OP
Tasked for a shot of whisky. had to
hear anything clear.
46 Ventilate
0984.
It is not a recorKitchen
to
Kountry
through
Conjunction
47
MEE
42 IIIIIrgaieligrAll
shouted back to Palmer to
""We -cart-give Youltlat 1W - I wiped everything out of my
50 Trace
ding. This is also our
47
49
into
•UU48
Makes
52
. .
the mine, Ronnie.'
tell my wifel was okay.
45•IV
business phone.
Ends March 21st
mind about my two,buddies,
. leather
IIItg il
52 all
know that, I m just down there
WI
I knew it was going to yilte_
54 Guido's high 93
dead.
I
:4!.
•
didn't
note
Hardware
Stork's
some time. They told mg to kidding.'
55 Sodium
want to lose any sense of
re 5
.
14: 56 111. iiU
f4
1
:111El. :1
chloride
They sent me blankets. And balance, or
relix, to sit still, and they'd
United Featare Syndicate Ic3 18.17
Iii tr
crack up. This
66 Opera by
12th & Poplar
Our 10th Year"
could happen to anybody.
I kept exercising. I felt my
knees hurting and my
JOST HELP
OK-W,
qOU WANT
Ak-t AME
AVLO,
shoulders, and all my joints. I
HELP WITH `Ok.1R STANCE
,VtE L.,FT
AV` NEEC.' SOME
Would you like to
knew what was'happening. I
THE BAT'
OR qOUR SLONE; OR
HELP LiJi TH ,1A4
our Church
ride
was
getting a cold. And I also
YOUR GRIP OR tlAT Bus to Sunday
*new if I would just set there I
School and morJ/
could
possibly
catch
ning worship serpneumonia. So I would move
vices at
my antis around, my legs. I
Repair...Blow
We
would move, my neck, my
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Hair
Dryers
back'. all my moving parts.
If you' do call-Gerald
Dryeri, ; Blenders,
Then On Saturday night,
Cooper at 753-5677
Makers,
Coffee
they finally punched through
Vacuum Cleaners,
- the escape tunnel but it had to
BUT YOU
Mixers,
Toasters,
be widened.
Western Dark
'1=)SED
etc.
'Give yourself a break and
ALL THE
Fired Tobacco
let me use that hammer for a
Murray Home
TOOTH PASTE
. Growers
wRITING
while,' I told the guy with the
Association
Auto Store
‘---\.„ IT
air drill.
ft.
sq.
532
Chostind Si.
rent
For
SO they passed it in and I lu
was cutting that coal.
office space.
Boy, it felt good to cut my
tilities turnished.
own way out. I cut for the
SPOT
GARDEN
- longest time and then they
available in city limits.
Phone
said they were going to try to
Call 753-8742.
753-3341, or
pull me out.
753.3342
I tried but my shoulders
BEETLE BAILEY
SAVE ON lawn mowers,
couldn't make it. There wasn't
push, self-propelled,
YEAP1, SLIT WE CAN'T GO
Bol
!
l
enough room. The hole was
rear
bagger and high 15 IT
IN A5 LON& A5 TrIE
head high and I had to pull
wheel. We buy factory
GENE/MI..5 Otrr 14EICE
COLD
mySelf up and into it.
direct and pass savings
So I got down again and they
on to you. Tidwell Lawn
started drilling again and I
and Garden Equipment,
started ripping all the stuff
303 Main, Hazel, Ky. 492;oose at my end, pulling at the
8147.
coal with my bare hands.
It took about another 8 to 10
PUBLIC NOTICE
tars to widen the hole. And
Like Olivia, Glen - Campwhen I squeezed through,to
bell, or Loretta? Then
the other side, to freedom, it
get a little "Country
felt so great---- just like being
Lovin" on WKYQ-FM93.
born again.
This is West Kentucky's
•
BLONDIE
'Do you want to be carried
Adrert,sers
ore
professionally
out on a stretcher?'
requested to check the
programmed con( OKAY Egi-)7 BE CAREPUu
first insert.on-of cids for
'Hell no, I want to walk out
Wetli..E YOU'RE
,temporary country'
correcrun
Thrt
.7
EATi
of here.'
ihllsie station. You'll say
newspoper Anil be
And I did, right to the mine
that
we're rat
responsible • for
cars that had carried me into
'polished. in our uni ue
one incorrect .nserhonl, _
the mine six days earlier.
ANY ERROR SHOó1D BE
of country m ic,
Riding out took just four
REPORTED iM.MIDIATE
but yoirll also-know That
L Y SO f:I.EASE CHECK
minutes.
wyre staunch believers
YOUR AD CAREFULL Y
The ambularrce people
in the- Murray Area and
AND NOT,FY US PROM
asked me if I wanted to lay
West Kentucky way of _
PUY IN CASE OF AN
down, and I said, *No.' We'
life, If you haven't tried
ERROR
POO alongside the highway,
us,then give your ears a
•ettll"'"—
'not far from the mine, and my
long awaited treat.
3 8
wife got-out of a police car and
WK YQ-F M93.
If YOU
got into the-ambulance.
THE PHANTOM
'
hugged. her:-I kissed her. I
Need Them:
YOU ,
was making her all dirty. But
Wholesale
REMEMBER
153-1441
Fire '
she didn't care how black she
THE PWAN704r5 15I.E OF ECEN.„
t4ZZ Z
Prices On
THE
153-16/1
Police
was getting. She just felt good
CAVE- ERTowers,
TV
Rescue
753-6951
MONVTER!
inside.
and
Antennas
4. WHO COUL2
753-9331
Ambulance
Now I'm home. My 8-year
FORGET?'
POOR MAN...
Rotors
Hospital
old son asks me how it was
HAVIN6 OUCH
153-5131 ,
A HARP TIME
down there..I try to explain i-t
Emergency
SAYING IT.,
TV Service
------to him but he's too young to/
Humane ioc lett
753 1994
understand.
Center
4
Will I go back into the mine?
Comprehensive
I couldn't tell you. Right now,
153-6627
Ore' .
Central Shopping Or
I'm a little afraid of it. I don't
153-1588
Poison Control
Phone 753-5865
know if! can ever go bock into
153-0929
Senior Cilitens
the mines again.
753-NEED
thedline
HEAR114G
BELTONE
learn To Read
153-2788
AID Sales. Free service
La ABNER
on all makes. Open 9:1
ADVERTISING
— IT WOULD OUTLAST
N THAT0TY AGIM-daily, Monday-Friday.
Tr—
THE
y,
DEADLINES
C.AR
ToL •1 THEY'D a-coT meANY
Beltone of Benton, 1200
st\E: I THeY EVAN FOUND
DOWN — WITHOUT
All display ads,
- Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
classified displays
WARNINY TYPhone 527-8463.
and regular display,
must be submitted
WATKINS
'FOR
by 12 noon, the day
Products. Contact
before publication.
Holman Jones, 217 South
All
reader
13th, phone 753-3128.
cInssifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
YOUR NEED, is our
the day
before
concern. - NEEDLINE, ^
publication.'
3 ir
7534333.

2 Notice

Editors Note: After the
agonizing hours waiting to tell
rescuers that he was alive,
trapped coal miner Ronald
Adley had to wait again. It
would take rescue crews 88
hours to chisel an escape
tunnel through 50 feet of coal.
In this last of three articles,
Adler tells of his rescue from
the black hole where he was
imprisoned for six days.

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x_10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft,-118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.
5 Lost And Found
LOST BLACK female
German Shepherd, VI
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onmmnnonmon
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unonn

roNhiegOir"
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i.f
EI
lair
ii Nom.i
.32•
•
Ni
116M.
s
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North 16th and North
18th. Call 753-9482 or 7537746.
_

6 rieip name°
SIRLOIN---STOCKADE.
"The company that lets
you write your own
ticket" is looking for
enthusiastic
managerrieid personnel
to work for the fastest
growing steak house
chain in the United
States. Excellent
starting salary, profit
sharing, and unlimited
opportunity. Apply at
the
new
Sirloin
Stockade, Bel Air
Shopping Center,
Murray, Ky. or phone
502-753-0440 for appointments.
WANT SOMEONE with
single axle ferule In pithl
a furniture trailer. Call
753-3546.
RESTAURANT
ass-istant manager
applications now being
taken for the New
Captain D's Seafood.
Send resume to p.o. Box
1540, Paducah, Ky. PHOTO TYPE setter or
skilled typist with art
and paste up skills or
desire to learn. Per, manent job. Send
resume to P.O. Box 23,
Murray, Ky. 42071. _

41-•

C

••••••• Sn.Pe

Check
Your
Ad
f*,

L

7

,17'wfk(rr(

Y

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

0

EXPERIENCED cook.
Day Shift. Call 753-2988
or 753-2997.
$21911.00 ,Weekly possible
stuffing envelopes- Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Edray Mails,
Box 188, Albany. MO
64402.
LOCAL RESIDENT for
full time sales position.
Over $20,000 potential
plus benefits. Send
resume to P.0. Box 193,
Paducah, Ky. 42001,

WANTED
4 HOMES
THAT NEED
INSU1 ATION
4

homeowners in This
nit be gi yen the op
porhmity of haying new
DuPont House Siding applied
to their home with optional
area

decorrlive roar at a very

coat
DuPont Siding hoi

low

pro rated

a non

Transferable

40 Tear Guarantee

nos

hot
captured the in
of
homeowners throughout the
tingled Stoles 'Ad ore fed
up with constant pointing
sad other mcnten•nce
costs. It will lost goo a
lifetime and provides hill in
aviation %tonerer end win
ter. as well os fire prottc
tion Our new product can
be used over every type of
home including frame coo

(marling

new

(tete block

product

asbestos stuc

co . etc It comes in a choice

and is now oofilis
be introduced to your
wee

of colors
to

FREE!!
Blown in
Insulation with
purchase of

Tedlar House
Siding
an
For
mail
pointment,
within 3 days name
and address to

TEDLAR
Box 2513
Evansville. Ind 17711
Nome
Address
City
State
Phone
Please give directions. Morning, Noon
or Everong
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6 Help Wanted

6. Help Wanted
SoMEONE NEEDED for
part tune work, 9 a.m. 1 p in , to love and care
for our canine friends.
Call 753-4106 for appointment
YARD WORK, raking
and trimming. Call 7533822 or 1663 College
ft,Trace Drive.
NEED EXRERIENCED
shingle roofers. Call 7535976 or 436-2172 nights.

Raking leaves, cleaning
flower beds, etc. For 3
yards for _ all season.

1,i ANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
'Our opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen

20 Sports Equipment

12. Insurance

FOR
SALE:
14'
CHEROKEE bottom
boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.

$2,000.00 MONTHLY!
UnSPARETIME1
believably, excitingly
selfSend
easy!
addressed and stamped
envelope- to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

1971 POP UP CAMPER.
Sleeps 4 to 6. Stove,
refrigerator, toilet, AC
and DC electric, gas
heat. Will consider trade
for equity. Call 753-2366.

9 Situations Wanted
WOULD LIKE to join a
rock-n-roll or country
and western music
group. Call 753-9413 ask•
for Mike Phares.
10 Business Opportunity

Dealership
Available
In This
Area

753-1602.
N1ANAGER Large auto
t lean-up company.
opportunity available
for qualified person to
take charge and operate
auto clean-up company
in Union City, Tenn.
Salary is right for right
person. Must be willing
to move to Union City,
Tenn. Call 901-885-6816
after 6 p.m.

AGE

For a profitable new
insulation
foam
business
•Now formula es Foam "MI"
•Foctory treeing
opplieotion
•Sciontific
procedures
•Modom equipment
•Co-ordinatird idisotifleafier
and promotion program

Timely, Competitive,
Inquire
Profitable.
now about the fastest
growing segment of
the insulation market
Advanced Foam, Inc.
1544 Park-Site Dr.
Cope Girardeau, Mo.
63701
Phone 334-2779
(AC 514; 334-6437

1976 Pontiac Aster, a little gas saver.
1973 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham, 4 door, new
car trade in.
1975 Cadillac Eldorado Coupe, new car trade in,
low mileage.
1973 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, extra nice, new car
trade in.
1974 El Camino Classic Pickup, company owned,
extra nice,low mileage.
Have some demonstrators left
Going at Big discounts

PURDOM
Olds - Poetise (Attlee

latiok.lComonnen kne Our
Maio C0.11(t
.411
.
14•6 Mast Moist • 733-S3IS

We Think The

- Murray High Tigers
are

NO. 1!
We Know

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
is

NO. 1
Real
Estate
Realtor Pat Mobley
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

Appraisal Methods
(()median Buddy .Hacket depreciation.
3. Capitalization. This is
put it nicely: If everybody
property.
had the same opinion, every used for income
by
man would want to marry The value is established
present
my wife." So goes the art of consideration of the
value of
appraising the value of and future income
property. In the final the property.
Frequently, the appraiser
analysis, every piece of
different. wit use all three methods.
is
property
can
Basically, there are three No single method
deetedild-trei
de
always
a
at
methods of arriving
rehab e
produce
to
value estimate.
itself.
I. Comparison. A com- estimates by
.made as to price,
parison is
value, and location in
5.
relation to other properties
Consulting with Prop(
neighborhood.
in the same
about their real estate need,
2. Reproduction Cost. How
is our specialty. Drop by Pur
mut h would it cost to
dom A Thurman on th,.
court square or call Pat
reproduce the structuref
Mobley -I1-4411 or 7; t
Add to this the value of the
89-itt Were here to help!
land and deduct for

22 Musical

14 Want To Buy
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
_
Call 753-9232.
WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
FEATHERWANTED
BEDS, will pay $8.00
each until April 30th.
Call 753-7462 or Route 1,
Box 13, ALmo, Ky. 42020.
WANTED USED GARDEN tillers, trade now
and get big trade-in
value. Tidwell Lawn and
Garden Equipment, 303
Main Street, Hazel, Ky.
492-8147.
GOOD USED chest type
deep freeze. Medium or
large size. Call Bill
Hooper, 474-2259.
WHOLESALE
fREE!
Jewelry Catalog! Exclusive Designers'
Collections! Bargains
1824,
Box
galore!
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
15. Articles For Sale
TOBACCO STICKS for
sale. Call 489-2126 or 4354263.
WEED EATERS, Clippie
$25.99, Snippy $4&95,
Needle model 500-$59.95.
Wallin Hardware. Paris,
Tenn.
THOUSANDS USED
paperbacks. II price,
trade 2 for 1 bookrack.
808 Chestnut, formerly
Christian Book Store.
Call 753-4821.
CHAIN SAW chain,
pitch 24", $16. 20", $13.
17", $10. 15", $7.50.
Tidwell Lawn and
Garden Equipment, 303
Main Street, Hazel, Ky.
492-8147.
FOR
SALE
BAR
EQUIPMENT- Double
Tap draft beer box, 32
gallon capacity, excellent condition. $650.
Steam range for deli,
with electric, steam
pump, excellent condition, $150. Smoked
glass -mirror, 3'x10',
$100. Hot dog cooker,
$20. White oak whiskey
barrels, $15.00 each.
Miscellaneous
beer
signs, lights. The Apple,
Puryear, Tenn. 901-2479902.
USED WASHER and
dryer. $60. Call 753-3704.
THREE H.P. tiller. 23"
G.E. TV., black and
white. Electric range,
automatic control. Call
492-8535.
BATH TUB enclosure
kits. Marbleized and
solid colors can be installed by amateur.
Murray Lumber Co., 104
•
Maple.
NOW.
AVAILABLE
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.

FOR SALE - Hospital
bed. Call 753-7803.
MEN'S CLOTHING 34-34
trouser, coats - 42 long,
shirts, medium. Tape
recorder,$50. Couch and
chair, $25. Call 753-7523..
TWO SETS of Jamison
Box Springs and mattresses, twin size, excellent condition. Call
753-2911.

"THE FAMILY LIFE WE HAD
PLA144E-P- POR T01.4€44-1; 431E-Aw,
WAS WONDERINGF----"
15. Articles For Sale
TWO COMPLETE single
beds with frames,
mattresses and box
springs. May be seen at
Murray Plaza Court,
753-2682.
ONE ANTIQUE Oak
kitchen cabinet with
frosted glass doors.
Good condition. Call 3288702.
GREETING CARDS all
notes,
kinds),
stationery, etc. Also a
coffee table. Call 7531712 after 4 p.m. or see
Gerald Waldrop.

19 Farm Equipment
6600 JOHN DEERE
row
combine, six
header. See at Coldwater,.1-247-3895.
ATTENTION FARMERS
- 18 and 20 inch disc
blades, $6.75 to $9.00.
Plow points, buy 5 get
one free. Murray Ford
Tractor, 520 South 4th
Street, 753-9482.

CLEAN CARPETS the
save and safe way with
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
FOUR H.P. garden tiller.
Used one summer. $115.
Call 753-6153.
16. Home Furnishings
MATTRESS AND box
springs, queen size. Call
after 6, 753-9827.
COUCH AND CHAIR_,$70.
Call 753-2720 or 753-3494.
KIRKSEY USED Furniture Store, buy and
and
sell. Refinish
reupholgter. Call 4892752.
LIVING ROOM Suite,
American
Early
recliner and end tables.
Call 753-9646.
COUCH AND CHAIR,
dark green, good condition. Reasonable
price. Call 436-2389.
AMERICAN
EARLY
suite.
living room
Dining room suite and
buffet. Good condition.
Call 753-0302.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
KIRBY VACUUM, 500
Maple Street. Rebuilt
vacuums, starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
18. Sewrng Machines
USED SINGER sewing
machine,zig zag and all
regular
attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Sews
perfect. Full cash price,
$29.50. Call Martha
Hopper, 354-8619 or
write Route 5, Benton,
Ky.
19 Farrn Equipment
DOZER, EXTRA nice
International TD 14A.
Perfection condition.
With or without truck
and low boy. Call 3452270.
1972 4320 JOHN DEERE
tractor with 1600 hours.
1342 ft. John Deere, AW
disc. Call 753-4503 br 7533712 after 5 p.m.
6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type,' perfect condition. Call 436-5870.

FOR SALE - 1974
Schultz 14 x 70, 3
bedroom, all elEctric
central air condition,
and heat, steps, deck,
underpinning, and 10 x
10 metal outbuilding.
Phone 753-8428.
1971 12 x $O, completely
set up. Nice and clean.
Ready to move into now.
$5,000. Then buy or rent
the private shady lot.
Just four miles out on
paved road. Cheap. Call
753-9773 after 5 p.m.

38 Pets

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply' Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.

Oldest home
owned & operated
inSalloway Co.

InMODEL
dozer. TD 15
c. Semi-U tilt blade. Call
at night or early morning, C. C. Clark, Route
1, Kirksey, Ky. Call 4892670.

1973

Phone 753-3914

H FARMALL tractor. In
good condition. $500.
Call 492-8354 after 4 p.m.
JOHN DEERE 2 row
planter with spray,
Ferguson side rake,
Garber tractor seed
sower. Call 753-6085.
CONTACT WEST KY.
Grain Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
Agrifor
spring.
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
D-6 CATERPILLAR
Dozer, serial no. 22561.
Hydraulic blade oil
clutch. Good condition.
Call Ralph Henry, 5228400 after 7 p. m.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13th
24 Miscellaneous
MOBILE HOME frame
and 2 axles free to
anyone wbo will cleanup salvage and haul off.
Call 442-9927.
SECURITY FOR YOUR
home is our only
business. Call for a
demonstration. No
obligation, to
buy.
Lifeline
Security
Systems, Inc. Call 7539263.
GET READY for spring,
have your mowers and
tillers serviced now at
Tidwell Lawn and
Garden Equipment, 303
Main, Hazel, Ky. 4928147.
SILVER-TROL trolling
motor, $25. Four mag
wheels, 14" with good
tires for Ford or
Plymouth.$100. Call 4892595.

20. Sports Equipment
GOLF CART for sale.
Call 753-0026.
1971 MARK TWAIN boat.
115 h. p. Mercury motor.
Call 753-6883.
14 FT. ALUMACRAFT
trailer.
boat
and
Evinrude 10 h.p. motor.
1011 Story Avenue. Call
753-9021.
14 FT. Aluminum Craft
boat. 35 h.p. Mercury
outboard motor and
trailer. Call 436-5360
after 5 p.m.
15 FT. LAWSON ski boat,
40 h.p. Johnson motor,
Heavy Duty Pamco
trailer. $600. Call 4362448 after 4 p.m.

CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
mat-tresses,
all
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26. TV-Radio
MIDLAND CB, good
condition. $45. call 7537182.
OVERSTOCK
REDYCTION sale.
Drive to Cuba and save.
We have the lowest
prices on all Zenith
TV's. Shop around and
compare. Sisson's
Zenith Sales, Cuba, Ky.
382-2426.
27 Mobile Home Sales

15 FT. ALUMINUM
fishing boat with 40 h.p.
electric start Johnson
and trailer. Complete. 5
h.p. Johnson motor. Call
436-5676.
MEN'S THREE speed
Murray 28" bike. Like
new. Asking $55. Call
753-0667.
FOR SALE ALUMINUM
boat 14" Aro.802 N. 18th,
Murray.
llt H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35 h. p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.

BY OWNER -4 acres with
1973 Granville 12' x .65'
mobile home,central air
and heat, well, double
garage, fenced lot with
0 good barn. Highway 94
21,2 miles East of Tri
City. Call 382-2447.
1972 12 x 54 2 BEDROOM
trailer, underpinned and
strapped on private lot.
132 x 120. Call 753-8113
after 5 p.m.
1967 12 x 60, 3 bedroom
mobile home with underpinning and 2 air
• conditioners. $3,300. Call
753-9671.

t

41 Public Sales

Supplies

SEVEN WEEK OLD
female
registered
Labrador. Wormed.tall
753-6345 after 5 p.m.
ONE MALE Irish Setter.
Registered. 875. One
female Irish Setter, $50.
Both very lovable. Make
great pets. Would prefer
someone that lives in the
sell
country. Will
together for $100. Call
753-6153.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur- EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
cbase plan. Lonardo
bedroom mobile home,
_21.01111SQLD.111111Y• BUM. .electriclaaLand c'PnFrat..
from Post Office, Paris,
air. 28 x 32 heated
Tennessee.
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
CONRAD'S PIANOS
old. Beautiful location.
Organs, Kimball and
Call after 6 p. m.901-247Baldwin, Lowery-Story
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
29. Mobile Home Rentals
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.
TWO BEDROOM trailer
at Shady Oaks Trailer
Ct. Call 489-2533.
23 Exterminating

tti

UPRIGHT PRACTICE
piano. $100. also 10 in.
table saw,$165. Call 7538500.

21 Mobile Home Sales

TWO BEDROOM all
electric, one or two
adults. Water and
garbage pickup furnished. One mile out of
city limits. $25 deposit,
$80 month. Call 753-5405
after 5 p.m.
ye
PARIS WORKEB1
money,live at Lone Oak
Village Mobile Home
Park.Spacious lots. City
water and sewer. Rates,
$35.00 monthly. Call 901642-1930.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
NEW 12 x 48 two bedroom
furnished trailer on
private country road, 3
miles from Murray.
Deposit, $110. Water
paid. Call 753-8848. Will
trade large dark fired
acreage for Burley
poundage.
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
private lot, $85 per
month. Call 753-7304.
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 4362510.
34 Houses For Rent
FURNISHED HOUSE, 3
Two
bedrooms.
downstairs, one up. No
utilities furnished. Call
Buel Stalls, 753-3519.
36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.

CAIRN TERRIERS,
AK,,
old.
weeks
registered. Call 489-2310.
FOR SALE - RegiStered
English Setter bird dog
' Also
-PUPS
-Rat
I Bob
r
live
pups.ifne
White Quail and Tennessee Reds. Call 4374310 after 6 p.m.
ARC REGISTERED St.
Bernard, 10 Months old,
male. Had all shots.
Show quality. Call 7538508 before 10 a.m. and
after 5 p.m.

YARD SALE, Saturday.
9-4. n3 North 9th.
43 Real Estate
OUTSTANDING VALUE
... 3 bedroom frame,
electric heat, air condition, drapes, garden
spot with partially
fenced yard ... Under
753-1492
$18,000.. Call
Loretta Jobs Realtors is
quickly becoming a
houseSOLD word.
OUTSTANDING 2-story
home on a 2 acre tract,
in a peaceful country
setting. Located 1'2 mile
South of Wiswell Road,
-Ford-lion+-C-e44-Stinson Realty Co. for an
appointment. Phone 7533744, days; 753-0614 br
753-3509, evenings.

Its our I
baby!

AKC ST. BERNARD
puppies. One male, $100.
Four females, $75. Call
753-934939 Poultry

Supplies

PEAFOWL FOR sale.
$25.00 each. Call 1-5277880.,
41 Public Sales
25 AND 10 CENTS
rummage sale continues
Saturday. Bargain Barn
13th and Main.
FOUR FAMILY Garage
Sale on Chestnut just off
641, in Puryear, Tenn.
Sat. 19 from 8-3.
INSIDE RUMMAGE'
Sale, 3LI miles, South
641 at Midway. Saturday
8-4. Formerly Nesbitts
Fabric, stereo, Green
velvet Early American
rocker, maple twin bed,
box spring-mattress.
Bassinet, baby clothes,
items.
miscellaneous
Call 492-8469.
TWO FAMILY yard sale,
Saturday and Sunday. 1
6. Nickle and dime
items. Maternity, men,
women and infant
clothes, kitchen ware,
miscellaneous. 401 South
llth Street.

SIX PARTY carport sale.
Table and chairs, ladies
clothes, all sizes, also
men's and children.
Children's records. Lots
of odds and ends.
Saturday, March 19.
1604 Magnolia, 9-4.
YARD SALE, Saturday
March 19, 8-6. 605 North
16th. Household items,
baby and children
clothing, table and
apchairs, Small
pliances. Moving, must
sell all.

Explain your obiectives
to Loretta Jobs Realtors,
then relax. Shell do the
rest. Give you sound
financial advice. Screen
Negotiate.
prospects,
Help find a source of
funds and arrange financing, if necessary.
Save yourself time,
trouble and money. Let
Loretta lobs Realtors
take all the worry out of
buying or selling real
estate. Loretta Jobs
Realtors is quickly
becoming a houseSOLD
word.

Woodmen Building
753-1492 residence 753-6079

LAKE PROPERTY -1972
Wheeler mobile home
with built on living room
room.
and
utility
Located in Baywood
Vista Subdivision, next
to Panorama Shores on
Blood River. Call Dennis
Jones,753-8515 after 5:30
p.m.
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TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.

"The Friendly Office
Wet The
Prolossionol Tooth"

FOUR PARTY yard sale
at 817 North 19th Street.
Friday and Saturday, 9-

37. Livestock • Supplies
TWO HORSE mile horse
trailer, pony cart and
harness, 2 row- IH corn
drill. Call 753-4022
evenings.
STANDING AS stud on
my farm three quarters
of a mile West of old
Wadesboro, a registered
fox trotting palm horse.
Call 437-4310 after 6 p.m.

mmmol
SAVE
NOW
a FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
$425.00 op, floored, reedy to use. Also precut, you build, as
low as $300.00. So op to 21 u 60 standard, but roll precut
sty size noodod. Buy the best for loss.
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-09114

Sherwood Forest
CHOICE WISCONSIN
Heifers. Delivered on
approval with certified
vet health certificate.
Two weeks old. $55.
Four weeks, $75. Six
weeks, $85. References
available. Also calf
salesman wanted in
area. Paul N. Crouse,
Route 1, Abrams,
Wisconsin 54101 414-8267348.
38 Pets

Supplies

RAT TERRIER puppies,
squirrel dog stock. Call
753-2293.
BLUE TICK pups, Sire
Straight Coon dog, Dam
Daughter of Hardwood
Henry. Call 753-2293.

_ -I„li

.4111111.106,
'

tr 4
Three bedroom brick home has 2 lovely baths,
dining room with beautiful chandelier, family
room with fireplace, wall to wall carpet in all
rooms, built-in-kitchen with one wall brick. Central heat and air, attached garage, large utility
room which could be used as study. Priced in the
30's.

KOPPERUD
REALTYm
Ph. 753-1222

711 Main

NI
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holzging. •
Steam clean one room at
2 car garage and
Phone
0.
Realty, 901 Sycarnore„
we
$1350.0
2.
and
friendly. Needs a
436-238
and
It.
home
sq.
m.p:g.
Call
This
per
.cstimates.
8 cents
workshop.
1972 FORD SPORTS
47 Motorcycles
ia the
753-7724.
3M-6217.
wij1 clean the hallway
has many appealing
INSULATION BLOWN in
Custom, power stecring,
a
x
10'
make
Will
y.
A
10.
these
countr
on
x
must
4
that
limit
save
tments
Sears
free,
and
appoin
by
automatic brakes
MOBILE HOME unEx
only be
cooling
wonderful family pet.
would
.
and
heat
room
10'
high
be seen to appreciate.- HOTS YAMAHA 360.
DART
COMMERCIAL
ng
1972
air conditioner. Call 474leveli
derpinning and
Has had distemper shot.
bills. Call Doug Taylor
$8.00. Call Mike HutPhone for appointment, is cellent shape. $350 firm.
PROPERTY for sale in
2789.
Swinger:' 8 cylinder
Call Charley, 492-8333.
8.
437487
call
Hardin
At
Call 753-3535 after 5 p.m.
.
chens, 753-0359.
753-2957.
at 753-2310 for free
the city and county
automatic, good contes.
estima
489Several listings suitable
Call
dition. $1250.
KEMNORMAN
CHEVROLET and
46 Homes For Sale
1975" 'RONDA GL1000. 1957
for small business in2156 or 767-4745 after 5 p.
Electric & Gas Bill Hight
MERZELL Service and
pickups.
Dodge
1954
Windjammer, back rest,
cluding auto clean-up
AND PAPER
ING
m.
ing
PAINT
Plumb
.
n
that plastic installed underneath your home could
know
repair
you
shotgu
Did
2kt
gauge
OOM,
12
Also
BEDR
luggage rack, low
and repair, retail store FOUR
decrease your heating kir We paint and repair the outside of
or
sharply
or
interi
ng,
ng
hangi
Heati
ic,
753Electr
Call
damwith hammers.
baths on, wooded lot on
our home, but never think of the damage underneath Cold air and
mileage. $1850. Call 753and residence com50. Campers
exterior, by the hour or
Cooling. Electric
pness with proper ventilation will not penetrate plastic It will also help
2670.
Oaks Country Club golf
insects
and
8136 after 5.
diseases
other
and
bination. Phone us today
fungi
rot,
,
protect against termites
job. Free estimate.
sewerooter. Call 436course, in the 60's. Call
We treat for insects and fungi- install;Amok and ventilation
at Kopperud Realty 75315' CAMPER - sleeps
Phone 753-8343.
2490.
1.
753-993
Call for RH ferseetioa sad itspectisa.
1222. We provide a
r
t
Gunne
four, contac
19741-1 Can-Am 250, like
1974 CAMARO Z-28,
complete range of Real
Kelley's Termite it Pest Control
Nance at 753-4015 or 753- •
125MX
1974
new.
speed.
4
mags,
s,
header
Estate Service.
SPACIOUS HOUSE
8300.
Yamaha, like new. Call
753-3914
Sharp car. Call 436-5838
University.
We Are Proud
adjoining
753-6831 or 753-6057.
p.m.
5
is Calloway Coonty
after
oponotod
sad
owned
Immo
,
Oldest
rental
To
Excellent for
1976 PROWLER 20 ft.
DO YOU have some
Ay. licessimi
Call
.
family
or
y
selfbut
,
nurser
Fully
camper.
money to invest
Corfifiad by fli• EPA of Ky.
1973 FORD TORINO
1972 HONDA 350 runs
753-9799.
contained, with Reese
don't know what to buy?
nger.
passe
9
.
wagon
$450.
good.
great, looks
of
hitch, sway control.
Think about this. A
Power and air. good
that Mr. and Mrs. David Russell
Call 753-0189
antenna
the
TV.
and
near
jacks
NICE AND NEAT three
house
Call
the
of
condition. $1900.
Paducah, Ky. have joined the staff
Call 492-8790.
university on Main
bedroom brick with
489-2266.
a, Ky.
Auror
at
urant
Resta
tly
e
carport and storage. 1974 HONDA, 750, 3300
Street. It is presen
Ky. Lake Lodg
head chef
Mid 20's. Call 753-4187.
rented on a yearly basis.
miles. $1150. Call 753Mr. Russell will be in_charge as
1958 FORD TWO ton
ation
inform
taurant.
For more
3874.
grain truck. Call 489and general manager of thves
BEDROOM
phone us today. John C. THREE
2563 after 6 p.m.
4xperience in the
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
house on 2 acres of land
He has had over 30 vears
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
call
or
r of years he
numbe
a
near Penny community.
for
Main St., 753-0101
ss,
busine
cloof
1975
2
rant
.
,
restau
Motorcycle trailer
1970 CHEVELLE
and Stacey's
Inn
a
Bob Rodgers, 753-7116.
Ramad
Call 753-3297.
the
come and enjoy
was employed at
automatic. Cheap. Call
Honda 550 four with
recomhighly
comes
He
ah.
Paduc
753at
Call
.
entertainment Wed., Fri. & Sat.
rant
Restau
live
753-7304.
windjammer
pointed out, all
vrearv2226.
mended as a chef. As Mr. Russell
person who
the
as
good
LE
EVIL
as
BONN
only
ed
are
1968
dissolv
roods
have
Co.
Service
um
Alumin
of
The Owners
the kitchen
48. Automotive Service
Pontiac. Excellent
prepares it. Mrs. Russell will assist in
-owner has
Located 4 miles
partnership. Bobby Lawrence former half
like to
would
753them
Call
of
$450.
two
ion.
The
condit
room.
The name of
and dining
Open Doily 6 a.m. - 12 p.m.
east of Murray on
now formed a partnership with his son.
to
you
of
each
14 IN.'STANDARD size
to invite
5332.
unity
opport
this
take
94
Highway
the new firm will be:
Located 1.9 From Paris landing
rocket wheels and 14 in.
cooked meal.
stop in for a real delicious home
ke.
Ken-La
For Information Call
rd
on
towa
factory Chevrolet
rant
Call
.
Restau
OUTH
PLYM
1965
Phone 4'4-2239 Ky. Lake Lodge
901-642-9876
wheels.$100 each. Call 1Authorized dealer
a. m. to 9 p. m.
753-0116 after 3 p.m.
Highway 68 at Aurora,,Ky. Open 5
382-2299.
el
for Fan Trav

CADILLAC

WILL

Wilson

VOLARE

DODGE

Announce

Now Open

Paris Landing Cafe

White's
Camper
Sales

0

LAWRENCE & SON
Siding
FOR FREE ESTIMATES CALL: 492-8876

A Household Contents

AUCTION
1:00P.M. at
Will be held Sat., March 19th, 1977 at
t Estate.
Garret
the
for
Ky.
y,
Murra
n,
1607 Dodso
om suite (practically
Items to be sold; tables, bedro
secretary desk,
stand,
night
bed,
new), solid maple
-bed, recliner
hide-a
,
colored TV, wicker rocker
frost free
ne,
machi
g
washin
,
rocker, chairs
t,lamps,
cabine
dish
stove,
refrigerator, electric 30"
glassware and dishes
es,
pictur
,
radios
er,
sweep
car
and numerous other items.
Not Responsible in Case of

Accidents

Wilson & Thompson
Auction Service
on Auctioneers

Wayne Wilson & Charles Thomps

TWO CLEAR T tops,
will fit 1968 to 1977
Corvette. Must sell,
cheap. Call 753-4015 or
753-9452.
BLEMISHED
UNIROYAL tire, 78 x 15,
steel belted radial. Good
tread. $15. Call 753-5830.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
FULLY POWERED 1971
Buck Electra Limited.
AM-FM tape deck.
Excellent condition. Call
436-2742 or 753-0521.
1974 PONTIAC Catalina, 2
door coupe, one owner
family car, 34,000 miles,
new steel belted radials,
tape deck, tilt wheel
special wheels, $3.300.
753-1566.
1969 DODGE DART
Custom. Slant six. $750.
Call 753-7699.

Want Ad Sale
Murray Ledger and Times is
The Classified Ad section of the
during the month of March
having a sale on classified ads all
for every section on the
one
1977. The Sale is open to every
classified display ads as
or
ads
r
classified page, small reade
requirements:
long as they meet the following
consecutive days
three
run
v Ads must
mode in copy
be
will
es
vlici chang
run first
will
days
w- Paid
led before expiration
cancel
is
ad
if
given
v•No rebate will be
y
All Standard Rates On Classified Displa
Effect
In
n
Remai
Will
Ads
fied
And Classi
NUMBER OF DAYS PAID
3
6

NUMBER OF DAYS FREE TOTAL DAYS RUN
4
1
1
8
2
3

1967 CHEVROLET, 2
door, hardtop, $400. Call
753-8298 after 4 p.m.
1964-MALIBU Chevelle, 2
hardtop, V-8
door
automatic, new paint,
upholstery and floor
1973
Also
mats.
Chevrolet Impala, 2
door hardtop, power
brakes, steering and air.
Call 753-8780.
1962 PONTIAC, 2 door.
$75. Call 436-2439.
1971 DATSUN wagon,
automatic, $995. 1972
cylinder
Capri, 4
automatic, extra nice.
$1295. Call 489-2595.
1972 DATSUN pikup
good condition. $1395.
1971 Gremlin, $495. Call
489-2595.

1974'

Chevrolet
Custom
Deluxe
Pickup Truck
Four wheel drive automatic.- air condition- double power,
tilt wheel - big
mirrors - Excellent
condition.

Carroll .
VW-Audi
800 Chestnut L-

Food & Drink

Trailers - StarPop-ups.
craft
ers camp
Used
all brands.

is this
yOlif yea!'

f

CA

Owners ond Operators
Ernest & Virginia White
' Colt 7534605.

Ari• ". rv
''.4•141r1'13.44
44 lir

tor apool .?(

14' FRANKLIN sleeps 6.
Good condition. $800.
Call 489-2242
16' TRAILER. camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.

51. Services Offered
CARPET CLEANING
very
experienced,
reasonable rates,
- references, free
estimates Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

many, things It ssrll
Your own pool tan mean
mta h summer -4
quickly become the center of
vorw,
ever
where
tt tiv0 A focal point
is some"it
(mound
young and old,(an rally.
t
abou for a long
thing you have been thinking
this “"c1f ., your year, tor
time so why not make
that pool

ELECTRIC.,
COLSON
AND Plumbing."trent
" Colson. licensed electrician anki licensed
master plumber. Alm,
Ky. 753-864fi •

Pokinesian pools

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
AT
FENCE SALES
SEARS new. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs. j

WALLIS DRUG

the Yandard.,
• haN.e
and Deluxe
ls and
PetijileSwth, ollung,mode
onc r(qe

they «one in lust about ,in
slie and shape voti
think ot
shape p001 \,()11
hrwv the Slit
Planning kit available See
rd
bac k
(Asn
,our
h
d
in
ure
hoos,, v,ould I()ok
Please send me your tree color bro<Il

Mid-South
Polynesian Pools
I' I/ Box

•PRESCRIPUO•s
•HOSPIT At SUPPLIES FOR RENT

l<cnt

AND SAII
II( S
()Skii
(
OF
ANDS•
BR
,
ADINC
•lt

444
k,.

Name
Addres.s
City
State

Ph

•

Zip.

'I
•

•
•
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Silihg Spring To
Funerals
Hear Pastor Speak
Mrs. Swan's Sister, At Sunday Services
Mrs. Doty, Is Dead Williamson,Rev.pastor Lawson
of the

Rule On Bell Rate Hike
PSC Racing The Clbck To

The

Baptist
Sinking Spring
Church, will speak at both the
eleven a. m. and 6:45 p. m.
services on Sunday, March 20,
at the church.
"Gentle Shepherd" and "I
Have Found A Hiding Place"
will be the selections by the
Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs. Jim

Mrs. Lucille Doty, sister of
Mrs. Martha Swan of Murray,
at the
Wednesday
died
Methodist Hospital, Memphis,
Tn. She was a retired teacher
and the widow of West Doty of
Bruceton, Tn.
Survivors include two sons,
James W.Doty of Dayton, Tn.,
and Raymond K. Doty of
Plymouth, Mich., and one
sister, Mrs. Swan of Murray.
Funeral services are being
held tollay at two p. m. at the
Methodist
United
First

Neale at the organ.
Bus driver of the week is
GearId Cooper, phone 7535677, who will also serve as
deacon of the week and assist
in the morning services.

Church, Bruceton, Tn., with
burial in the Pleasant Ridge
Cemetery near Big Sandy-Tn.

F
At Temple Hill
For Orby Williams

uneral Is Sunday

The youth will rnegrat 5:30
p. m. for choir practice and
._
:
.will_ ging in the evening _aer
vice, when the Children's
Bible Drill will be presented.

Funeral services for Orby
Williams will be held Sunday
at two p.m. at the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church with
the Rev. Heyward Roberts
officiating and nephews
serving as pallbearers.
Interment will be in the
Murray City Cemetery with
the arrangements by the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home where friends may call
after seven p.m. tonight
(Friday). Masonic rites will
be conducted Saturday at
seven p.m. at the chapel of the
funeral home by members of
Ten, le
Free and Accepted Masons of
which he was a member.
Mr. Williams, former
resident of Calloway County
until he moveck,to Cincinnati,
0., sixteen years ago in the
bull dozer and construction
work, died Thursday at the
Providence Hospital, Cincinnati. Born April 7, 1913, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Huie Williams
and Beulah Burkeen Williams.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Alba Roberts Williams, and
one daughter, Mrs. Ronald
(Joan) Anderson, Cincinnati,
0.; one son, Prentice
Williams, Benton Route Four;
two sisters, Mrs.Orean (Alma
Lee) Adams, Dexter Route
One, and Mrs. Hollis (Maude)
Hale, Murray Route Eight;
one brother, Vernie Williams,
Dexter Route One; four
grandchildren - Penny York,
Williams, Barry
Craig
Mulvihill, and Shannon
Mulvihill.

Three girls participating in
the drill will be Kathy Turner__
Janna Williams, and Beth
Williamson. A duet will be
sting-by Pam- Williamson and
Kerry Vasseur.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Carroll and Mrs. Thelma
Triffin.
Sunday School will be at ten
a. nn. and Church Training at
six p. m.

•

Kentucky Development Secretary William L Short (right) presents a check for
$93,070 from the state's Convention Center Development Fund to Hopkinsville of
fiCiak ,The money will be used in renovating the Western Kentucky State fair Connvention Center. Receiving the check are, from eft, state Sen. Pat M. McCuiston—011qr—
broke and state Reps. James Bruce and H. Ramsey Morris Jr., both of Hopkinsville. The
presentation was made in the Capitol at Frankfort.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Usually all sides try to avoid
The state Public Service Atemporary rate increases
Commission is racing the 'fbecause of the time and exclock to make a ruling on a pense involved in possible
huge rate increase sought by refunds.
South Central Bell Telephone
South Central Bell's $44.6
Co.
request is the highest
The key day is March 26, million
by any utility irrk
filing
single
it
if
could,
utility
whe the
the current
reach
to
Kentucky
notifies the PSC, impose a
$44.6 million rate increase stage.
The company sought $50
inunediately — subject to
in an earlier filing, but
million
later refunds.
that case,
We could get right down to the PSC dismissed
failed to
firm
the
declaring
the wire," a PSC spokesman
comply with regulations
said Thursday.
financial
South Central Bell asked for connected with_
exhibits.'
the higher rates nearly five
The $44.6 million request is
months ago. It has not yet
P cs•nee a cohgritotp
nottftU the PSC uf anyisltIIt
Harsh words have been
to put the proposed rates into
utility by some
effect if there is no decision by hurled at the
opponents of the rate boost.
March 26.

Carter Leaves W.Virginia
With Much Energy Information
CHARLESTON,

W.Va.

— Jimmy Carter left
West Virginia with seven glass
peanuts, and a wealth of in-

ci AP

Two Churches Will
Hear Dr. Mullins

formatiOn- about the states
energy situation.
The peanuts caitt from a
Marshall University student.

while the energy information
was supplied by 15 panelists
during a two and a half hopr
roundtable discussion devoted
mainly to coal and coalrelated problems.

was committed to the further

Appalachian coal keeps its

development of coal.
"Ninety per cent of our
energy regerves are coal and

share of the market."
_Surface

only 18 per cent of our current
energy use is coal," he said.
'You can see that a shift

Library told the President he
could help keep the price of
electricity in line by seeing to

Norman Kilpatrick of the
Research
Mining

toward coal is inevitable and I
want to make certain that

The City of Louisville
charged last month that South
Central Bell is "well-heeled
financially" and is "trying to
rip off" Kentucky customers
"to satisfy the insatiable
appetite on its parent cornpany for more and more
money."
In contrast, the brief filed by
South Central Bell paints a
picture of hard times and
warns that "telephone service
will deteriorate" if the request
is not grant:it
"The co any simply will
not be able to maintain the
level of communications
technology in Kentucky thatit
where it is given the opportunity to earn an adequate
return," the brief said.
South Central Bell said it
now has a net investment in
telephone plants that exceeds
that of 16 yeart • ago- by-$233
million, an 85 per cent increase. It added:
"During that period of time
the company had to contend
with some of the more turbulent economic factors in
recent years.
"Its costs to provide service, particularly its labor
increased
have
costs,
dramatically.
"...The return needed to
attract equity has increased
correspondingly and the need
for equity remains critical."
South Central Bell said all it
asks is a return neeciavto
continue adequate service.
"The overwhelming weight
of the evidence in this case
supportsi the conclusion that
an 11 per cent over-all rate of
return is necessary for the
company to attract capital on
reasonable terms, maintain
its financial integrity and earn
a return in line with those by
with
companies
other
corresponding rates," the
brief said.
The City of Louisville is not
the only one protesting the
proposed increase.
The state attorney general's
office has testified that South
Central Bell needs only a $4:5
million revenue increase.
The alarm companies
consected to the utility
testified the proposed rates
waVd cause them to lose
business,
And the interconnect
companies, tolUch compete
with South Central,Bell in the
terminal equipment Iswket,
want to restrict increases,to
items of compaition.
"The reason for their intervention is therefore obvious," the brief commented
dryly.

no utilities were
it thgt
_
allowed to pass on automatic
feed-ins of fuel adjustment
clauses.
—One trf- our-biggest utilities
here in ,West Virginia was
going out of state for coal and
passing along the costs to the
consumer until we took away
the fuel adjustment clause,"
Dr. Nolan P. Howington,
By The Associated Press
installments, as they ap-Martori in notes. "Goldwater Kilpatrick told the President.
curriculum consultant in the
Robert W. Goldwater was peared in print, said both men re4eemed his to buy land at a "After that, the utility imchurch training department,
associated for five years in a associated- with figures linked
mediately made the switch to
from
nt
price
disc
Sunday School Board of the restaurant chain with a man
West Virginia coal."
Southwestern," the published
Southern Baptist Con- linked to an organized crime to organized crime and conThe governor told Carter he
sai
vention, Nashville, Tn., will figure, according to published doned the presence of mob- accounts
that more favored the pending federal
The stories sa
speak at the First Baptist accounts of a series by a team sters in their home state of 4
than $1.5 million wa )verted strip mining bill. He said also
Church, Murray, on Sunday, of investigative reporters.
Arizona. Sen. Goldwater :from the restaurant cha
nd that he thought the adMarch 20, at 10:45 a.m. while „ Stories appearing in the called the reports "totally, Some of the money was used,. ministration should look
the pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill Friday editions of the false;" Robert said the stories by Applegate, who died in fayorably at the controversial
Whittaker is in a revival Indianapolis Star, available were "poppycock."
1974, to build a lavish home. praeti,e known as "mounmeeting at Bowling Green. Thursday night, focused on
The story said that Robert taintop moval."
In a letter sent to attorneys Goldwater and Martori — who
Before going with the Board, Goldwater's, involvement in
Judy Ste enson, executive
Dr. Howington served as the Hobo Joe's restaurant for the IRE prior to the died in 1973 — learned of director of Save. ,Our
pastor of churches in Union chain. His partners in the publication of the series, Applegate's actions in 1968 — Mountains, a WM.Virginia
Mills, N. C., Little Rock, Ark., operation, according to the Robert Goldwater said: "I just before the first stock environmental group, imand Knoxville, Tn. He is a published accounts, were have no acquaintance with purchase by Southwestern — mediately responded that e
native of Winder, Ga., and Phoenix businessman Joseph Mr. Licavoli ... Additionally, but took no action to oust him didn't think strip mining wai
your repor- from the firm.
necessary in any form.
received degrees from F. Martori and Herbert L. as we informed
was ters, neither Goldmar nor
Applegate
Applegate.
"No one's looking at the
Wake
Forest
University,
N.
Nashville,
of
Jerkins
Ray
E.
described in the stories as "a Martori Brothers have ever
overall
impact of mountain
C.,
the
and
Southern Baptist
Tn., will be the speaker at the
longtime associate of Mafia entered into any business
top removal," she said.
Seminary,
weekend gospel meeting to Theological
underboss Peter 'Horseface' dealings with Mr. Licavoli.
"Besides, I personally feel
open tonight (Friday) at 7:30 Louisville. He has also com- Licavoli Sr."
Although I have read
there's no reason for strip
p. m. at the Seventh and pleted one year of postThe stories as published did previously in Mr. Bolles armining when we have 130
Christ.
of
Poplar Church
doctoral study at the Univer- not present evidence of ticles that Mr. Licavoli and
(Continued From Page 1)
years worth of coal in this
Services will be held at 7:30 sity of Edinburgh, Scotland.
illegality by Goldwater, but Mr. Herb kiplegate were
country. The deep mine
p. m.on Saturday and at 8:30
stressed a pattern of acquainted and had a business Bradenburgh said Thursday process not only is better from
a. m., 10:40 a. m., and six p.
associations — some indirect relationship, I have no he thought the point system an ecological standpoint but it
m. on Sunday.
— with • people who had knowledge with respect to any has proven to be an effective also provides three times as
Bro. Jerkins is a full-time,
business' relationship between deterrent — if not on the first many jobs."
criminal connections.
licensed marriage counselor
Goldwater is the brother of Mr. Licavoli and Hobo Joe's offense, thereafter as the
Prices of Seats- of Local interest at
The strip mining issue was
in addition to serving as a
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Purchase Area
U.S. Sen. Barry Goldwater restaurants."
points accumulate.
United
Goshen
The
to Carter's attention the
called
Co
Simon
follows
M
as
I
are
by
Tinies
gospel preacher. He has
and the head of Goldmar Inc.,
He said motorists will still moment he arrived at the
Methodist Church will have as served as minister of the
The newspaper articles on
-2 56
Hog Market
a real estate and investment
be assessed points at speeds state Capitol shortly before
its guest speaker on Sunday, Seventh and College Church in Indus Avg.
series said Hobo Joe's was below
the
company formed in 1970.
70 m.p.h. on roads other noon.
30% +L,
March 20, at 6:30 p. m. the Mayfield and the Ruff Street Airco
formed in 1965. Robert
441 +'a
Am. Motors
The stories in the Friday
than those specified in the new
Rev. Laurence Russ, co- Church in Paris, Tn.
Among the some 5,000 Federal State Market News Service
34.. unc
Ashland Oil
and Martori owned
toldwater
March 18, 1977
Star and some other papers
62.4 unc
law.
AT&T
director of the Reelfoot Rural
on hand to greet him Kentucky
persons
Purchase Area Hog Market
The public is invited to
one-fourth of the shares each;
59% -".
Motor
reported . on the sixth insaid
he
BrandenbUrgh
Includes 7 Buying Stations
Ministry in West Tennessee. attend the services, said the Ford
demonReport
several
dozen
were
57% Gen. Dynamics
Applegate owned half. A little
443 Est. 1000 Barrows &
Act.
Receipts.
23
a
series
in
-part
stallment
72's
couldn't predict whether the strators carrying signs Gilts fully .25 lower
Many Methodist members church minister, Bro. John Gen. Motors. ......
Sows .50 lower
more than 27 per cent of the
.......... 27.4 unc
Gen. Ttre
Gen,
produced by the Investigative
will
law
result
637.00-37.25
an
in
increase
Um
mountain
top
204930
of this area have a special Dale.
1-2
US
protesting
31". +
Goodrich
stock was purchased in 1968 by
*36.75-37.00
lbs.
200-240
1-3
US
Editors,
Inc.
Reporters
and
+4
the
in traffic speeds. But he removal—a process whereby US 2-4 240-26011x.
30%
interest in the work of
Gulf Oil
$36 00-36.75
Southwestern Research Corp.,
34'. +
Pennwalt
• The series is the result of a sixplan
P6.00-36.00
to
doesn't
order
Reelfoot Rural Ministry and
3-4300-250 lbs.
literally
adcoal
a
company
US
MURRAY LODGE
22% -%
Quaker Oats
a public company, the acmonth effort by a iteam of
33% unc
ditional highway patrols or scalps a mountain—and strip Sows
are urged tä hear Rev. Russ
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free Republic Steel
the
130.5041.50
270-350
1-2
US
counts said, and both Robert
22.8
Mfg.
journalists .who Went to
increase enforcement efforts mining in general.
131.50-32.50
on Sunday, said the church and Accepted Masons will Singer
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
. 10% 14/1C.
Tappan.. . ......... . .
Goldwater and Martori
$32.50-33.00
14460459 lbs....
Arizona after the murder of
IT% -4
in anticipation of more
pastor, the Rev. Julian hold its regular meeting on Western Union...... .
The demonstrators carried US
Its.
132.50-33.00
2-3300-500
US
investme„nt.
their
recouped
. 26% unc
......
Zenith Radio
Arizona
Republic reporter
speeding drivers.
*2950.30.50
Warren.
signs eliciting Carter's help in US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Monday, March 21, at 7:30
-- Southwestern bought the rest
Boars 19 00-20.50
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United
Chapel
Story's
Methodist Church and South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will hear
the pastor, the Hey. ur.
William P. Mullins, Jr., speak
on the subject, "God So
Loved" with scripture from
John 3:16 at services at 9:45
a.m. at Story's Chapel and at
eleven a.m. at South Pleasant
Grove on Sunday, March 20.
The Church Choir at South
Pleasant Grove, directed by
Mrs. L. D. Cook, Jr., with Mrs.
Otto Erwin as organist and
TonunyGainef as pianist, will
sing the anthetn,
at the morning servide.
Hewlett Cooper, layman,
will be the speaker at the six
p.m. services on Sunday at
South Pleasant Grove.

Carter opened the session
Thursday by saying that he
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